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vii

Foreword

in volume 8 of the Catalogue of oriental Manuscripts, Xylographs, etc. in Danish Collections 
(CoMDC), the royal library publishes a catalogue of parts of its Persian collection, ana-
lysed and described by fil.dr. irmeli Perho. Volume 8 catalogues 155 Persian manuscripts 
acquired by Professor arthur Christensen in iran in 1914 and not earlier described in printed 
form. in addition to these acquisitions, 112 Persian manuscripts acquired after World War i are 
described, among them 10 from the collection of Professor and Chief rabbi David simonsen 
bought in 1932. as a supplement to the 1857 catalogue, Codices orientales Bibliothecae 
Regiae hafniensis, Pars Tertiae: Codices Persici, Turcici, hindustanici, CoMDC volume 8 
thus completes the description of our collection of Modern Persian materials.

the CoMDC series, founded in 1966, aims at providing a complete set of catalogues of 
the oriental collections in the royal library. Concise description of the physical appearance 
and contents of the documents being its primary function, the CoMDC also endeavours to 
provide as much additional information as can be gathered from the manuscripts, aspiring to 
serve as a reference work in a wider sense, and photographically reproducing the first and last 
pages of the manuscripts described, as well as additional pages of particular interest.

the publishing of this Catalogue was made possible only with the kind support of the 
Carlsberg foundation.

Stig T. Rasmussen
editor of the series
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Introduction

the present Catalogue describes three collections of Persian manuscripts and lithographic 
prints at the royal library. the first collection is Cod. Pers. a. C. consisting of 155 items 
acquired by arthur Christensen in the early 20th century. the second collection is Cod. sim. 
Pers. consisting of 10 manuscripts collected by David simonsen and purchased by the royal 
library in 1932. the last collection is Cod. Pers. add. consisting of 102 items acquired after 
the middle of the 19th century, when a. f. Mehren completed his catalogue Codices orientales 
Bibliothecae Regiae hafniensis, Pars Tertiae: Codices Persici, Turcici, hindustanici 
(Copenhagen 1857), through to the present day.

Cod. Pers. add. 1–48 were described in latin on handwritten cards in the early 20th century. 
subsequently, typed cards were prepared in latin for Cod. Pers. add. 49–51 and in Danish for 
Cod. sim. Pers. 1–10. in the early 1970s, hertha kirketerp-Møller, research librarian in the 
oriental Department at the royal library in 1967–1978, made handwritten cards in Danish 
describing Cod. Pers. a. C. 1–152. in the 1980s, stig t. rasmussen, research librarian in 
1979–2011, went through her handwritten cards and prepared a typed list of the Cod. Pers. a. 
C. manuscripts and lithographs. in connection with the work on the present Catalogue, three 
further manuscripts belonging to the arthur Christensen collection were found and given the 
numbers Cod. Pers. a. C. 153–155. these three manuscripts and Cod. Pers. add. 52–102 are 
described for the first time in the present Catalogue.

arthur Christensen (1875–1945) was an iranist and the first Professor of iranian studies 
at the university of Copenhagen (1919–1945). he travelled to iran in 1914 for study purposes 
but was also commissioned by the royal library to purchase manuscripts. some of the Persian 
manuscripts that he acquired were subsequently incorporated into the additamenta collection 
receiving Cod. Pers. add. numbers. others, including a significant number of lithographic 
prints, were kept separate and eventually accorded the signum Cod. Pers. a. C. 

David simonsen (1853–1932) was the Chief rabbi for the Jewish community in Denmark 
in 1892–1903. he was also a scholar and a book collector: his vast collection consisted of 
about 40,000 books. his interests ranged from languages and religion to a wide field of hu-
manistic studies. Just one week before his death, David simonsen sold his collection to the 
royal library. among the sold items were ten Persian manuscripts that are catalogued in this 
volume as Cod. sim. Pers. 1–10.

The manuscripts
the Persian manuscripts included in the three collections cover a variety of topics. the vast 
majority of the texts are collections of poetry – Dīvāns of well-known poets such as Ḥāfeẓ, 
Anvarī, and Xāqānī are represented by more than one copy. The same applies to famous works 
such as Mavlavī’s Mas̠navī-ye maʿnavī and Saʿdī’s Būstān and his prose work Golestān. the 
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next largest topic is history and the collections contain both universal histories (e.g. Ravżat 
al-ṣafā) and local histories (e.g. Tārīx-e Ṭabarestān), but there are also texts focusing on the 
events of the first decades of Islam and especially on the history of the Šīʿa Emāms (e.g. Ğalāʾ 
al-ʿoyūn). Ferdavsī’s Šāhnāmeh is represented by several copies, some of them with painted 
illustrations (e.g. Cod. Pers. add. 64). the Catalogue is organized in numeric order but the 
subjects can be found in the Subject Index. 

Most of the manuscripts are undated but those that are dated give copying dates ranging 
from the 9thh/15thCe to the 14thh/20thCe century. the oldest date given is 857 h [1453 Ce] 
(Cod. Pers. add. 40-a), whereas the most recent is 1331 h [1913 Ce] (Cod. Pers. a. C. 65). 
The most common calligraphic style is Nastaʿlīq but there are some examples that display a 
beautiful Šekasteh. a special style is shown in Cod. Pers. add. 99 where the scribe identifies 
his calligraphy as Šekasteh-ye Šāfeʿī, a style developed by Moḥammad Šāfeʿī Heravī Ḥosaynī 
(d. 1081 h [1670/1 Ce]).1

arthur Christensen was commissioned to buy manuscripts during his stay in iran in 1914. 
his intention was partly to acquire classics of Persian literature but also to comply with the as-
signment given by the royal library to purchase illuminated manuscripts. arthur Christensen 
wrote a book about his tour to iran and in it he notes that due to the tremendous interest 
there was in the West for manuscripts with miniatures, their prices had soared and were not 
within the budget allocated to him. instead, he chose to acquire some manuscripts displaying 
elaborate ʿOnvāns as these were not in as high a demand as miniatures.2 among this type of 
manuscripts that arthur Christensen purchased are Cod. Pers. add. 7, 8 and 10. 

David Simonsen’s collection of Arabic manuscripts reflects his interest in Islamic studies 
focusing on jurisprudence and islamic doctrine.3 his small Persian collection of ten manu-
scripts appears more haphazard: there is only one text that deals with feqh whereas there are 
three texts on epistolography containing model letters written in Persian, a field of study that 
was far from being central to David simonsen. the manuscripts of his Persian collection may 
thus reflect his general bibliophilic interests rather than his scholarly studies.

Among the previous owners of the manuscripts are Osman Reşer and Werner Jacobsen. 
Osman Reşer [Oskar Rescher] (1882–1972) was a German-Turkish Orientalist who both sold 
and donated several manuscripts to the library in the late 1950s and in the 1960s. among 
these were six Persian manuscripts, mostly poetry, described in this Catalogue, cf. Osman 
Reşer in the Index of owners. Werner Jacobsen (1914–1979) was an ethnographer who trav-
elled extensively both in Central Asia and India. In 1950–1954 he travelled by car from North 
africa over Middle east and south asia to south east asia. it was presumably during this 
tour that he purchased the fifteen manuscripts described in the present Catalogue. Most of the 
manuscripts are in a rather poor shape: worm-eaten and dirty, with bindings falling apart. the 
texts deal with a variety of subjects – poetry, history, Sufism – but most of the manuscripts 
are unfortunately only fragments. During his travels Werner Jacobsen acquired significant 
collections of ethnographic material that were later included in the collections of the Danish 
national Museum. it is obvious that he was also interested in Persian manuscripts but he 
seems to have considered them as physical objects rather than texts: he did not read Persian 
and was thus unable to judge the contents of the manuscripts.

1. “Ġolām-Ḥosayn Yūsofī, “Calligraphy”, Encyclopædia Iranica, online edition: http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/cal-
ligraphy (accessed february 2013).

2. arthur Christensen, hinsides det Kaspiske hav, fra en orientrejse ved Krigens Udbrud, københavn: gyldendal, 88–91.
3. the arabic manuscripts (Cod. ar. sim. 1–21) have been described in ali abd alhussein alhaidary and stig t. rasmussen, 

Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts: Codices Arabici Additamenta et Codices Simonseniani Arabici, CoMDC vol. 5.1., 
Copenhagen: Munksgaard 1995.
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The lithographs
a significant part of the Cod. Pers. a. C. collection consists of lithographs purchased by arthur 
Christensen in iran in 1914 but there are also some lithographs in the additamenta collection. 
the lithographs give an idea of the types of books that were selected for mass production in the 
Qāğār period: there are not only volumes of classical poetry and history but also books con-
taining popular romances and fairy tales. Many of the lithographed books are illustrated either 
with decorative elements or with narrative illustrations portraying the events described in the 
text. Ulrich Marzolph, who has studied the narrative illustrations in the Persian lithographs, 
links them to narrative stucco-work, tile work and coffee-house painting, but at the same time 
points out that the lithographic illustration should also be seen as “the legitimate successor to 
the previous mode of manuscript illustration” (Marzolph 2001: VII–VIII). 

A special group among the lithographs is formed by the travel diaries written by Nāṣer 
al-Dīn Šāh Qāğār (ruled 1264–1313 H [1848–1896 CE]). There are four diaries: Cod. Pers. A. 
C. 48 records the Šāh’s tour to Māzandarān in the autumn of 1292 H [1875 CE]; Cod. Pers. 
A. C. 74 describes his journey to ʿIrāq-e ağam and the central areas of Iran in 1309 H [1892 
CE]–1310 H [1892 CE]; Cod. Pers. A. C. 88 contains the Šāh’s notes on his tour to Xorasān 
that started on the 15th of Ẕī ḥeğğeh in 1283 H [1867 CE]; and Cod. Pers. Add. 101 is titled 
Vaqāyeʿ-e mosāfarat va seyāḥat-e sāḥat-e Farangistān but the print contains also the English 
title The first tour of the Shah of Persia in Europe. the tour took place in 1290 h [1873 Ce]. 
The last book is an example of the fragility of the early lithographs. The machine-made paper 
used by the printers was of poor quality and has become brittle: the pages of Cod. Pers. add. 
101 are crumbling. 

three of the four travel diaries were purchased by arthur Christensen in iran in 1914. his 
interest in the texts was primarily linguistic and in his opinion they were interesting because 
they displayed a new development: the use of vernacular in a literary context. He saw them 
as precursors of the language subsequently applied in modern literature.4 Arthur Christensen’s 
interest in the Persian vernacular and in popular culture is further illustrated by the fairy tales 
and romances that were among the lithographic prints that he acquired. in his travel memoirs 
arthur Christensen tells that it was the german iranologist f. C. andreas (1846–1930) who 
made him aware of the importance of acquiring printed popular literature.5 the early litho-
graphs containing popular romances and fairy tales were produced at affordable prices for an 
appreciative audience but they were perishable: the cheap paper and poor bindings did not 
make lasting books. this did not only make the books themselves perishable but made the 
survival of the individual stories equally precarious.

Acknowledgements
the work on the present Catalogue began already in 2001, when Verner Jul andersen, M.a. 
(1946–2009) started to describe Cod. Pers. a. C. manuscripts. Due to illness his work pro-
ceeded slowly and finally he had to retire and leave the work unfinished. i was in 2010–2011 
employed to revise and complete the work that Verner Jul andersen had started and, further, to 
also describe the Cod. Pers. add. and Cod. sim. Pers. manuscripts.

i wish here to take the opportunity to thank Dr. ali Muhaddis, uppsala university library 
(sweden). he gave generously of his time to help me in reading some of the more difficult 
handwritings. I would also like to extend my thanks to Leena Höskuldsson and Gerald Jackson, 

4.  arthur Christensen, Kulturskitser fra Iran, Copenhagen 1937, 39, 47.
5.  arthur Christensen, hinsides det Kaspiske hav, 18–19.
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the editors at NIAS Press. Leena’s sharp eye caught many of my original inconsistencies and 
unclear formulations, whereas gerald focused on making the layout as clear and as user-
friendly as possible. Finally, I wish to express my appreciation of the high-quality work done 
by the Royal Library’s photographic studio to reproduce the manuscript pages that illustrate 
the catalogue.   

irmeli Perho
Copenhagen, september 2013
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Parameters of description

TiTle as given in the manuscript. Page or folio where the title is found, 
in square brackets. titles taken from other sources in square 
brackets. if the title remains unidentified, a generic title is given 
in square brackets.

SubjecT A short general term. All the terms used can be found in Index of 
subjects.

AuThor as given in the manuscript. additional or better-known name(s) 
in square brackets. author identified through other sources in 
square brackets. year of death, when known, in round parenthe-
ses. Page or folio where the name is found, in square brackets.

Scribe as stated in the manuscript. Page or folio where the name is found, 
in square brackets.

copying dATe Heğrī or Šamsī years as given in the manuscript. CE years in square 
brackets. Page or folio where the date is found, in square brackets.

prinTing dATe Heğrī or Šamsī years as given in the lithographic print. CE years 
in square brackets. Page or folio where the date is found, in square 
brackets.

number of folioS as numbered in the manuscript.
number of lineS To The pAge (number)

Size Size of the binding and size of the text area in centimetres.
deScripTion Physical characteristics (binding, support, watermarks, script, il-

luminations, illustrations).
noTeS Concerning contents, authorship, illuminations and illustrations.

ownerS’ mArkS stamps, written marks.
beginning of The TexT The first line(s) and the beginning of the text after the opening 

formulas. The text is copied as it is written on the manuscript or 
the lithographic print. Doubtful or suggested readings in square 
brackets.

ending of The TexT The last line(s) of the text prior to the colophon. The text is cop-
ied as it is written on the manuscript or the lithographic print. 
Doubtful or suggested readings in square brackets.

provenAnce acquisition history.
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 1 

TITLE  
Qar b d n-e q der  [fols 2b, 3a] 

SUBJECT Medicine 

AUTHOR ][   
[Mo ammad Akbar Arz n ] (d. 1134 H [1722 CE])  

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 8. a b n, 1246 H [1831 CE] [fol. 202a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 203 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21-22 

SIZE 29.9 x 20.5 x 2.9 cm; text area 21.7 x 11 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames, tooled medallions and corner pieces showing plants and 
birds. Remaining areas of both covers filled with tooled simple flower 
pattern. Inner lining dark brown, watermarked paper. Two labels on spine, 
one with text   and the other with unclear mark. Burnished 
watermarked European paper. Fols 1a-2a are blank. Text begins on fol. 2b. 
Title given as heading on fol. 2b. Text written in Nasx  script, black ink 
with chapter headings, overlinings and some marginal notes in red ink. 
First words in each section marked with red line. Marginal notes. 
Catchwords. Catchword on fol. 65b does not match the following page. 
Text ends on fol. 202a. Fols 202b and 203a are blank. Detached note on 
fol. 203b. 

NOTES The text is a pharmacopoeia of compound medicaments. The text is 
divided into 23 b bs with treatments for all parts of the body. 
On fol. 2b, a note written in different hand:  

  \   \  
 
The title of the text, Qar b d n-e q der , is also given on fol. 3a, line 16.  
 
The author’s name is not given in the text, but MS 11056 in Fehrest, 28: 
83-84 is the same text and identifies the author as Mo ammad Akbar 
farzand-e Mo ammad Moq m, known as Arz n : 

  ,     
 
Mo ammad Akbar has also written a medical treatise titled ebb-e Akbar .  
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/102/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS Note on fol. 203b. 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1 and 5-6 
                

 [...]                
            

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 202a, lines 12-16 
                   

                [...] 
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. AC1 002b
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Cod. Pers. AC1 202a
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 2 

TITLE   
D v n-e X q n -ye tam m [fol. 2a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR     ][
Af al al-D n Ebr h m X q n  [ erv n ] (d. 595 H [1199 CE]) [fol. 3a] 

SCRIBE       
Mo ammad B qer Xalaf al- idq Ma had  Al  Qazv n  [fol. 192a] 

COPYING DATE 6. om d  al-s n , 1271 H [1855 CE] [fol. 192a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 192 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20  

SIZE 25.5 x 16 x 2.5 cm; text area 17.4 x 7.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. On covers 
tooled multiple frames and tooled medallions and corner pieces showing 
plants and birds. Inner linings white paper. On spine a label:   

 . On cutting edge in black ink:  . Burnished paper, no marks. 
Fol. 1a blank except for detached notes. Fol. 1b blank. Title is given on 
fol. 2a in Nasx  script:    . Text begins on fol. 2b. Text written 
in Nasta l q script, black ink. Chapter headings in red ink. Different hands. 
Text is written in horizontal lines in centre of page and in diagonal lines in 
margins. Fol. 5a blank. From fol. 5b, verses in the centre of page are 
written in two columns. Catchwords. Few marginal notes. Text ends on 
fol. 192a. Detached text on 192b, upside down. 

NOTES On fols 2b-4b an extensive preface with the biography of the author. The 
poems begin on fol. 5b. The D v n does not follow the usual order of 
poems, nor are the poems arranged alphabetically.  
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 202-208. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Square note imitating a stamp on the inner lining of the front cover. A note 
in red and verses on fol. 1a. A note on fol. 192b with medical content. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
             

 
Fol. 5a, line 1 

       \      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 192a , lines 3-4 

       \       
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. AC2 002b
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Cod. Pers. AC2 192a
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 3 

TITLE ][   
[Lav me -e ebqor n  ?] 

SUBJECT ad s 

AUTHOR  [    ]  
Mo ammad Taq  [ebn Maq d Ali Ma les ] (d. 1070 H [1659 CE]) [fol. 
1a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 283 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

SIZE 28.9 x 20 x 3.8 cm; text area 20.5 x 12 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and edges black leather. Covers reddish 
brown leather. Inner linings paper. On spine a label with text:    
  . Burnished European watermarked paper. Margins mended on some 
folios. Arabic foliation in black ink, partly cut away. No title page. On fol. 
1a, detached notes and drawings. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in 
Nasx  script, black ink. The word b b and overlinings of Arabic quotations 
in red ink. Arabic quotations are vocalized. Catchwords. Catchword on fol. 
260b does not match with the beginning of the following page. Marginal 
notes. Text ends on fol. 283a. Detached texts and drawings on fols 283a-
283b.  

NOTES The text consists of a d s given in Arabic and commented in Persian. The 
subject of a d s is prayer ( al t). 
According to a note on fol. 1a, the text is a Persian translation and 
commentary of the Arabic work Man l  ya uru-hu al-faq h by 
Mu ammad ibn Al  ibn al- usayn ibn M s  ibn B bawayh al- add q (d. 
381 H [991 CE]). Furthermore, according to the note, the translation and 
commentary were written by Moll  Mo ammad Taq . It is known that 
Mo ammad Taq  Ma lis  wrote an Arabic commentary to al- add q’s 
work. The commentary is titled Raw at al-muttaq n f  ar  a bar al-
a immah al-ma m n. According to Fehrest, 1:264, Mo ammad Taq  
made a Persian version of his commentary known as Lav me -e 

ebqor n  or al-Law me  al-qods yeh. The note on fol. 1 does not give 
this title, but its reference to Mo ammad Taq  indicates that the present 
MS is a volume of Lav me -e ebqor n . 
 
On fol. 265, the text ends with the date   1028  corresponding to 
1618/19 CE but the date cannot be the copying date nor the date of 
composition, because Lav me -e ebqor n  was not composed until 
1065-1066 H [1654-1656 CE] (Fehrest, 1:264). 
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OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, there are three dated notes. One of them gives the name   
     and the date Qorb n 1236 H [1821 CE]. The two 

others give the dates the 9th of afar 1272 H [1855 CE] and 6. Mo arram 
1273 H [1856 CE]. Also on fol. 1a, a drawing of a figure in a boat. On fol. 
2a, partly on the mending paper, two stamps on top of each other and a 
note giving the date the 29th of afar, 1272 H [1855 CE]. On fol. 283b, 
owners’ names  and  [  ]   . Also on fol. 283b, there is a 
drawing of a standing person wearing a floral crown. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1, 2-3, and 4-6 
            [...]  

][    [...]           
                 

   
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 283a, line 1 

                 
1028

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 4 

TITLE [  ]
[Dorreh-ye N der ] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR [        ]
[M rz  Mo ammad Mehd  X n ebn Mo ammad Na r Astar b d ] (d. ca 
1175 H [1761 CE]) 

SCRIBE Name unclear [fol. 126b] 

COPYING DATE 14. avv l 1230 H [1815 CE] [fol. 126b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 127 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 32.5 x 21.2 x 2.5 cm; text area 23.6 x 13.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers brown leather. On covers, tooled 
multiple frames and floral medallions with traces of gilding. Inner linings 
paper. Light blue, burnished paper, watermark “1810”. Ink stains in the 
margins on fols 90b-91a. Corners torn on fols 26-27 and on fol. 89. No 
title page. Fols 1a-3a are blank. Text begins on fol. 3b. Text written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Arabic quotations written in Solos script. 
Chapter headings, overlinings and interlinear notes in red ink. Text area 
framed by double red lines and single blue line. A further single blue 
frame in margins. Marginal notes in red and black ink. Catchwords. The 
catchword on fol. 69b does not match with the beginning of the following 
page. Text ends on fol. 126b. Fol. 127 blank. 

NOTES Neither the title of the book nor the name of the author is given in the 
present text. MS 11464 in Fehrest 29:89-90, is Mehd  X n’s Dorreh-ye 
N der  and has a beginning and ending similar to the present text.  
Dorreh-ye N der  is the history of N der h (ruled 1736-1747 CE). 
About the text and the author, cf. Rypka (1968) 315. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 126b, stamp with the year 1229 H [1814/15 CE] and name  [. .]
 . 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, lines 1-2 
.                 

    [ ]        
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 126b, lines 7 and 8-9 

                   
] [...          

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 5 

 Text A 

TITLE  
Xav -e y t [fol. 2a] 

SUBJECT Magic 

AUTHOR Compiled by 
      

Abd al- Al  ebn Mo ammad ebn osayn [fol. 2a] 
SCRIBE  

Anonymous 
COPYING DATE 1234 H [1818/19 CE] [fol. 147a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 147 (fols 1b-147a) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 18 

NOTES Text presents magical properties of various verses of the Qor n. In the 
preface the compiler Abd al- Al  ebn Mo ammad ebn osayn informs 
that he has collected relevant texts from Arabic books and translated them 
into Persian [fol. 2a]. He dates his compilation to the year 926 H [1519/20 
CE] [fol. 2a]. The manuscript does not have an actual title, but the subject 
is given on fol. 2a as: 

     
 
Arthur Christensen has presented the manuscript in his article “Xav -i-
y t: Notices et extraits d’un manuscrit persan traitant la magie des versets 

du Coran”. Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser III, 4. 3-68. Det Kgl. Danske 
Videnskabernes Selskab. København, 1920. He gives a French translation 
of the Persian text on pp. 25-66 of the article. 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/57/ 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 7-8 
          ...] [      

        
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 147a, lines 16-18 

              \    
        

 Text B 

TITLE [  ]
[Religious doctrine]  

SUBJECT Doctrine 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 
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SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 16 (fols 148b-163a) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 18 

NOTES The text is an anonymous treatise on doctrine and religious duties. On fols 
161b-163a tables with prayer instructions. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 148b, lines 1-2 
                

         
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 161b, lines 1-3  

                  
          

 Text A and B 

SIZE 31 x 21.3 x 2.5 cm; text area Text A: 22.5 x 12.3 cm, Text B: 21.5 x 12.3 
cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style leather binding. Spine and covers brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Inner linings blue paper. Burnished European 
watermarked paper. Some folios are loose. Arabic pagination in black ink 
on fols 2b-42a. No title page. Manuscript contains two texts. Text A on 
fols 1b–147a. Text B on fols 148b–163a. Fol. 1a is blank, except for a 
detached note. Fols 147a and 148a are blank. Both texts written in same 
hand: Nasx  script, black ink with headings and overlinings in red ink. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Within text A, Arabic quotations, vocalized 
and sometimes marked with red line above text. Magic squares and 
amulets on fols 9b, 10a, 52b, 56b, 75b, 97a. Text B ends with a table on 
fols 161b-163a. Fol. 163b is blank. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, a note in Persian stating that the book Xav -e y t was 
purchased on the 8th of Mo arram 1292 H [1875 CE].  

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 6 

TITLE    
T r x-e qatl-e Em m osayn [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE    
Ebr h m ebn Al  Mo ammad [fol. 183a] 

COPYING DATE 1237 H [1821/22 CE] [fol. 183a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 183 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 30.7 x 20.5 x 2.7 cm; text area 23.5 x 12.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers black leather. Front cover 
mended with a strip of light brown leather. Tooled multiple frames on 
covers. White stains on covers. Lower corner of front cover broken. Inner 
linings paper with strips of mending paper. Some mending papers contain 
printed text in Persian. Label on spine with illegible text in red ink. 
Burnished watermarked paper, turned brown. Margins mended on fols 1-3, 
6-8 and 183. Title is given on fol. 1a, blue ink, different hand. Text begins 
on fol. 1b. Text in Nasta l q script, black ink. First three lines on fol. 1b 
written in Nasx  script. On fols 1b-2a, text area is framed with a single red 
line. On fol. 1b, first text lines are separated by red lines. Blank spaces 
presumably intended for headings remain blank. Catchwords. Marginal 
notes. Text ends on fol. 183a. Fol. 183b is blank.  

NOTES The text discusses the events leading to the death of Em m osayn. 
 
On fol. 183a, the copying year 1237 H [1821/22 CE] is given at the end of 
the colophon below the word  . The digits    are written above the 
word  . 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, a list of names and a note giving the owner’s name    
  . Another note is partly erased but seems to contain the same 

name. Also on fol. 1a, a pencilled note in Latin cursive script: “Muh. 
Baqeer”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 4-5 
        ]...[          

       
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 183a, line 2 

              
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 7 

TITLE   
azav t-e Am r al-mo men n [on the spine and cut edge] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 210 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 28 

SIZE 34.5 x 21.8 x 3 cm;  text area 24.1 x 12.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style leather binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. 
Tooled multiple frames, corner pieces and medallions on covers. Inner 
linings green paper. Label on spine with text in red ink:  [ ]  
. On cut edge in black ink:    . Paper of varying types: fols 
1-48 and 210 dull surface, fols 49-209 burnished paper. Some folios 
watermarked paper. Margins mended on fols 2-18 covering marginal notes 
on some folios On fols 1-3 mending paper covers parts of text. Margin 
folded to fit the present binding on fols 161 and 203. Some smudges. No 
title page. Fol. 1 is blank. Text begins on fol. 2a. Text written in minute 
Nasx  script, black ink with chapter headings in red ink. On fols 160b-
162b, Arabic text in large Solos script, black ink, with interlinear Persian 
text in Nasx  script, black ink and Nasta l q script, red ink. Catchwords. 
Marginal notes. Some marginal notes partly cut off. Fols 200b, 202b and 
206b are blank, except for catchwords. Text ends on fol. 208b.  

NOTES The text presents Em m Al ’s military campaigns. The Arabic text on fols 
160b-162b is from Na  al-bal ah and contains Al ’s sermon (xo beh) 
that he gave after a battle against Xav re . Persian translation of the 
sermon is written between the lines. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Two marks on the inner lining of the front cover. One of them is largely 
erased but the other contains the name    and the date afar 
0128, possibly1280 H [1863 CE]. On the inner lining of the back cover, 
there are drawings of human figures and a note with the text: 

      \     
Verses in the margins of fol. 2a. Note on fol. 208b, dated Rab  xar 1301 
[1884] and with the name   . Note containing the same date 
and name on fol. 209a. Further on fol. 209a, a smudged note and several 
stamps on fol. 209a. Jottings on fol. 209b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2a, lines 1-2 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 208b, lines 1-2 
                     

                
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 8 

TITLE  
K ef al- aqq [fol. 1a and cut edge] 

SUBJECT ah doctrine 

AUTHOR ][           
[M r-e M r n Mo izz al-D n Mo ammad ibn ah r al-D n Mo ammad al-

osayn  al-Ardest n ] (d. 1090 H [1679/80 CE]) 
SCRIBE  

Anonymous 
COPYING DATE avv l 1247 H [1831/2 CE] [fol. 362b] (see Notes)  

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 362 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 28.3 x 19.7 x 5.5 cm; text area 21.8 x 11.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION Oriental binding with flap. Spine and edges light brown leather. Covers 
dark brown leather. Flap and half of fore-edge red leather. Tooled 
medallions on covers and flap. Tooled line of dots on flap. Inner linings 
dark brown leather. Burnished watermarked paper. Fols 357-360 thicker 
burnished paper, no marks. Fols 361-362 thicker burnished watermarked 
paper. Margins mended on several folios. On fols 342, 349-350, 355-356 
text area is mended and text lines are restored on mending paper. Written 
on cut edge, black ink:   . Fol. 1a contains owners’ marks. One of 
them gives the title:   . Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Chapter headings and 
overlinings in red ink. Part of colophon on fol. 362b in Nasx  script. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Two magic squares in margin of fol. 362b. 
Text ends on fol. 362b. 

NOTES The text discusses the Imamate and the ah Emams. According to the 
table of content on fols 2b-3a, the text consists of Moqaddemeh, one B b 
and X temeh. The B b is divided into 12 Fa l. 
 
The title is given in an owner’s note on fol. 1a and it is also written across 
the cutting edge. According to al- ar ah,17: 236, entry 47, K ef al- aqq 
is also known by the titles Ka f al- aqq and Hed yat al- lam n il  al-
er  al-mostaq m. The text was written by M r n Mo izz al-D n 

Mo ammad al-Ardest n  in 1058 H [1648/9 CE]. This date is mentioned 
on fol. 362b in the present text. 
 
Further, according to al- ar ah, loc. cit, the content of the book was 
plagiarized [ ] from ad qat al- ah, which was written in Persian by 
A mad ebn Mo ammad al-Ardab l  (d. 993 H [1585 CE]). About ad qat 
al- ah in al- ar ah, 6:385, entry 2408. 
 
In the preface on fol. 2a, it is stated that the book was written in 
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aydar b d and dedicated to Abd All h Qu b h who ruled Golkonda 
1625-1672 CE.  
 
The colophon fol. 362b begins: 

      ]  [
The word  is written above the line and presumably refers to the 
restoration of fols 342, 349-350, 355-356. Thus the date given in the 
colophon, evv l 1247, is also that of the restoration. Further, the 
colophon states that the copy was made at the request of     . 

OWNERS’ MARKS A note on fol. 1a gives an owner as 
        ][

A short prayer on the mending paper on fol. 1a. Further owners’ marks on 
fol. 1a largely covered by mending paper. A stamp on fol. 1b. On fol. 
362b, two magic squares in black ink and a pencilled note in Western hand 
giving the title   . 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 12 
                 [...]  

            
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 362b, lines 8-10 

      \      \      \    
   \      \       \    

 
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 9 

TITLE  
aqq al-yaq n [fol. 2b] 

SUBJECT ah doctrine 

AUTHOR ]     [
Mo ammad B qer ebn Mo ammad Taq  [Ma les ] (d. 1111 H [1699/1700 
CE]) [fol. 2b] 

SCRIBE    
Mo ammad Ra ab al  al-X ns r  [fol. 238b] 

COPYING DATE [Mo arram] 1235 H [1819 CE] [fol. 238b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 238 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

SIZE 29.8 x 21 x 3.6 cm; text area 21.2 x 12.6 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and medallions. Spine damaged, back cover loose. Inner 
linings pink watermarked paper (watermark: a cross). Burnished European 
watermarked paper. On fol. 1 same watermark as on lining. Some stains 
and smudges. Fols 1a-2a are blank. No title page. Title given as heading 
on fol. 2b. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text written in Nasta l q script, one 
hand. Chapter headings and overlinings in red ink. Arabic quotations in 
vocalized Solos script, black ink. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends 
on fol. 238b. 

NOTES The text presents ah doctrine and is the final work of Mo ammad B qer 
Ma les . It was dedicated to the afav  ruler, h Sol n osayn (ruled 
1694-1722 CE) [fol. 3a] and completed in a b n 1109 H [1698 CE] [fol. 
238b]. 
The copying date is given in the colophon in words: 

                 
  

The copying year 1235 H [1819 CE] is given in numbers at the end of the 
colophon.  

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp dated 1235 H [1819/20 CE] on fol. 2a. The same stamp appears 
twice on fol. 238b. Two faded stamps on fol. 238b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1 and 3 
       [...]         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 238b, lines 8-9 
               

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 10 

TITLE   
T r x ek yat [on the cut edge] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 226 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

SIZE 29 x 19.7 x 3.7 cm; text area 25 x 13.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Inner linings turquoise paper. Burnished, 
watermarked paper. Margins mended on several folios. On fol. 221 
mending paper covers part of the text. Stains and smudges on several 
folios. No title page. Text begins fol. 1a. Text written in Nasta l q script, 
black ink. One hand. Chapter headings, overlinings and important words in 
red ink. Names and Arabic quotations overlined with red. Spaces reserved 
for headings remain blank. Marginal notes. Bottom margin cut close to 
text so that most catchwords are cut away. Text ends abruptly on fol. 226a 
and some partly unclear words in large hand have been added after the last 
word of text. Fol. 226b blank except for a pencilled mark, Western hand, 
giving the title   . 

NOTES On the cut edge is written the text   . The words are rather a 
description of the contents than an actual title. Hertha Kirketerp-Møller 
who was a Research Librarian at The Royal Library (1967-1978) and 
worked with the Persian manuscripts, identified the text as To fat al-
ma les written by Sol n Mo ammad ebn T  al-D n asan.  
 
However, her identification is countered by the information given in 
Fehrest, 8:333 (MS 3109-3) and al- ar ah, 3:465 (item 1700). Both 
sources inform that To fat al-ma les consists of 14 maq ad and presents 
14 ma m n. The present manuscript is a fragment of a ten-volume work 
according to a heading on fol. 222b:      . Also the 
contents differ as the present manuscript contains chapters on the lives of 
the Prophets, the Prophet Mo ammad, the Sonn  Caliphs, ah Em ms 
and various rulers of Iran.  
 
The present manuscript is a fragment and the first chapter heading is on 
fol. 2a: 
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The last chapter heading is on fol. 225b: 
            

 
The order of the folios in the present manuscript seems to be incorrect, as 
the beginning of the text on fol. 1a (after basmala and initial formulas) 
actually belongs to the chapter that begins on fol. 225b.  
The first chapter heading on fol. 2a refers to the 3rd fa l of the 3rd oz , 
whereas the 1st fa l of the 3rd oz  is on fol. 222b. The first oz  is referred 
to in a heading on fol. 126a. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamps on fols 117a and 210a.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1a, lines 1 and 4 
           [...]      

              
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 226a, lines 12-13 

                 
           [...]  

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 11 

TITLE [    ]
[History of the Em ms and the Caliphate] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 232 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

SIZE 28.1 x 19.5 x 5.2 cm; text area 22 x 11-12 cm  

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and floral medallions on covers. Spine mended with strip 
of light brown leather. Inner linings white paper, holes show underlying 
pale blue paper. Burnished watermarked Ottoman Turkish paper. Fols 1-8 
and 230-232 heavily mended. Tears, stains, holes and smudges on several 
folios. Fol. 1a is blank except for detached notes. Fol. 1b cut out and 
pasted on newer paper. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written 
in Nasta l q script. Different hands. Headings and overlinings in red ink. 
Arabic quotations in Solos script. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Marginal 
note in Greek on fol. 63b. Text ends on fol. 232b.  

NOTES The text is a history of the Imams and Caliphs beginning with Al  [fol. 2a] 
and ending with the last Abbasid Caliph in Baghdad, Musta im bi-All h 
(ruled 1242-1258 CE) [fol. 231a]. 
The work is dedicated to the poet Am r Al sh r [Nav i] [fol. 1a] (d. 906 
H [1501 CE]) who was the vaz r of Sol n osayn B yqar , the ruler of 
Her t 1469-1506. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Unclear marks on two of the cut edges. Stamps on fols 2a, 40a, 81a. Notes 
and scribbles on fols 1a, 232b and on the inner linings. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 10 
                  [...]  

    
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 232b, line 2 

        \  ]       [ \  ]  [
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 12 

TITLE   
To fat al-z er [fol. 2a]  

SUBJECT Devotion  

AUTHOR      ][
Mo ammad B qer ebn Mo ammad Taq  [Ma les ] (d. 1111 H. 
[1699/1700 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE      
Mo ammad B qer ebn Mo ammad Mo men al-E fah n  [fol. 222a] 

COPYING DATE 14. Rab  al-s n  1116 H [1704 CE] [fol. 222a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 222 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 23.5 x 17.5 x 3.5 cm; text area 18.2 x 11.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and edges in reddish brown leather. Covers 
dark brown leather. Tooled multiple frames and floral medallions with 
traces of gilding on covers. Inner lining white paper. A cut ornament on 
inner lining, cut areas coloured silver. One blank front leaf. Burnished 
paper, no marks. Fol. 1 burnished watermarked paper. Damp has stained 
text area on fols 2-32. Margins mended on several folios. Fol. 1a torn, 
some tears mended. Text area mended and text restored on fol. 193. 
Marginal notes covered by mending paper on fol. 222b. No title page. Fol. 
1a is blank except for detached notes. Text begins on fol. 1b, written in 
Nasx  script, black ink. One hand. Headings and overlinings in red ink. 
Arabic quotations in vocalized Solos script. Text area is framed with 
multiple lines in gold, black and blue. A further single frame in red in 
margins. On fol. 1a, Onv n in the form of a gold panel. Throughout text, 
errata covered with gold. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 
222a. Detached texts in Persian and Arabic on fols 222a-222b.  

NOTES The text gives instructions on visiting various shrines (zey rat). The prayer 
texts are given in Arabic. 
On fol. 222a it is said that the original text was completed in afar 1085 H 
[1674 CE]. 
On fols 222a-222b, there is a detached text in Arabic with the title  

 . 
OWNERS’ MARKS A note on fol. 1a, partly covered by mending paper. Stamps on fol. 2a 

showing the year 1151 H [1738/9 CE] . The same stamp appears on fol. 
221b and 222a.   

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
  ]      [      ]  [
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 222a, lines 1-2 
                  

       
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 13 

TITLE  
Masnav -ye ma nav  [fol. 52a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR      ][
[Mavl n  al l al-D n Mo ammad al-R m  Mavlav ] (d. 672 H [1273 
CE]) 

SCRIBE    ][ ..
Mo n al-D n Mo ammad [..?] [fol. 274a] 

COPYING DATE 12. om d  al- xar 1013 H [1604 CE] [fol. 52a] 
Ra ab 1013 H [1604 CE] [fol. 99a] 
6. avv l 1013 H [1605 CE] [fol. 216a] 

afar 1014 H [1605 CE] [fol. 274a] 
1230 H [1814/5 CE] [fol. 329b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 330 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 24.3 x 15.8 x 4 cm; text area 16.8 x 9.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Tooled 
frame of dots on covers. Inner linings pink paper. Burnished Oriental 
paper, no marks. Some folios different paper: fol. 1 and 330 burnished 
paper with chain lines; fol. 2 burnished watermarked paper with laid lines; 
fols 322 and 327-329 watermarked European paper, dull surface. Fol. 2 
attached to the manuscript with a strip of paper. Margins of fols 323-326 
mended. On fol. 326, part of text area is mended and text is restored on 
mending papers. No title page. Fols 1a-2a are blank except for owners’ 
marks. On fol. 2b, a prose text in Nasta l q script in diagonal lines, written 
in hand different from the rest of the manuscript. Fol. 3a blank except for 
owners’ marks. Verses begin on fol. 3b. Text in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Chapter headings in red ink. Verses are written in four columns in one 
hand except on fols 322 and 326-329 that are written in a different hand. 
Colophon on fol. 329b is written in Solos script. Spaces reserved for 
chapter headings remain blank on fols 36a-81b. Marginal notes, some 
partly cut away. Catchwords, some partly or totally cut away. A transfer 
picture of a frog on fol. 130a. The text ends on fol. 329b. Detached notes 
on fols 329b-330b.  

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 240-242. 
 
The manuscript contains the six Daftars of the Masnav  ma nav : 
Daftar 1: Fol. 3b-52a, no preface. Dated at the end: 12. om d  al- xar 
1013 H [1604 CE].  
Daftar 2: Preface fol. 52b, text fols 53a-99a. Dated at the end: Ra ab 1013 
H [1604 CE].  
Daftar 3: Fols 99b-164b, no preface and no date. Daftar 4: Fols 165a-216a, 
no preface. Dated at the end: 6. avv l 1013 H [1605 CE]. 
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Daftar 5: Preface fol. 216b, text fols 217a-274a. Dated at the end: afar 
1014 H [1605 CE]. Name of the scribe: Mo n al-D n Mo ammad [..?]. 
Daftar 6: Preface fol. 274b, text fols 274b-329b.  
Date in the colophon: 1230 H [1814/5 CE]. 
 
The prose text on fol. 2b is a detached preface written diagonally across 
the page. The text is repeated in margin of fol. 3b. The text mentions ayx 
Abd al- La f ebn Abd Allah Abb s  (d.1048 H [1638/39 CE]) who 

made a critical edition of the Masnav  and wrote an extensive ar  titled 
La ef al-Ma naw  men aq eq al- Masnav . The text begins on fol. 2b: 

          
 
The colophon on fol. 329b gives the date 1230 H [1814/5 CE], which is 
presumably the date when the manuscript was mended and fols 322 and 
327-329 restored. According to the colophon the work was done by the 
request of     .  

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamps at the end of each Daftar. On fol. 1a containing the year 1316 H 
[1898/9 CE]. On fols 1a, 2a and 3a unclear words. On fol. 329b, three 
stamps. Also on fol. 329b, several notes, one of them giving the name  

     . On fols 330a-330b, unclear, partly erased 
words and jottings. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
      \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 329b, line 8 
       \      

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 14 

TITLE [  ]
[Man qeb-e Morta ] 

SUBJECT ah doctrine 

AUTHOR         ][
[Mo ammad le  ebn Am r Abd All h osayn  Terme  Ka af ] (11th c. 
H [17th c. CE]) 

SCRIBE [ ..]  
Mo ammad Al  [..?] [fol. 206a] 

COPYING DATE 1206 H [1791/2 CE] [fol. 206a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 207 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 25 

SIZE 28.7 x 16.2 x 4 cm; 24.5 x 10.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine brown leather. Covers dark brown leather. 
Tooled multiple frames on covers. Inner linings brown leather. Burnished 
paper, no marks. Fols 1, 2 and 207 burnished to a higher gloss. Fols 3 and 
4 attached to manuscript with glue. Lower third of fols 3 and 4 mended 
without restoring text lines. Several folios mended, text sometimes 
restored on mending paper. Lower part of fol. 206 mended and last lines of 
text and colophon are written on mending paper. Unmended tears and 
holes in text area on several folios. No title page. Fols 1a-2b are blank 
except for owners’ marks and drawings. Text begins on fol. 3a. Text 
written Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Headings and 
overlinings in red ink. Arabic quotations written in Nasx  script. 
Catchwords, some partly or completely cut off. Marginal notes, some 
partly cut off. Text ends on fol. 206a. Detached text is written diagonally 
on fol. 206b. Fol 207 is blank.  

NOTES The beginning of the text on fol. 3a is identical with the beginning of the 
second volume of Abv b al- an n written by Mo ammad ebn Fat  All h 
W e  Qazv n  (d. 1089 H [1678/9 CE]) given in al- ar ah, 1:76, entry 
369. However, the text of the present manuscript does not correspond with 
the contents of Abv b al- an n as it is described in al- ar ah.  
It seems that only fols 3 and 4 are from Abv b al- an n, whereas the bulk 
of the text is Man qeb-e Morta  written by Mo ammad le  Terme  
Ka af . The identification is based on Fehrest 4:103-104, where MS 1318, 
Man qeb-e Morta , has a table of contents and ending similar to those of 
the present manuscript. According to Fehrest 4:104, Ka af  completed the 
work 28.  al-qa dah 1053 H [1644 CE]. 
 
The colophon on fol. 206 identifies the text as Manqabat-e Morta  and 
the author as Ab  al-Fat  ebn Sayyed [..?]: 

        .. ]   [
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In the present manuscript, the table of contents is given on fol. 7a: 
           [fol. 8a] 
            [fol. 25b]  

         [fol. 44a]  
                  [fol. 

85a]  
        [fol. 89a] 

          
 [fol. 115a] 

        [fol. 136b]  
      [fol. 139b] 

        [fol. 145a] 
       [fol. 183a] 

             [fol. 188b] 
           [fol. 196b] 

 
OWNERS’ MARKS Stamps on fols 2b, 11a and 12a. Drawings of birds, sentence from the 

Qor n and some jottings on fol. 1a. The same Qor nic sentence on fol. 
2a. Detached verses in on fol. 3a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3a, line 1 
         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 206a, line 20 
      \        \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C.15 

TITLE  
D v n-e leb [label on spine] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ][   
[Mo ammad leb mol ] (d. 1036 H [1626/7 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE [1068 H] [1657/8 CE] [fol. 155b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 157 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 24.7 x 17 x 2.6 cm; text area 15 x 7.5-8.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION Oriental-style binding with flap. Spine and covers reddish brown leather, 
flap and fore-edge red leather. Tooled single frame, yellow multiple 
frames, tooled floral corner pieces and medallions on covers and flap. 
Medallion on flap is gilded. Traces of gilding on medallions on covers. 
Inner lining brown leather, black double frames. Corners of back cover 
have been mended with light brown leather. Label on spine:   . 
Burnished Oriental paper, no watermark. Fol. 1, burnished brown 
watermarked European paper. Some mendings in margins. No title page. 
Fol. 1a is blank except for detached verses. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text 
written in Nasta l q script in two columns, black ink. One hand except for 
fol. 1a where text is written in a different hand. Marginal notes. 
Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 155b. Fol. 156a is blank. Detached verses 
and notes on fols 156b-157a. Fol. 157b is blank.  

NOTES The text is the D v n of Mo ammad leb mol . About the author, see 
Rypka (1968) 725-726. 
 
The poems are arranged alphabetically according to the rhyme.  
 
On fol. 155b, the copying date is given in the colophon as  .  

OWNERS’ MARKS Two stamps on fol. 155b one of the smudged. Notes and verses on fols 1a 
and 156b-157a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b , line 1 
          \        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 155b, lines 8-9 
       \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 16 

TITLE     
av her al-asr r va zav her al-anv r [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry  

AUTHOR  [      ]
[Kam l al-D n osayn ebn asan Xv rezm  (d. 840 H [1436/7 CE]) 

SCRIBE  [...]   
Ebr h m ebn em [...] Dehlav  [fols 260b, 406b] 

COPYING DATE 5.  qa dah - 11.  al- e eh 1046 H [1637 CE] [fol. 178a]  
11.  al- e eh 1046 H - 3. Mo arram [1047 H] [1637 CE] [fol. 260b] 
29. afar 1047 H [1637 CE] [fol. 406b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 406 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 26 

SIZE 32 x 17.8 x 5.5 cm; text area 25.7 x 11.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers brown leather, worn. Tooled 
double frames and floral medallions on covers. Inner linings red leather. 
Inner lining of front cover has not been trimmed and fol. 1 has been glued 
to it. Fol. 1 is partly torn. In similarly untrimmed lining of back cover there 
are remnants of paper glued to it. Paper with dull surface, no watermark. 
Margins of some folios mended. No title page. Fol. 1a contains note in 
Nasta l q script, blue ink:      . Text begins on fol. 
1b. Text written in Nasx  script, black ink. One hand. Chapter headings, 
overlinings and verse markers in red ink. Marginal notes. Catchwords. Fol. 
261a is blank. Text ends on fol. 406b. 

NOTES The text is a commentary to Masnav  ma nav  by by Mavl n  al l al-D n 
al-R m  (d. 672 H [1273 CE]). The title is given as a heading on fol. 1b.  
 
On fol. 1a erroneous identification written in blue ink ekasteh script: 

    
The name Ebr h m Dehlav  appears on the manuscript as the name of the 
scribe [fols 260b, 406b]. 
 
The name of the author is not given in the present text, but Sachau and 
Ethè (1889) 519: MS 666, and Pertsch (1888) 793: MS 774, 2, are the 
same text and the author is identified as Kam l al-D n osayn ebn asan 
Xv rezm .  
 
The text consists of an extensive preface [fols 1b-66b] on Sufism. The 
actual commentary of Masnav  ma nav  begins on fol. 66b.  
Fols 66b-178a, commentary on the first Daftar of Masnav .  
Fols 178a-260b, commentary on the second Daftar of Masnav . 
Fols 261b-406b, commentary of the third Daftar of Masnav  
 
On fol. 260b, it is stated in the colophon that the copying began on 11.  
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al- e ah 1046 H [1637 CE] and ended in        
even though the year of the latter date must be 1047 H [1637 CE]. 
 
The colophons on fols 178a, 260b and 406b give the place of copying as 

  [Dhaka].  
OWNERS’ MARKS Erased and partly covered notes and a drawing of a bird on fol. 1a. Digits 

on fol. 406b. 
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 

      [ ]            
 

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 406b, lines 17-18 
                   

 ]...[
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 17 

TITLE  
Ayn al- ay t [On the spine and on fol. 2a] 

SUBJECT Ethics (Axl q) 

AUTHOR ]     [
Mo ammad B qer ebn Mo ammad Taq  [Ma les ] (d. 1111 H [1699/1700 
CE]) [fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 389 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

SIZE 28.9 x 19 x 6.5 cm; text area 21.5-22.2 x 11-12 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and single lines forming a central star on covers. Inner 
linings pale blue paper. On spine a label:   . Burnished Oriental 
paper. Fols 1-9, 14 and 47-48 burnished watermarked paper. Fols 53-55 
and 62-63 thicker burnished paper. Fol. 289 dull surface. Some folios 
wrinkled probably due to moist. Margins mended on several folios. No 
title page. Fol. 1 blank except for jottings. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text 
written in Nasx  script, black ink. Different hands. Chapter headings and 
overlinings in red ink. Catchwords. Few marginal notes, some partly cut 
away. Text ends on fol. 388a. Detached notes on fols 388b-389b.  

NOTES The text is Ma les ’s commentary on Prophet Mo ammad’s sermons and 
advice transmitted by Ab  arr al- ef r . According to the colophon on 
fol. 388a, Ma les  completed the work in the end of om d  al-s n  1073 
H [1663 CE]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Note on fol. 1b gives the name:      . On fol. 186a, a stamp 
giving the year 1245 H [1829/30 CE]. Stamps on fol. 388a. On fol. 388a, a 
note giving the year 12[0]5 H [1790/1 CE]. On fol. 389a, a note giving the 
year 1223 H [1808/9 CE]. Primitive drawings of male human figures on 
fols 150b, 157b, 163b, 248b and 273a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
[ ]          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 388a, lines 16-18 
                 

  
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 18 

TITLE  
Mo arreq al-qol b [fol. 3a] 

SUBJECT History  

AUTHOR     
Mehd  ebn Ab  arr Nar q  (d. 1209 H [1794/5 CE]) [fol. 2b] 

SCRIBE    
Mo ammad ebn Esm l M zandar n  [fol. 281b] 

COPYING DATE 1241 H [1825/6 CE] [fol 281b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 282 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

SIZE 30.2 x 21.5 x 4 cm; text area 20.7 x 11 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
double frames on covers. Inner linings white paper. Manuscript is not 
attached to spine. Quires are held together by strings and strips of cloth. 
Fols 1 and 282 are front and end leaves, paper with dull surface. Burnished 
watermarked European paper. Upper part of fol. 2b is damaged and shows 
traces of glue. No title page. Fol. 2a is blank except for a pencilled note: 

  . Text begins on fol. 2b. Text area framed by multiple lines 
in gold, black and blue. A further frame in black and gold in margins. Text 
written in Nasta l q script, black ink. One hand except for fol. 2b which is 
written in different hand. Chapter headings and overlinings in red ink. 
Arabic quotations in Solos script. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends 
on fol. 281b. Fol. 282 is blank end leaf. 

NOTES The text contains the history of Prophet Mo ammad, his family, M s  al-
K em and Al  al-Re . The text consists of first and second 
Moqaddemeh and twenty Ma les. The table of contents is on fols 3a-3b. 
 
Fehrest, 1:146, MS 123 is Mo arreq al-qol b. The beginning and ending 
differ from those of the present text but the description of the content fits.  
 
On fol. 281b, a note written diagonally below the last line of the text states 
that the copying was begun in  and completed in . 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 281b, note giving the date 1272 H [1855/6 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1 and 3 
][            [. .] ]...[     

      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 281b, lines 7-8 

                

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 19 

TITLE [  ]
[K ef al- aqq]  

SUBJECT ah doctrine 

AUTHOR ][           
[M r-e M r n Mo izz al-D n Mo ammad ibn ah r al-D n Mo ammad al-

osayn  al-Ardest n ] (d. 1090 H [1679/80 CE]) 
SCRIBE   

Sayyed Re -ye M zandar n  [fol. 363a] 
COPYING DATE afar 1234 H [1818 CE] [fol. 363a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 363  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 30.8 x 21.5 x 4.5 cm; text area 23 x 14.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine light brown leather and covers darker 
brown leather. Tooled frame and tooled floral medallions with traces of 
gilding on covers. Wormholes in back cover. Inner linings white paper. 
Two labels on spine, first giving the digits  and second the title  

 . One end leaf, watermarked European paper, dull surface. Text 
pages burnished European watermarked paper. Margins mended on fols 
361-363. Title   written in small Nasta l q script in black ink on 
fol. 1a. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
One hand. Headings and overlinings in red ink. Text area framed by 
double lines in red and blue. On fol. 1a, red frame is thicker than on the 
rest of folios. A single red frame in margin. Floral Onv n in yellow, red, 
blue and black on fol. 1b. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Some marginal 
notes almost completely cut away. Text ends on fol. 363a. Fol. 363b is 
blank except for owners’ marks. 

NOTES The title   is given both in the label on the spine and on fol. 1a, 
but the text is the same as Cod. Pers. A. C. 8 and thus the correct title is 

  . The work is also known as Ka f al- aqq and Hed yat al-
lam n il  al- er  al-mostaq m. 

 
For further details, see Cod. Pers. A.C. 8. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, stamp and a note with the date om d  al-avval 1285 H [1868 
CE]. Another note on fol. 1a. Stamp on fol. 2a. On fol. 363b, the name 

  . 
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 13-14 

                [...]  
           

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 363a, lines 1-2 
          \      \    

   \     
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PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 

 

Cod. Pers. AC19 001b (colour plate on p. 577)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 20 

TITLE    
Montaxab al-tav r x Mo affar  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT History  

AUTHOR        [ ]
M rz  Ebr h m X n ayb n  mulaqqab be- ad q al-Mam lek [K n ] (d. 
1327 H [1909/10 CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE  
Autograph [fol. 1a] 

COPYING DATE 1322 H [1904 CE] [fol. 341a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 341 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 27 x 16 x 4.2 cm; text area 20.6 x 10.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and floral medallions on covers. Inner linings pink paper. 
Five blank front leaves and six end leaves. Different types of paper from 
thin, burnished paper with visible laid lines to thick paper with dull 
surface. On fol. 323b, impressed factory mark in Cyrillic letters. Margins 
mended on fols 1 and 340-341. Persian foliation in red, on some folios 
foliation is corrected in black ink. Fol. 1a is the title page. Text begins on 
fol. 1b. Text written in ekasteh script, black ink with headings and 
overlinings in red ink. Text area on fols 1-129, 156-166 and 168-296 
framed with a single red line and a further single frame in red in margins. 
Last seven lines on fol. 187b and first 14 lines on fol. 188a erased. 
Marginal notes. No catchwords. Text ends on fol. 338a. Fols 338b-339b 
are blank. Detached text on fols 340a-341a. Fol. 341b is blank. 

NOTES The text presents the history of the rulers of Iran from the pre-Islamic 
period to the reign of Mo affar al-D n h Q r (ruled 1313-1324 H 
[1896-1907 CE]). The table of contents is given on fols 1b-2b. The text is 
divided into five Aqs m. The work was completed in 1322 H [1904 CE] 
[fol. 341a]. 
 
The text of Montaxab ends on fol. 338a. On fols 340a-341a detached text 
containing the autobiography of the author beginning: 

          

The text is mentioned in al- ar ah, 22:391, entry 7579. According to al-
ar ah, the major source of the text from the beginning until the afav  

ruler h ahmasp is Labb al-tav r x written by Am r Ya y  ebn Abd al-
La f osayn  Qazv n  (d. 962 H [1554/5 CE]). 
 
On the title page [fol. 1a]: 
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OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 4 
                 [...]
          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 338a, lines 16-17 
        ] [     

 
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 21 

TITLE  
Anv r-e Sohayl  [fols 1a and 5a]  

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR   ] [
[ osayn V e -e K ef  Sabzav r ] (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 198 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 24 

SIZE 27.4 x 20 x 3.4 cm; text area 21.3 x 14.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Gilded 
floral medallions on covers. Inner linings light blue paper. Burnished, 
European watermarked paper. Margins mended on several folios. On some 
folios text is restored on mending paper. Title is written diagonally on fol. 
1a. Fol. 1b blank. Text begins on fol. 2a. Text written in Nasta l q script, 
black ink. Different hands. Chapter headings, verse markers and 
overlinings in red ink. Arabic quotations in Solos script. Few marginal 
notes. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 197b. Detached notes on fol. 198.  

NOTES The text is osayn V e -e K ef ’s (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) version of 
Kal leh va Demneh. According to Rypka (1968) 313, osayn V e  
recasted Ab  al-Ma l  Na r All h’s classic Persian version of the fables 
from 538-539 H [1143-1145 CE] into a more high-flown style. The text 
consists of a preface and 14 chapters. Table of contents on fol. 5a. 
 
Cod. Pers. A.C. 99 and 106 contain the same text, although both are 
incomplete. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, a note and 18 stamps. The note is dated om d  avval 1271 H 
[1855 CE]. One of the stamps gives the year 1274 H [1857/8 CE]. On fol. 
197b, written notes and nine stamps. One of the notes gives the year 1237 
H [1821/2 CE]. On one of the stamps the year 1215 H [1800/1 CE] and on 
another the year 1220 H [1805/6 CE]. Drawing of a peacock on fol. 198a. 
Written notes, verses and doodles on fol. 198b. One of the notes gives the 
name         .  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2a, line 1 
                 

 
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 197b, lines 9-12 

      \        \     
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 22 

TITLE     
Dar ma eb-e an b-e sayyed al- ohad  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE    
M r Az z All h aydar  [fol. 374a] 

COPYING DATE 2. om d  al-avval [1131 H] [1719 CE] [fol. 374a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 374 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 11 

SIZE 25,2 x 16 cm; 19,6 x 10,1 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. On covers, 
tooled multiple frames and tooled single lines forming a star in the centre. 
Inner linings green paper. Label on spine:     . Thin burnished 
Oriental paper, no watermark. Remains of fol. 1b have been pasted on 
different, burnished European watermarked paper. Margins heavily 
mended on several folios. Title written diagonally in upper left corner of 
fol. 1a. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in large Nasta l q script, black 
ink. One hand. Headings and overlinings in red ink. Text area is framed 
with triple lines in red and blue. Few marginal notes. Catchwords. Text 
ends on fol. 374a. Detached text on fol. 374b in Mo aqqaq script. After 
fol. 374b, there is a stub of a folio that has been torn off.  

NOTES The text is about the early history of Islam. It focuses on the events in 
Karbal  and the martyrdom of Em m osayn. The title of the book is 
given in a note written diagonally in the upper left corner of fol. 1a, in 
different hand. It may be a description of the contents, rather than an actual 
title.  
 
The beginning of the text is missing and the manuscript begins with the 9th 
chapter (b b nohom). Fol. 1b is only partly preserved and the endings of 
the lines have disappeared.  
 
The copying date is given on fol. 374a: 
           
This presumably refers to the Mo l ruler Mo ammad h who ascended 
the throne in 1131 H [1719 CE]. 
 
The copyist M r Az z All h aydar  informs that he lives in Akbar b d 
[fol. 374a]. 
 
The detached text on fol. 374b is a prayer in Arabic with a Persian note 
above instructing to recite it seven times and another note below 
instructing to recite it twelve times.  
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OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 
[...]      

      [...]
[...]      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 373b, lines 9-11 and fol. 374a, lines 2-3 
 

        \        \  [...]  
     \   

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 23 

TITLE  
Les n al- ker n [on the spine] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR        ][
[M rz  Mo ammad H d  ebn Ab  al- asan ar f N n ] (13th c. H [19th c. 
CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE om d  al-s n  1021 H [1612 CE] [?] [fol. 209b] (see Notes) 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 209 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 18 

SIZE 22.3 x 18.5 x 2.7 cm; text area 16-17 x 11-12 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. On 
covers, tooled multiple frames and single lines forming a star in the centre. 
Inner linings white paper. Label on spine with title    . Different 
types of burnished paper, some folios with chain lines, some without. No 
watermark. No title page. Fol. 1a blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text 
written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Headings, important 
words and overlinings in red ink. Arabic quotation in Solos script. On 
some folios, spaces reserved for headings remain blank. Catchwords. 
Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 209b. 

NOTES The text deals with the history of     . The title is given on a 
label pasted on the spine. Fehrest, 11:33-34, MS 4028, is the same text and 
there the author is identified as M rz  Mo ammad H d  ebn Ab  al- asan 

ar f N n . The beginning of MS 4028 is similar to that of the present 
manuscript. The ending differs. According to Fehrest, the text deals with 
all Em ms, but the present manuscript ends with Em m osayn and may 
thus be incomplete.  
 
On fol. 209b, the copying date is given as om d  al-s n  1021 H [1612 
CE]: 

          
According to Fehrest, loc. cit., the original text was written in 1242 H 
[1826 CE] and thus the copying date must be wrong. The date is written in 
a hand that differs from the immediately preceding text. 
 
According to Fehrest, loc. cit., the text was dedicated to Fat  Al  h 
Q r (ruled 1797-1834 CE).  

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 8-9 
        [...]          
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 209b, lines 17-18 
                     

               
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 24 

TITLE   
D v n-e ak m Farrox  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ]  [    ][
[Ab  al- asan Al  l ] Farrox  [S st n ] (d. 429 H [1037/8 CE]) [fol. 
1b] 

SCRIBE Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 11.  e eh 132[0] H [1903 CE] [fol. 156a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 156 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 21.3 x 17 x 2.5 cm; text area 16.5 x 7.5-9.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers red leather. Inner linings, white 
and blue paper. Pale blue paper covered with mostly smudged verses in 
black ink. On inside of back cover, part of underlying cardboard visible. 
Russian paper, impressed stamp in Cyrillic letters: TA OBC O  

A RH  (e.g. fol. 106a). Label on spine:    . Lithographic print. 
On fol. 1a, a frame with floral corner pieces, text is placed in medallions 
and gives publisher’s name. On fol. 1b, Onv n with floral design and title 
of the text. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script in two 
columns framed with double lines. A single frame in margins. Marginal 
notes. Catchwords. Poems end on fol. 156a. On fol. 156b, frame with 
floral corner pieces, colophon text placed in medallions.  

NOTES The lithographed text is published by      [fol. 1a]. On fol. 
156b it is stated that the text has been corrected by scholars who did not 
want their names to be published. 
 
On fol. 156a, the copying year is given in numbers as: , possibly 
meaning . 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 176. 
The poems are arranged alphabetically except for the last three azals. 
 
In the margins of fol. 1b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying 
lion and sun. The stamp contains the text   . 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
        \        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 156a, line 15 
     \      
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 25 

TITLE [ ]
[Anthology] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ]  [
[Several authors] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 242 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 21.4 cm x 16 x 2.4 cm; text area 15.5-17 x 9-11.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and edges blue paper. Covers cloth 
with white and green floral pattern on red background. Inner linings white 
paper. Fols 1-192 and 237-242 machine-made paper, dull surface, no 
marks. Fols 193-236 burnished watermarked paper. Stains on some folios. 
No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in two 
columns in Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Headings and 
overlinings in red. Fols 178a-183a, 184b, 191b-192b, 199a and 214 are 
blank. Marginal notes, some partly cut off. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 
236b. There is catchword on fol. 236b. Fols 237a-242a are blank. 
Detached Persian text on fol. 242b, upside down.  

NOTES The text is an anthology of poems by various authors.  
The authors include: 

     (d. 431 H [1039/40 CE])
     (d. ca 519-21 H [1125-27 CE])

      (d. 588 H [1192 CE])
   (d. 1198 H [1783/4 CE])

     (d. 1193 H [1799 CE]) 
 
On some folios additional poems are written in margins. The last poem 
seems to end on fol. 236b but it is followed by a catchword. 
 
The detached prose text on fol. 242b is a recipe for treating piles. The 
detached verses on fol. 242b are from Ferdavs ’s hn meh.  

OWNERS’ MARKS Round stamp on fol. 79a with the names of the twelve Em ms. Notes on 
fol. 215a. A note on fol. 242b below the detached text. Also on fol. 242b, 
pencilled number  in blue. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 2 
      \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 236b, lines 13-14 
    [ ]   \        
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 26 

TITLE ][      [ ] ,
[Menha ] al- deq n f  elz m al-mox lef n, [al-] eld al-r be  [fols 2b, 
246a] 

SUBJECT Tafs r 

AUTHOR       ][
[Fat  All h ebn okr All h K n ] (d. 988 H [1580/1 CE])  

SCRIBE    
Mo ammad ebn osayn al-Bor erd  [fol. 246a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 247 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 31 

SIZE 30.7 x 21.7 x 4 cm; text area 20.7 x 12.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames, floral medallions and corner pieces with traces of gilding. 
Spine mended with light brown leather strip. Inner lining white paper. 
Torn mending paper attached on the inside of covers and on first and last 
folios. Label on spine, text partly worn off: ] [  . Burnished 
European watermarked paper. Fol. 1 same paper but not burnished. Edges 
of fols 1-5 turned brown and brittle. A square piece is cut out of margin on 
fol. 32. Few smudges. No title page. Fols 1a-2a are blank. Text begins on 
fol. 2b. Text written in small Nasx  script, black ink. One hand. Arabic 
quotations and overlinings in red ink. Marginal notes. No separate 
catchwords but last word of a page is repeated at the beginning of the next 
page. Text ends on fol. 246a. Fol. 246b is blank. Detached, partly erased 
note on fol. 247a. Fol. 247b is blank.  

NOTES On fol. 2b as a heading: 
            

The text is the fourth volume of the work [fol. 246a]. It contains 
commentaries to S reh 19-35. The names of the S reh are given in the top 
margin on each folio. 
 
The author’s name is not mentioned in the present manuscript, but 
according to Fehrest 3:49-49, MS 858, the author of Menha  al- deq n is 
Fat  All h ebn okr All h K n . 

OWNERS’ MARKS On the inner lining of the front cover, a note with the name    
and date a b n 1250 H [1834 CE]. On fol. 247a, a partly smudged note 
giving the author’s name    . The date of the note is unclear. On the 
inner lining of the back cover, a note partly covered by mending paper 
with the year 1269 H [1852/3 CE]. The note seems to be a contract of 
purchase. Stamp on fol. 2b, dated 1299 H [1881/2 CE]. Stamp on fol. 
246a:   . 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
                   

     
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 246a, lines 10-11 

                
                

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 27 

TITLE    
Tafs r-e ahl-e bayt [fols 1b, 123b and 215a] 

SUBJECT Tafs r 

AUTHOR     
Mo ammad ebn Mo ammad le  al-Dam vand  (12th/13th c. H [18th/19th 
c. CE]) [fols 1b and 123b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given  

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 215 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 27 

SIZE 33.8 x 21 x 5.2 cm; text area 26 x 13-13.6 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Tooled 
floral medallions and corner pieces in lighter colour. Inner linings yellow 
paper. Watermarked paper, only slightly burnished. Fols 122 and 214 
consist of two folios glued together. Some folios loose. Fol. 215 is torn 
and partly loose. Some mendings, stains and smudges. No title page. Fol. 
1a blank except for owners’ marks. Text begins on fol. 1b. Persian text 
written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Arabic text written 
in Solos script. Headings and overlinings in red ink. Spaces reserved for 
Arabic quotations remain blank on several folios. Marginal notes. 
Catchwords. Catchword on fol. 214b does not match with the beginning of 
the following page. Fols 75a, 123a, 134b, 197b and 208b-209a are blank. 
Text ends on fol. 215a. Detached notes on fol. 215b.  

NOTES The title    is given on fols 1b, 123b and 215a. On fol. 1b, the 
sources of the text are given as: 

  [ ]     .
 
The author is mentioned by al- usayn  in Tar im al-ri l vol. 2: 559-
560, where it is stated that one of the author’s books is titled Tafs r ahl al-
bayt and that the tenth volume of the work was completed in 1198 H 
[1783/4 CE]. In the present text, there is a poem below the colophon on 
fol. 215a giving the year 1198 H [1783/4 CE]. 
 
The manuscript consists of two eld.  

eld 5 [fols 1b-122b], containing the commentary to S reh 10-14. 
eld 6 [fols 123b-215a], containing the commentary to S reh 15-17. 

The total number of eld is given as   i.e. “about 12” [fols 1b, 
122b and 215a]. 
 
In the colophons on fols 122b and 215a, the date of completing the text: 
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OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, a note and pencilled numbers  and  . Partly erased note on 
fol. 215a. Notes, jottings and number  in black ink on fol. 215b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 3 
               ] [...  

                 
                

  [ ] 
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 214b, line 26, and fol. 215a, lines 1-8 

            [  ]       
                 

               
              ...    

                  
   

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 28 

TITLE      ][
[Menha  al- deq n f  elz m al-mox lef n ?] 

SUBJECT Tafs r 

AUTHOR       ][
[Fat  All h ebn okr All h K n  ?] (d. 988 H [1580/1 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 360 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 35.7 x 23.2 x 5.7 cm; text area 28 x 15-15.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers brown leather, damp stains. 
Tooled multiple frames, floral medallions and corner pieces on covers. 
Label on spine:   . Inner linings green paper. Back cover and half of 
spine are loose. Burnished paper, brownish in colour, no marks. Margins 
mended on several fol. On fols 359-360 mending paper covers part of text. 
Margins cut narrower on fols 352-353 and 355-356. Corners cut on fols 
338-345. Damp has smudged top lines on some folios. No title page. Fol. 
1a is blank except for owners’ marks. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written 
in Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Headings and overlinings in 
red ink. Arabic quotations written in Solos script. Catchwords. Marginal 
notes. Text ends abruptly on 360b.  

NOTES The name of the author is not given in the present manuscript, but on the 
inner lining of the back cover a pencilled note in Danish: “Del af/ Mullah 
Fathallah’s/ store Korankommentar” [Part of Moll  Fat  All h’s large 
Tafs r]. It has not been possible to confirm this information and the 
identification of the text as Fat  All h K n ’s Menha  al- deq n f  al-
mox lef n remains tentative. 
 
The text begins with the commentary to S reh 36 and ends with the 
commentary to the beginning of S reh 113 indicating that one or two 
folios are missing in the end.  
 
Cod. Pers. A.C. 26 contains commentary of S reh 19-35 in Fat  All h 
K n ’s Menha  al- deq n f  elz m al-mox lef n. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Verses and notes on fol. 1a. Two stamps on fol. 357b, one of them partly 
cut off. A pencilled arabesque on the mending paper of fol. 360b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 360b, lines 19-20 
  [...]                   

 [...]                    
 [...]                    

   
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 29 

TITLE   
 
D st n-e Leyl  Me n n [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   ] [  
[Me med ibn Suleym n Fu l  Ba d d ] (d. 963 H [1556 CE])  

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 85 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 21 x 13.4 x 1.4 cm; text area 15.5 x 8.5 cm  

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Inner lining paper, partly loose on back cover. 
Binding slightly smaller than manuscript. Burnished Russian watermarked 
paper, tinted blue. Fol. 1 consists of two folios glued together. No title 
page. Fol. 1a, is blank except for few jottings. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text 
written in Nasta l q script, black ink. One hand. Verses are written in two 
columns. Chapter headings in red ink. Catchwords. No marginal notes. On 
fol. 2a, part of left column smudged and last seven lines erased due to 
damp. Text ends on fol. 82a. Detached texts and notes on fols 82b-85b. 

NOTES The language of the manuscript is not Persian but Turkish. 
 
The title of the text is given as a heading in red ink on fol. 1b. Above the 
heading there is a note written in blue ink:    . The note 
erroneously identifies the author as Maktab  (d. 916 H [1510/1 CE]).  
 
British Museum MS Nr. 261-1 in Rieu, Supplement, 170, is Fu l ’s Leyl  
Me n n and has a beginning similar to the present text. Both the British 
Museum MS and the present text omit the prologue of the poem. 
 
About the text and the author, see Rypka (1968) 298. 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/95/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS A note on fol. 82b gives the date 1310 H [1892/3 CE]. On fol. 83a, a note 
with the date 10. afar 1257 H [1841 CE]. On fol. 85b, the detached text is 
dated to the year 1257 H [1841/2 CE]. Texts on the inner linings.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
.   \   
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 82a, line 5  
      \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 30 

TITLE 
Mon t [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT fism 

AUTHOR  [  ]  
Abd All h [ebn Mo ammad] An r  (396-481 H [1006-1088 CE]) [fol. 

1b] 
SCRIBE  

Anonymous 
COPYING DATE 28. a b n 1320 H [1902 CE] [fol. 56b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 58 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

SIZE 21.1 x 13.2 x 0.6 cm; text area 16.3 x 7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Inner linings paper. First and last folios are 
glued to untrimmed inner linings. Slightly burnished blue paper, no marks. 
Few damp stains. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank except for owner’s marks. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. One 
hand. Headings in blue ink. Catchwords. Few marginal notes. Text ends on 
fol. 56b. Fols 57a-58b are blank. 

NOTES The text deals with f  devotion. The title and the name of the author are 
given as a heading on fol. 1b: 

   
 
On fol. 56b, the scribe identifies himself as 

    
 
The text consists of three Maq leh. Table of contents on fol. 3a-5a. 
 
Fehrest 2:128-129, MS 524.3, is An r ’s Mon t, but both the beginning 
and ending differ from the present manuscript. 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 234-235. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Note on fol. 1a in purple ink. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
            

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 56b, line 10 
       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 31 

 Text A

TITLE    
Ket b Y sof Zolayx  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [    ]
[N r al-D n Abd al-Ra m n] m  (817-898 H [1414-1492 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE    
a far X n Af r Q seml  [fol. 227a] 

COPYING DATE 1233 H [1817/8 H] [fol. 101a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 101 (fols 1-101) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

NOTES The title and the author’s name are given as a heading on fol. 1b: 
     

About the author, see Rypka (1968) 286-288. 
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 

    \     
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 101a, line 8 

      \       
  

Text B 
TITLE    

Layl  va Ma n n [fol. 102b] 
SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ] [     
[Mo ammad deq N m  M sav  E fah n ] (d. 1204 H [1789/90 CE]) 

SCRIBE    
a far X n Af r Q seml  [fol. 227a] 

COPYING DATE 26. Rab  al-s n  1232 H [1817 CE] [fol. 150a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 49 (fols 102-150) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

NOTES The author’s name is not given in the text, but al- ar a 18:397, MS 620, 
has the same beginning as the present text. There the author is identified as 
Mo ammad deq N m  E fah n . 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 102b, line 1 
     \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 150a, line 6 
     \       
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 Text C 

TITLE    ][
z d st n-e Xosrav [ r n] [fol. 151b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [ ]  [   ]
[Ely s ebn Y suf] Ne m  [Gan av ] (535-600 H [1141-1203 CE]) [fol. 
151b] 

SCRIBE    
a far X n Af r Q seml  [fol. 227a] 

COPYING DATE 1233 H [1817/8 CE] [fol. 227a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 77 (fols 151-227) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

NOTES On fol. 151b, the title and the name of the author are given as a heading: 
      

About the author, see Rypka (1968) 210-213. 
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 151b, line 1 

       \     
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 227a, lines 4-5 

    \      
  

Text A, B and C 
SIZE 21.3 x 14.7 x 2.9 cm; text area 15 x 9 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers red leather. Tooled multiple 
frames and floral medallions on covers. Inner linings dark purple glossy 
paper. Burnished watermarked paper. No title page. Fol. 1a blank except 
for owners’ marks. Text begins on fol. 1b. Three texts bound in one 
volume: text A on fols 1b-101a, fols 101b-102a blank; text B on fols 102b-
150a, on fol. 150b a detached text, fol. 151a blank; text C on fols 151b-
227a. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. One hand. Verses are 
written in two columns. Titles and chapter headings in red ink. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 227a. Detached verses on 
fol. 227b. 

NOTES All three texts seem to be written by the same hand but the scribe’s name 
appears only at the end of text C [fol. 227a]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp giving the name    on fols 101a, 150a and 227a. Stamp 
giving the name    on fol. 1a. Further stamps on fols 1a, 2a, 102a, 
and 151a. Verses and notes on fols 1a, 150a, 150b, 227b. 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 32 

TITLE  
Mor ed al- av m [fol. 2b] 

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR     ] [  
Ab  al-Q sem ebn asan [al-G l n  Qomm ] (d. 1231 H [1815/6 CE]) [fol. 
2b] 

SCRIBE     
Mo ammad asan l Mo ammad H v  [fol. 139b] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 167 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 10 [fol. 2b]; 21 [from fol. 3a]  

SIZE 20.8 x 14.7 x 2.7 cm; text area 16-16.5 x 9-10.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers reddish brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and black tooled floral medallions and corner pieces on 
covers. Label on spine with title     . On cut edge, title and 
author’s name       . Inner linings pale blue paper. Blank 
front leaf. Burnished watermarked paper. Margins mended on fols 1 and 
165. Lower half of fol. 166 mended without restoring the text on mending 
paper. No title page. On fols 1a-2a, detached texts. Text begins on fol. 2b. 
Fol. 2b written in large Nasta l q script the rest of text written in regular 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Headings and overlinings in 
red ink. Arabic quotations in Solos script. Some spaces reserved for 
headings remain blank. Catchwords. Catchwords on fols 103b, 105b do 
not match with the beginning of the next folios. Extensive marginal notes. 
Text ends on fol. 139b. On fols 140a-166b detached texts. Fol. 167 is 
blank end leaf. 

NOTES On fol. 2b, the author’s name is given as 
     
Fehrest 26:291, MS 10350, is Mor ed al- av m but the beginning and 
ending given differ from the present manuscript.  
 
In op. and loc. cit. the author’s nisbah is spelled    .  
 
The detached texts on fols 1a-2a and 140a-166b consist of do  prayers 
for various purposes. They are written in Persian and Arabic. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on mending paper on fol. 166b. Same stamp partly on mending 
paper on fol. 1a. On fol. 157a, text with the date: 15. Ra ab, 1246 H [1830 
CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 139b, lines 9-10 
              

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 33 

TITLE   
Farhang-e xod parast  [fols 5a, 5b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [       ]  
Les n al- aqq [ Abd al-Vahh b ebn Mo ammad Al  Mo arram Yazd ] 
(13th c. H [19th c. CE]) [fol. 5a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 152 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 7 (fols 4b-5a: 11) 

SIZE 23 x 15 x 2.3 cm; text area 12.2 x 5.5 cm (fols 4b-5a 14.7 x 5.7 cm) 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine light brown leather. Inner 
linings marbled paper: blue and white. Burnished paper, impressed stamp 
in Cyrillic letters (e.g. fol. 10a). Pagination in Arabic numbers, black ink, 
starts from number 1 [fol. 5b] and ends with number 50 [fol. 30b]. No title 
page. Fols 1a-3a are blank. On the otherwise blank fol. 3b in the same 
hand as the rest of the text:        . Fol. 4a is blank 
except for owners’ marks. Text begins on fol. 4b. Text written in Nasx  
script, black ink. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 150b. Fols 
151a-152a are blank. Detached verses on fol. 152b. 

NOTES The text is a poem on Em m osayn’s martyrdom. It was completed in 
1277 H [1860/1 CE] [fol. 147a]. The poem is dedicated to N er al-D n 

h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE) [fol. 5b].  
On fol. 3b, the note        (i.e. 285 lines). 
The text begins on fol. 4b with a preface in verse. The poem Farhang-e 
xod parast  begins on fol. 5b and ends on fol. 147a. It is followed by 
verses praising the author, Les n al- aqq [fols 147b-150b]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 4a, two stamps. One of them with the text   and name in 
Latin letters Hossin, year 1314 H [1896 CE]. The other one with the year 
1278 H [1861/2 CE] and the text     . Verses on fol. 152b, 
partly smudged. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 4b, lines 1-2 
        \     

Fol. 5b, lines 1-3 
  

      \      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 147a, lines 6-7 

    \   
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 34 

TITLE  
Axl q-e mo sen  [fols 4b and 142a] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR    ][
osayn V e -e K ef  [Sabzav r ] (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) [fol. 4a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 1237 H [1821/2 CE] [fol. 142a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 143 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 20.9 x 14 x 2.2 cm; text area 15.2 x 7.5 cm  

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers greenish brown leather. Tooled 
single frame and floral medallions on covers. Inner lining yellow paper. 
On cut edge written in black ink    . Burnished watermarked 
European paper. On fol. 1a, written in blue ink      . Text 
begins on fol. 1b. On fols 1-33a, text area framed with gold-and-black 
multiple lines. Gold-and-black triple frame in margins. On the rest of the 
folios, text area framed by a single gold frame. Another single gold frame 
in the margins. On fols 1b-2a, text placed in white cloud bands on gold 
background. On fol. 1b, panel with basmala is flanked by two gold panels. 
On fols 141b-142a, text is placed within diamond-shaped multiple frame 
in black and gold. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. One hand. 
Headings in gold and red. Blank spaces on several folios. Traces of 
marginal notes visible close to cut edge. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 
142a. Folios 142b-143b are blank.  

NOTES The text is V e -e K ef ’s treatise on moral philosophy. About the 
author, see Rypka (1968) 313. According to Rypka, the text dates from 
900 H [1494/5 CE]. 
 
On fol. 1a, the title is erroneously given as     and on the cut edge  

   .  
On fol. 4b, line 1, the title is given as     . On fol. 4a, lines 7-8 
the author’s name is given as   
     
Table of contents on fols 5a-5b. 
 
Item 1963 in al- ar ah 1:377-388 is Axl q-e mo sen  and the authors 
name is given as 

      
According to al- ar ah, loc. cit., the author completed the text in 907 H 
[1501/2 CE]. It was dedicated to the Timurid ruler osayn-e B yqar  
(ruled 1470-1506).  
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OWNERS’ MARKS Erased note on fol. 1a. Smudged stamps on fol. 142a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
               

 
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 142a, lines 9-11 

        \          
  

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 35 

TITLE   
Mol aq t-e Qa n  [fol. 2a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   [   ]
[ ab b All h F res ] Q n  (1223-1270 H [1808-1854 CE]) [fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 191 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 16 

SIZE 20.5 x 13.4 x 2.2 cm; text area 13.5-14.5 x 6.4-7.7 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Binding is smaller than manuscript. Spine and 
covers dark brown leather. No inner linings. Fols 1 and 191 are front and 
end leaves, paper turned brown and brittle. Burnished paper, no marks. 
Margins mended on fols 2, 189 and 190. Some stains and smudges. On fol. 
2a written in blue ink     . Text begins on fol. 2b. Text written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. On fols 26b-190b, verses are 
written in two columns. On fols 26b-57b, text area framed by double lines 
in red and blue. Verse columns are separated by two vertical red lines. A 
further single red frame in margins. Fols 132b-133a are blank. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 190b.  

NOTES The manuscript is a collection of Q n ’s poetry. The first text written in 
full lines on fols 2b-26a is Q n ’s Ket b-e par n. 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 329-331. 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/78/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS Jottings on fols 1a and 2a. Note in purple ink and pencilled drawings of 
peacocks on fol. 191b.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 190b, line 15 
          \          

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 36 

TITLE [   ]
[D v n-e Om d Neh vand ] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR       , 
Om d, M rz  Ab  al- asan X n Neh vand  (died before 1264 H [1848 
CE]) [fol. 2b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 1240 H [1824/5 CE] [fol. 73b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 74 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 20.8 x 14.3 x 1 cm; text area 14.4 x 7.7 cm  

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and tooled lines forming a star in the centre of covers. No 
inner linings. Burnished watermarked European paper. Fols 1-2 and 73-74 
turned brown. Fol. 1 torn. Fol. 74 loose, torn and partly mended. No title 
page. Fols 1a-2a blank. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text written in Nasta l q 
script, black ink. One hand. Verses are written in two columns. 
Catchwords. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 73b with colophon. 
Detached verses on fol. 74a. Detached verses on fol. 74b, upside down. 

NOTES The poems are preceded by a short prose preface on fol. 2b. In the preface, 
the author is identified as  

      
It is further stated that the poet wrote for the Q r prince Navv b 
Ma m d M rz . 
 
According to al- ar ah 9.1:97, entry 592, Om d Neh vand  was one of 
the poets at the court of Fat  Al  h (ruled 1797-1834 CE). Om d 
Neh vand  was a friend (nad m) of the ruler’s son Ma m d M rz . Om d 
Neh vand ’s year of death is not mentioned, but it is stated that he did not 
see the accession of N er al-D n h in 1264 H [1848 CE]. 
 
The D v n ends with a colophon on fol. 73b. A further poem mentioning 

h Ma m d is written on fol. 74a. 
OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1 and 8 
       ]... [

        
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 73b, lines 8-9 

       \        
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 37 

TITLE  
Axl q-e N er  [fol. 2a]  

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR    
Na r al-D n Mo ammad s  (597-672 H [1201-1274 CE]) [fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 23. [ om d ] al-avval 1001 H [1593 CE] [fol. 156a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 156 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20-21 

SIZE 24 x 12.6 x 2 cm; text area 16.2 x 6.6 cm 
Loose covers 24.6 x 14.8 x 2.5 

DESCRIPTION Manuscript is placed between loose covers that are larger than manuscript. 
Covers are dark brown leather with tooled multiple frames and medallions. 
Inner linings pink paper. Quires are held together by thread and remains of 
leather spine. On the cut edge written in black ink   . Burnished 
paper with visible laid lines, no watermark. Margins mended on fols 1-5 
and 154-156. A tear has been mended on fol. 104 and text restored on 
mending paper. Some stains and smudges. On fol. 23a, lower half of the 
page smeared due to damp. No title page. Fol. 1a contains owners’ notes. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. One 
hand. Headings in red ink. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 
156a. Fol. 156b contains owners’ marks. 

NOTES On fol. 2a, line 17, the author’s name is given: 
        
About the author and the text, see H. Daiber, “al- s , Na r al-D n” in 
EI2 10:746-750. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Notes and jottings on fols 1a and 156b. Smudged stamps on fols 1a, 1b, 
156a and 156b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
                   

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 156a, lines 1-3 
                   

        ...][
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 38 

TITLE [ ]
[Anthology] 

SUBJECT Anthology: miscellaneous prose writing and poetry 

AUTHOR ]  [
[Different authors] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 89 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17-15 

SIZE 17.8 x 11.8 x 1.7 cm; text area varies 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames. Burnished watermarked paper with chain lines on covers. 
Inner linings white paper. Covers are loose. Quires are held together with 
cloth and strings. Burnished watermarked blue paper. Most folios are 
greyish blue but fols 59-64 are brighter blue. No title page. Text begins on 
fol. 1a. Text written in Nasta l q script in horizontal and diagonal lines 
both in text area and margins, black ink. Different hands. Catchwords on 
some folios. Fols 31b-32b and 59a are blank. Text ends on fol. 89b. 

NOTES The manuscript is an anthology of miscellaneous texts, mainly poetry:  
 
Fol. 1a, anonymous poetry. The text in the margin contains the date 26. 
[ om d  al- xar?] 1238 H [1823 CE]. 
 
Fols 1b-30a, anonymous text on grammar. The title of the text is given in 
the beginning, but it is partly unclear 

          ]   [ ..
 
Fols 30b-31a, anonymous poetry. 
 
Fols 31b-32b blank. 
 
Fols 33a-56a, anonymous poetry. On fol. 56a the year 1240 H [1824/5 CE] 
appears twice. 
 
Fols 56b-58b, mixed anonymous poetry and prose. 
 
Fol. 59a blank. 
 
Fols 59b-64b, qa i d and azal by Far d al-D n A r (d. 627 H [1230 
CE]). 
 
Fols 65a-89b, mixed anonymous poetry and prose. 
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OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 39 

TITLE  
Me b  al- bed n [fol. 173b] 

SUBJECT Devotion 

AUTHOR    ][
[Sayyed Zayn al- bed n osayn ] (lived 11th c. H [17th c. CE]) 

SCRIBE   
Mo ammad Taq  Ja far [fol. 173b] 

COPYING DATE 15. om d  al-s n  1069 H [1659 CE] [fol. 173b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 181 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 17.2 x 9.5 x 2.8 cm; text area 13.3 x 5.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and edges dark brown leather. Covers 
lighter brown leather with thin lacquer finish, partly worn off. Tooled 
medallions on covers. Covers worn. Wormholes in back cover. Inner 
linings red leather with single gold frame visible in front, small section of 
double gold frame visible on back. Burnished paper, no marks. Fol. 1 
partly glued to front cover. Lower half of fol. 1 replaced by newer paper 
without restoring text on mending paper. Stains and smudges on some 
folios. Hole on fols 23 and 181. On fol. 1a, written in black ink   

  . Text begins on fol. 1b. Triangular floral Onv n in gold and red in 
upper right corner of fol. 1b. Text area framed with multiple lines in gold, 
red and black. Text is written diagonally across pages. Text written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings in red ink. Arabic quotations in 
vocalized Solos script Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 
173b. Detached text on fols 174a-176b within similar frames as main text. 
Fol. 177a is blank. Another detached text on fols 177b-181b written in 
triangular areas on page. Text area framed in the same way as in main text.  

NOTES The title given on fol. 1a      is incorrect. The correct title of 
the text is written in the colophon on fol. 173b. The author’s name is not 
mentioned, but Fehrest 7:121-122, MS 2537, is Me b  al- bed n and the 
author is identified as Sayyed Zayn al- bed n osayn . According to al-

ar ah 21:113, entry 4182, the author wrote the text during the reign of 
h af  afav  (ruled 1038-1052 H [1629-1642 CE]).  

 
The text consists of verd and do  prayers for each month of the calendar. 
It is divided into preface, 12 maq leh and x temeh. Each month is 
presented in its own maq leh, starting with Ra ab and ending with 

om d  al-s n . The table of contents is on fol. 2a. 
 
The detached texts contain further prayers. The first detached text on fols 
174a-176b ends with the date 17. om d  al-s n  1069 H [1659 CE]. The 
second detached text ends with the date 125[0] H [1834/5 CE]. 
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OWNERS’ MARKS Notes on fol. 1a. On fol. 176b, note in blue ink, dated 26. Mo arram, 1297 
H [1880 CE]. On fol. 181b note in blue ink giving the year 1321 H [1903/4 
CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
            ] [

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 173b, lines 14-16 
                

   ][...]       [ ..
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 40 

TITLE     
Zobdat al- aq eq f  ka f al-daq eq [fol 1b] 

SUBJECT fism 

AUTHOR      ] [ 
Ayn al-Qo t [ Abd All h ebn Mo ammad al-Mey na ] al-Hamad n  (d. 

525 H [1131 CE]) [fol. 1b] 
SCRIBE  

Anonymous 
COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 201 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 13-14 

SIZE 15.1 x 11 x 3.3 cm; text area 10.5 x 5.5 (fols 1-100b, 113a-130b) 11.5 x 
7.7 (fols 101a-112b, 131a-201b) 

DESCRIPTION Oriental binding, flap torn off. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Spine 
has been mended. Covers have thin lacquer coating. Tooled multiple 
frames and floral medallions on covers. Inner linings paper. Inner lining of 
back cover is a smudged text page with a pencilled note in margins. Text 
of the note is written in Persian, Western hand and Danish (see Notes). 
Burnished, watermarked paper. Damp stains and smudges. On several 
folios the text has been damaged by damp. On fol. 1a, a note giving 
erroneous title information (see Notes). Foliation in Arabic numbers, black 
ink, starts with number 1 [fol. 2a] and ends with number 200 [fol. 201a]. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Headings, important words and Arabic quotations in red. Catchwords. 
Marginal notes. Text ends abruptly on fol. 201b.  

NOTES The text is Ayn al-Qo t’s treatise on f  doctrine, also known as 
Tamh d t ( ) . The text is incomplete with the final folios missing. 
The last heading is that of the tenth A l [fol. 157a]. 
 
Ayn al-Qo t’s work consists of ten O l (  ), cf. Ethé, India Office 
1:980-981, MS 1793. About the author, see al-A l m 4:123. The work is 
mentioned in Ka f al- un n, 3:536. 
 
The title and the name of the author are mentioned in the text on fol. 1b, 
but on fol. 1a, a note gives obviously erroneous information of the 
manuscript 

        \     
]    [\    \    .

 
On the inner lining of the back cover, a pencilled note by Arthur 
Christensen repeating the information given in the note on fol. 1a in 
Persian and in Danish translation. 
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OWNERS’ MARKS Note on fol. 1a.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 5-6 
   [   ]          [...] 

    
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 201b, lines 13-14 

]              [  
    

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 41 

 Text A

TITLE     
A k m al-a l yah min al-a l m al-sam v yah [fol. 3a]  

SUBJECT Astrology  

AUTHOR       
Faxr al-D n [Mo ammad ebn Omar] al-R z  (543-606 H [1149-1209 CE]) 
[fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 65 (fols 1-65)  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

NOTES The text is an astrological treatise on choosing auspicious days. Table of 
contents on fol. 3a. About the text, see Storey (1972) 2.1: 49.  
 
According to fols 2a-2b, the text is dedicated to Sol n Taka  (ruled 1193-
1200 CE), but according to Storey, ibid., note 2, the correct dedication is 
to the son of Taka , i.e. Al  al-D n Mo ammad Xv rezm h (ruled 
1200-1220 CE).  
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/35/ 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol.1b, lines 1 and 9-10 
               [...] ] 

[      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 65b, lines 12-15 

                
  

 Text B 

TITLE [  ]
[Lav e  al-qamar] 

SUBJECT Astrology 

AUTHOR   [ ] 
osayn [V e -e] K ef  (d. 910 H. [1505 CE]) [fol. 66b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 160 (fols 66-225) 
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NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

NOTES The text is an astrological treatise on choosing auspicious moments 
according to the positions of the moon. The title is not mentioned in the 
present manuscript, but Storey (1972) 2.1: 78-79 presents Lav e  al-
qamar which has a beginning and contents corresponding to the present 
manuscript. 
 
On fol. 66b, the author’s name is given as 

      .
 
The text is dedicated to Vaz r Ma d al-D n Mo ammad [Xv f ] (d. 899 H 
[1494 CE]) [fol. 68a]. According to Sergei Tourkin and iva Vesel (2003), 
590, the author completed the text in 878 H [1473/4 CE].  
 
According to Sergei Tourkin and iva Vesel (2003), 593, V e -e K ef  
illustrated his text with diagrams and tables. The present manuscript does 
not contain any illustrations, but the blank fols 98b-100b and the mostly 
blank fol.101a may have been reserved for diagrams and tables. 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/35/ 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 66a, lines 1 and 6-8 
                  [...]

           
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 225a, lines 4-5 

                
  

Text A and B 
SIZE 18.5 x 12.6 x 2.3 cm; text area 15.4 x 6.8 cm  

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Inner linings marbled paper: red and yellow. 
Binding is smaller than manuscript. Burnished Oriental paper, no mark. 
Wormhole pierces through front cover into fol. 192. Damp stains in 
margins. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank except for owners’ marks. Text A 
on fols 1b-65b. Text B on fols 66a-225a. Both texts written in Nasx  script, 
black ink, in same hand. Headings and overlinings in red ink. On several 
folios, spaces reserved for headings remain blank. Fols 98b-100b blank 
and fol. 101a contains only four text lines. Catchwords. Marginal notes. 
Text B ends on fol. 225a. Fol. 225b is blank except for an owner’s mark. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp with the name   on fol. 1a. Notes on fol. 1a: one with the 
name      , another with the year 1125 H [1713/4 CE] and a 
third with the year 1130 H [1717/8 CE]. On fol. 1a pencilled numbers  
and . On fol. 225b, the mark   in black ink. 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 42 

TITLE [  ]
[Ekm l al-E l ]  

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR  [ ]  ][
Sayyed [Mo hed] Mo ammad [ ab ab ] (d. 1242 H [1826/7 CE]) [fol. 
1b] 
 
Translator: 

    
osayn ebn Mo ammad Al  Yazd  [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 6. a b n, 1237 H [1822 CE] [fol. 171a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 171 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 21.8 x 16 x 2.9 cm; text area 14.8 x 10.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather, worn. 
Tooled multiple frames and floral medallions on covers. Label on spine 

  . Binding is loose and back cover torn off spine. Burnished 
watermarked paper, greyish blue. Fols 1-4 are attached to front cover. Fol. 
171 attached to back cover. Rest of the quires are not attached to binding. 
Some quires loose, some held together by string. Some folios dirty. In 
upper corner of fol. 1a, written in black ink:    . Text begins 
on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. One hand. 
Overlinings and few headings in red ink. Catchwords. Marginal notes. 
Text ends on fol 171a. 

NOTES The label on the spine gives the title     which is the title of the 
Arabic original. The present manuscript is a Persian translation and al-

ar ah 1:281, entry 1143, gives the title of the translation as   .  
 
On fol. 1b, the author of the Arabic original is given as      
. 
 
The present manuscript begins with discussing nam z and ends with 
discussing a .  
 
According to the introduction on fol. 1b, the author had requested his 
pupil,      , to translate the work into Persian.  
 
According to the colophon, the copy was made in   in   [fol. 
171a].  

OWNERS’ MARKS Jottings on the inner linings, fols 1a, 171a and 171b. 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 6-7 
  [...]         [ ]      

   
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 171a, lines 2 and 5-6 

                   
...] [      

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 43 

TITLE 
Noxbeh [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR      
Mo ammad Ebr h m ebn Mo ammad asan Esfah n  (lived in the 13th c. 
H [18th/19th  c. CE]) [fol. 1b]  

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: A mad al-Xv ns r  [fol 101a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 101 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 20.5 x 14.5 x 1.2 cm; text area 15.2 x 9 cm 

DESCRIPTION No binding. Quires held together by two strings. Traces of blue paper 
spine. Fol. 101 is loose and torn. Watermarked European paper, dull 
surface. Lithographic print. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins on 
fol. 1b. Lithographed text in Nasx  script. One hand. Handwritten headings 
in red ink, some added between lines. Emendations in text in black ink. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes in black ink. Text ends on fol. 101a. Fol. 101b 
is blank. 

NOTES On fol. 1b, the author’s name is given as  
      

The lithographed text was printed by     [fol. 101a]. 
 
The text discusses ah rat, nam z, zak t, xoms and avm. 
 
MS 704 in Fehrest 2:300 is the same text. 

OWNERS’ MARKS A note written diagonally on fol. 1b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 6-8 
          ]...      [ ]  [

               
         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 101a, lines 14-15 
               

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 44 

 Text A

TITLE  
D v n-e h  [fols 1a and 36b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [ ]
[Am r] h  (d. 875 H [1453 CE]) [fols 1a and 36b] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: M rz  Abd al- amad [fol. 36b] 

COPYING DATE 1323 H [1905/6 CE] [fol. 36b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 36 (fols 1-36) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

NOTES Printed pagination starts with page 3 [fol. 2a] and ends with page 72 [fol. 
36b]. 
On fol. 36b, an editorial comment is added after the last verses in the 
D v n. 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 284. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 36b, line 5 
      

  
Text B 

TITLE     
Rob iyy te ak m Omar Xayy m [fol. 87b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  
Omar Xayy m (515 H [1122 CE]) [fols 37a and 87b] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: M rz  Abd al- amad [fol. 87b] 

COPYING DATE Ra ab 1326 H [1908 CE] [fol. 87b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 51 (fols 37-87) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

NOTES Printed pagination, starting with page 3 [fol. 38a] and ending with page 
104 [fol. 87b]. 
 
On fols 37b-40a a preface titled 
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Fols 40b-41a are blank except for frames and medallions. The poems 
begin on fol. 41b.  
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 189-193. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 37b, line 1 
               

Fol. 40b, line 1 
      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 87b, line 
      

  
Text C 

TITLE     
Rob iyy t-e B b  her Lor Hamad n  [fol. 88b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR    
B b  her Lor Hamad n  (d. 447 H [1055/6 CE]) [fol. 88b] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: M rz  Abd al- amad [fol. 95a] 

COPYING DATE Ra ab 1326 H [1908 CE] [fol. 95a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 8 (fols 88-95) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

NOTES Printed pagination, starting with page 107 [fol. 89a] and ending with page 
119 [fol. 95a]. 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 234. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 88b, line 1 
      \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 95a, line 7 
     \     

  
Text A, B and C 

PRINTING DATE Not given. 

SIZE 19.9 x 13.6 x 1.1 cm; text area 16.5 x 9.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European binding. Spine linen. Covers purple paper. Inner lining white 
paper with printed Persian text. Machine-made paper, turned yellow. No 
mark. Lithographic print. Printed pagination 3-72 for text A; continuous 
pagination 3-119 for texts B and C. Fol. 1a is title page. Text A begins on 
fol. 1b and ends on fol. 36b. Fol. 37a is blank except for a double frame 
and central ornament. Text B begins on fol. 37b and ends on fol. 87b. Fol. 
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88a is blank. Text C begins on fol. 88b and ends on fol. 95a. Texts are 
written in Nasta l q script. Text area is framed by double lines. Floral 
Onv ns on fols 1b, 37b, 41b and 88b. Floral tail on fol. 87b. Verses are 

written in two columns separated by two double lines. On fols 1b-36b, 
every fifth bayt is placed in a panel flanked by floral ornaments. On fols 
88b-95a, the words  and  are placed in a panel flanked with floral 
ornaments. Fols 40b-40a are blank except for double frame and floral 
medallion. No catchwords. No marginal notes. Text C ends on fol. 95a. On 
fol. 95b, floral frames and a central medallion with text giving titles and 
the editor’s name. 

NOTES The title on the title page [fol. 1a]: 
              

The Nas e  of Loqm n are not included in the present text. 
 
On fol. 95b, the editor’s name is given as 

  
 
The lithograph has been printed in the printing house      
located in the Alley of Ab  al-Su d with the permission number 518, 
dated 7. Mo arram 1324 H [1906 CE] and 18. ob  1321 [fol. 1a]: 

                
)  (           

None of the dates mentioned can be identical with the printing date, 
because the dates given in the end of texts B and C are later, i.e. 1326 H. 
 
On fol. 95a, it is stated that the scribe    wrote the text in 

  in    (Istanbul). 
OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 45 

TITLE   
D v n-e ak m On or  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry  

AUTHOR  [   ]
[Ab  al-Q sem asan] On or  (d. 431 H. [1039/40 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 95 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

SIZE 20.6 x 13.7 x 1.8 cm; text area 15 x 8.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
double frames on covers. Inner linings paper with both printed and 
handwritten English text. Label on the spine:  . Machine-made 
Russian paper, dull surface. Two different impressed marks in Cyrillic 
letters [fols 5a and 95a]. Lithographic print. Fol. 1a contains dedication in 
central medallion framed by floral carpet pattern. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Floral Onv n on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script. Text area framed 
by triple lines. Further double frame in margins. Verses written in two 
columns. Verse columns separated by two vertical double lines. Printed 
marginal notes. Catchwords. Illustration on fol. 29b. Text ends on fol. 95a. 
Fol. 95b is printer’s page with text in central medallion framed by floral 
carpet pattern. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 174-175. 
 
On fol. 1a a dedication to Sol n N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 
CE). 
 
Printed marginal note on fol. 93b gives the date 1298 H [1880 CE]. 
 
According to the printer’s page [fol. 95b], the print was requested by 

   . 
 
The inner lining of the back cover is a handwritten message written in 
English on a telegraph form. The inner lining of the front cover is also a 
telegraph form but reversed. The digits 1883 may indicate a year.  
 
In the margins of fol. 1b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying 
lion and sun. The stamp contains the text   .  

OWNERS’ MARKS - 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
       \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 95a, lines 9-10 
      \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914.
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Cod. Pers. A.C.  46 

TITLE       [...]    
D v n-e ak m Zol l  ma nav  [...] Sol n Ma m d aznav  va Ay z [fol. 
1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [ ]  
ak m Zol l  [Xv ns r ] (d. 1024 H [1615 CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Mo ammad Al  ebn Zayn al- bid n al-Xv ns r  [fol. 
55a] 

COPYING DATE Rama n 1320 H [1902 CE] [fols 55a-55b] 

PRINTING DATE 1321 H [1903/4 CE] [?] [fol. 55b] (see Notes) 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 55 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 horizontal lines and 2 x 14 diagonal lines 

SIZE 21 x 14 x 1 cm; text area 18.5 x 11.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine grey linen. Covers marbled paper: turquoise 
and blue. Inside covers papier-mache surface visible, only small section is 
covered by inner lining of paper with printed Persian text. Machine-made 
paper, no marks. Lithographic print. Printed pagination starts from p. 3 
[fol. 2a] and ends with p. 109 [fol. 65a]. Fol. 1a is title page with floral 
frames. Text begins on fol. 1b. On fol. 1b, Onv n with flowers and two 
winged figures resembling putti. Text written in Nasx  script with headings 
in Solos script. Verses are written in two columns in the middle of page 
and in two diagonal fields in margins. Whole text area is framed with a 
single line towards outer margins and double line towards spine. Central 
text area is placed within triple frames and verse columns are separated by 
two vertical lines. Drawings of flowers, birds, animals and human figures 
in triangular fields separating the two diagonal text areas. Illustrations on 
fols 7a, 16a, 19b, 22a, 27a, 28b, 33a, 34b, 39a, 41a and 50a. Catchwords. 
Text ends on fol. 55a. Fol. 55b contains a dedication to the ruler; floral 
frames. 

NOTES The text belongs to Zol l -ye Xv ns r ’s collection of seven masnav s 
titled Sab e-ye sayy reh. The poem tells about the love of Sol n Ma m d 
to his slave Ay z. About the author and the text, see P. E. Losensky, 
“Zul l -yi Khw ns r ”, in EI2, 11:566. 
 
On fol. 55b on top of the page, a dedication to Mo affar al-D n Q r h 
(ruled 1896-1907 CE). 
 
On fol. 55b printed upside down below the dedication  [ ]   
    and the year 1321 H [1903/4 CE], possibly the printing year. 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
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http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/74/ 
OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on fol. 1b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
       /    

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 55a, diagonal lines 13-14  
     \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 47 

TITLE  
Axl q-e mo sen  [fols 1a and 1b] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR    ][
osayn V e -e K ef  [Sabzav r ] (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) [fol. 3b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: M rz  Ni mat [fol. 163a] 

COPYING DATE Ra ab 1329 H [1911] [fol. 163a] 

PRINTING DATE Rab  al-s n  1331 H [1913 CE] [fol. 163b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 163 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 21 x 14 x 1.9 cm; text area 15.3 x 9.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine black linen. Covers marbled paper: red and 
purple. Printed forms from the Indo-European Telegraph Department used 
as inner linings and front and end leaves. Machine-made Russian paper, 
round impressed stamp in Cyrillic letters [e.g. fol. 20a]. Paper has turned 
yellow. Lithographic print. Printed pagination starts from p. 2 [fol. 1b] and 
ends on 329 [fol. 163a]. Fol. 1a is title page. Floral Onv n with two 
winged putti on fol. 1b. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q 
script. Text area framed by double lines. Headings placed in panels and 
often flanked with drawings. Chapter number and heading are given in top 
margin of each page. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 163a. Fol. 163b is 
printer’s page. Illustrations on fols 5a, 5b, 6a, 7a, 7b, 8a, 9b, 10a, 10b, 11a, 
12a, 15a, 16b, 17b, 19a, 20b, 21b, 23b, 30b, 34a, 36a, 40a, 44a, 51b, 54a, 
55a, 57a, 60b, 63a, 67b, 68b, 72a, 74a, 78a, 83a, 85a, 87a, 88b, 91a, 93a, 
98a, 101a, 102b, 104b, 110a, 112a, 114b, 118b and 130a.  

NOTES On fol. 3b, the author’s name is given as 
    

See Cod. Pers. A.C. 34 for details and references. 
Table of contents on fols 4b-5a.  
 
On fol. 163b, information on the printing: 
Printed Rab  al-s n  1331 H [1913 CE] ehr n by  
       
at the request of  

        .
 

OWNERS’ MARKS Purple oval stamp on fol. 1a:     . 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 163a, lines 11-13 
    \      \       
 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 48 

TITLE     
R zn meh-ye safar-e pay-e homay n be-M zandar n [front cover] 

SUBJECT Geography 

AUTHOR [    ]
[N er al-D n h Q r] (ruled 1264-1313 H [1848-1896 CE])  

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: Mo ammad asan [fol. 2a] 

COPYING DATE 20.  al-qa deh 1294 H [1877 CE] [fol. 116a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 116 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 9 

SIZE 21 x 15 x 1.5 cm; text area 16 x 8.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Only traces of paper spine remain. Covers 
paper, both front and back covers are loose, edges mended. Printed 
drawings on both covers: in the centre a square panel with oval medallion; 
in margins winged putti and floral garland. Medallion on front cover 
contains title and medallion on back cover contains the date  al-qa deh 
1294 H. Machine-made paper, no marks. Mendings on fols 2-4. 
Lithographic print. Printed pagination starts from p. 1 [fol. 1b] and ends 
with p. 278 [fol. 116a]. Gap in pagination: p. 199 [fol. 104b] is followed 
by p. 256 [fol. 105a]. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins on fol. 
1b. Text written in Nasta l q script. No marginal notes. No catchwords. 
Illustrations on fols 11b, 26b, 37b, 52b, 65b, 74b, 81b and 102b. Text ends 
on fol. 116a. Fol. 116b is blank. 

NOTES The text is a travelogue written by the ruler of Iran and describing his tour 
to M zandar n that took place in the autumn of 1292 H [1875 CE]. The 
ruler’s name is not given in the text, but it must be N er al-D n h Q r 
who ruled 1264-1313 H [1848-1896 CE].  
According to the short preface [fols 1b-2a], the court secretary ( an  al-
davleh) Mo ammad asan was requested by N er al-D n h to prepare a 
copy of the h’s travelogue for printing.  
 
The illustrations on fols 37b, 52b, 65b and 102b are signed by Ab  Tor b 

aff r  (d. 1307 H [1890 CE]) who is known to have illustrated N er al-
D n h’s books. About Ab  Tor b aff r , see Willem Floor (1999) 144. 
 
According to the pagination, pp. 200-255 are missing, but this gap may be 
just an error in numbering as there does not seem to be any gap in the text.  
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/43/ 
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OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
    

Fol. 2a, line 7 
        .

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 116a, lines 5-6 
              

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 49 

TITLE  
v d n xerad [front cover] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR 
[Meskavayh] (d. ca 420 H [1030 CE]) 
 
      
Translator: Mo ammad osayn ebn a  ams al-D n [fol. 4a] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 5. Rab  al-avval 1294 H [1877 CE] [fol 216b] 

PRINTING DATE 1294 H [1877 CE] [?] [fol. 217b] (see Notes) 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 217 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

SIZE 17.4 x 11 x 3 cm; text area 13.3 x 6.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine brown leather. Covers paper. On covers 
printed multiple frames, floral bands and a central medallion. On front 
cover medallion contains the title   . On back cover text in 
medallion is unclear. Lower right corner of back cover mended with paper 
containing printed words in English. Machine-made Russian paper with 
two different impressed stamps in Cyrillic letters [e.g. fols 127a and 190a]. 
Lower part of fol. 1 is torn off. Lithographic print. Printed pagination starts 
with p. 3 [fol. 2a] and ends with p. 436 [fol. 216b]. On fol. 1a, multiple 
frames and medallions. Central medallion contains a dedication. On fols 
1b-3a, an editorial text. Text begins on fol. 3b. Text written in Nasta l q 
script. Text area has a triple frame. Headings are placed in panels. Printed 
marginal notes, some partly cut out. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 209b. 
On fols 210a-216b editorial text. Fol. 217a is blank. On fol. 217b multiple 
frames and medallions. Medallions contain printing details. 

NOTES The text is a Persian version Meskawayh’s anthology of moral counsel that 
was originally written in Arabic (al- ikmah al- lidah). About the work, 
see Ch. Pellat, “Djawidhan khirad”, in EI2, Supplement, 263-264. 
 
On fol. 4a, the translator’s name is given as 
.      
The year of translation is given as 1065 H [1654/5 CE]. This version is 
mentioned in in al- ar ah 5:79, entry 309. According to al- ar ah it was 
printed in ehr n 1293 H [1876/7 CE].  
 
On fol. 1a, dedication to N er al-D n h [Q r] (ruled 1848-96 CE). 
 
On fol 1b-3a, an editorial preface dated 1293 H [1876/7 CE]. 
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On fol 210a-216b, an editorial x timeh. 
 
The colophon on fol. 216b gives three dates: 
1) the 1st of Farvard n m h 799,  
2) the 5th of Rab  al-avval 1294 H,  
3) the third day (Ard  behesht) of Az b n m h-e qad m 1246 Yazdgerd . 
 
On fol. 217b, the editor’s name   with the year 1294 H [1877 
CE] that is possibly the printing year. 
 
In the margins of fol. 3b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying 
lion and sun. The stamp contains the text   . 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 209b, lines 11-12 
                    

     
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 50 

TITLE    
D v n-e Moll  Mo sen Fay  [title page] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR      
Mo ammad Mo sen Fay  ebn Morta  [K n ] (d. 1091 H [1680/1 CE]) 
[fol. 100a] 

SCRIBE        
Lithographed text: M rz  Mo ammad Al  ebn Sayyid Nu r osayn al-
M sav  [fol. 100b]  

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE 28. om d  oxr  1300 H [1883 CE] [fol. 100b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 100 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 17.9 x 12.3 x 1.4 cm text area 13.1 x 6.4-7.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine black cloth. Covers marbled paper. Glue 
stains on spine. Inner linings and front and end leaves brittle brown paper. 
Machine-made paper turning yellow, no mark. Cut edge sprinkled with 
red. Lithographic print. Printed pagination starts from p. 2 [fol. 1b] and 
ends with p. 199 [fol. 100b]. Fol. 1a is title page with double frame and a 
central medallion. Text begins on fol. 1b: Onv n with laurel wreath and a 
crown. Text written in Nasta l q script in two columns. Text area framed 
by double lines. Verse columns flanked on both sides with a single vertical 
line. On some folios, verse column separated by two vertical lines. 
Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 100b. 

NOTES D v n of poetry consisting of azaley t on fols 1b-97b and Rob iyy t on 
fols 97b-100a. 
 
On fol. 100b, the editor’s name:     .  

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on the title page with the name in Latin letters: Mirza Mohamed 
Shirazi,   , and the place in Latin letters: Bombay. Stamp on fol. 1b 
with the year 1262 H [1846 CE]. Verses on the front leaf, black ink. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
     \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 100a, line 10 
      \        

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 51 

TITLE       
T r x-e enqel b-e Azarb y n va balv -ye Tabr z [title page and fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR   
Mo ammad B qer V yeh [title page] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE  al- e eh 1326 H [1908 CE] [title page and fol. 141b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 141 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 19.6 x 15 x 1.6 cm; text area 16.1-16.4 x 9.5-9.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine greenish gray linen. Covers red marbled 
paper. Inner linings purple paper, Machine-made blue paper with 
impressed stamp showing a lion and rising sun. Pages with illustrations are 
white paper. Lithographic print. Printed pagination starts with number 4 
[fol. 2a] and ends with number 263 [fol. 141a]. Pages with illustrations are 
not paginated. Fol. 1a is the title page: title is given as heading and the rest 
of the text is in oval shape in square double frame. Text begins on fol. 1b 
with title in a panel. Text is written in Nasta l q script. Text area framed by 
double lines. Printed marginal notes. Catchwords. Illustrations on fols 15b, 
18b, 20b, 30b, 53b, 58b, 79b, 88b, 101b and 120b. Text ends on fol. 141b. 

NOTES The text is an eyewitness account of the four months of the battle during 
the popular resistance against Mo ammad Al  h in Tabr z in 1326 H 
[1908 CE] led by Satt r X n (d. 1332 H [1914 CE]) and B qer X n (d. 
1335 H [1916 CE]).  
 
The oval shaped text on the title page is a short editorial preface. 
 
The illustrations show scenes and incidents related to the battle. The 
illustrations contain names of streets and buildings. Illustrations on fols 
20b and 30b are dated 1327 H [1909/10 CE].  
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/45/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
             

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 141b, line 9 
       \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 52 

TITLE [   ]  
ad eq al-se r [f  daq eq al- e r] [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Rhetoric 

AUTHOR          
Ra d al-D n Va v  Mo ammad ebn Mo ammad ebn Abd al-Xal l al-
Omar  (d. 578 H [1182/3 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE    
Lithographed text: Abb s Yaman  af  al-Sal anah [fol. 52b] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE om d  al-s n  1321 [1903 CE] [fol. 52a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 52 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 17 x 10.8 x 0.7 cm; text area 12.3 x 6 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine blue linen. Covers marbled paper: blue, 
white and red. No inner lining, grey cardboard visible. Machine-made 
Russian paper with impressed stamp in Cyrillic letters [e.g. on fol. 22a]. 
Fols 49-52, different paper, turned brown. Lithographic print. Printed 
pagination on some folios. Fol. 1a contains a dedication text in oval form. 
No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. On fol. 1b floral Onv n with the title 
of the book. Text written in Nasta l q script. Text area framed by double 
lines. Headings in panels. Printed marginal notes. Catchwords. Some 
catchwords partly cut away. Text ends on fol. 50a. On fols 50b-52a a table. 
On fols 52a-52b an editorial postscript. 

NOTES The text is a treatise on rhetoric. About the author and the work, see Rypka 
(1968) 200 and al- ar ah 6:286-287, entry 1550, where the complete title 
is given. 
 
On fols 52a-52b, an editorial postscript titled  
  giving the printing history of the text. The text has been printed in 

om d  al-s n  1321 [1903 CE] at       . The price 
of a copy is given as 2,000 dinars [fol. 52b].  
 
On fol. 1a, dedication to Mo affar al-D n h Q r (ruled 1896-1907 
CE).   

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on fol. 1b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
             

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 50a, lines 1 154  and line in the left margin 
                   

       \       
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 53 

TITLE   
B -sar n meh [fols 1b and 8b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   
Far d al-d n A r (d. 617 H [1220 CE]) [fol. 8b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Mo ammad A ar [fol. 8a]  

COPYING DATE 1309 H [1891/2 CE] [fol. 8a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 8 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 16 

SIZE 17,7 x 11,1 cm; text area 12,8 x 6,6 cm 

DESCRIPTION No binding. Folios are only partly cut out. Bifolio consisting of fols 1 and 
8 is not attached to the other folios. Fols 2-7 form a large folded sheet. 
Machine-made paper, no mark. Lithographic print. Printed pagination 
starts from number 1 [fol. 1a] and ends with number 16 [fol. 8b]. On fol. 
1a, a square text panel with text in oval shape framed by floral ornaments. 
Fol. 8b similarly decorated title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Onv n with 
book title in a panel surrounded by winged putti and flowers. Text written 
in Nasta l q script in two columns. Text area is enclosed within multiple 
frames. Verse columns are separated by two double lines. Page numbers 
placed in half circles above text. A single frame in margins. Catchwords. 
Text ends on fol. 8a. Fol. 8b is title page. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 237-240. 
 
The text on fol. 1a gives the name of the book seller    and the 
price of the book: 10 h . 
 
On fol. 1b, a printed stamp. The stamp is somewhat unclear but it is 
presumably the state emblem with lion and sun. The text of the stamp is 
partly visible:  

 [ ] . 
OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
         \    

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 8a, lines 12-13 
        \      

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 54 

TITLE      
Ket b-e ar y t az ber y-e a f l-e mad res [title page] 

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR    
ar atmadar  Sayyed Mo ammad Qomm  [title page] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Mo ammad K em [fol. 20a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE 20.  al- e eh 1331 H [1913 CE] [back cover] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 22 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 17 x 10.9 x 0.6 cm; text area 13.5-14.5 x 7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine brown linen. Covers paper with 
lithographic print. On front cover text within a frame. On back cover 
within a frame: text and an angel sitting on a cloud. On the inside of 
binding raw papier maché is visible and only partly covered by a lining 
consisting of white and pink paper with handwritten texts. Machine-made 
Finnish paper with impressed stamp showing the company’s name 

 (Kymmene) in Cyrillic letters and the company emblem [fol. 
13a]. The paper has turned yellow. Printed pagination starts with number 3 
[fol. 2a] and ends with number 43 [fol. 20a]. Error in pencilled foliation: 
fol. 10 is followed by fol. 10-2 and fol. 19 is followed by fol. 19-2. Fol. 1a 
is title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasx  script with 
headings in Solos script. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 20a. Fol. 20b is 
blank. 

NOTES The text is a school book on Islamic law divided into 42 lessons on o l-e 
d n, eb d t and ah reh. 
 
The book has been printed by   . The name of the printing house 
is given on the back cover, written diagonally on the illustration. The text 
is partly unclear: [ ..]      .  
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/51/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on the title page with text in Persian and French:   
  \  \   \   [ ]

Librairie de Perse
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 20a, lines 11-12 
             

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 55 

 Text A

TITLE     
D v n-e ayx Mo ammad ams-e Ma reb  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [ ]  [  ]
[ ams al-D n] Mo ammad [ r n] Ma reb  (d. 809 H [1406/7 CE]) [fol. 
1b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 1287 H [1870/1 CE] [fol. 81a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 80 (fols 3b-82b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

NOTES The author is mentioned by Rypka (1968) 262-263. The divan and the 
author are presented in al- ar ah 9.3:1079-1081, entry 7005. 
On fols 81a-82b, the present print contains an appendix with poems by 
B b  her (d. after 447 H [1055/6 CE]). The verses were copied at the 
request of    in 1287 H [1870/1 CE] [fol. 81a]. According to al-

ar ah 9.3:1080, such an edition was printed in ehr n 1302 H [1884/5 
CE] and in Bombay in 1305 H [1887/8 CE] and 1307 H [1889/90 CE].  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
     \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 81a, line 3 
     

  
Text B 

TITLE  
Kolliy t-e Bos q [fol. 83b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [   ]  
Bos q A emeh [Faxr al-D n A mad] all  (d. ca. 830 H [1427 CE]) 
[fols 83a and 84a] 

SCRIBE Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given  

PRINTING DATE 1285 H [1868/9 CE] [fol. 132b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 50 (fols 83a-132b) 
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NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 273. 
On fol. 83a, the editor’s name:     . The work took place 
in       . On fol. 132b, it is stated that the book was 
printed by   in D r al-Xel feh, ehr n 1285 H [1868/9 CE]. 
On fol. 132a, the hand coloured illustration portraying a sitting man 
holding a book contains the name Mo ammad and the date 1283 H 
[1866/7]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 83b, line 1, and fol. 84a, lines 9-10 
              [...]    

     
 
Fol. 85b, line 2 

           \        
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 132a, line 11 

       \       
  

Text A and B 
SIZE 16.3 x 10.2 x 1.7 cm; text area, text A: 13.2 x 6.7 cm, text B: 12.5 x 7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers brown leather with greenish 
tint. Tooled multiple frames on covers. Inner linings red leather. Label on 
spine:    . Burnished paper tinted with varying shades of 
purple, no marks. Lithographic print. Fols1a-3a are blank. Text A begins 
on fol. 3b with title written in a panel. Text A ends on fol. 81a. Printed 
detached verses on fols 81a-82b. Text A written in Nasta l q script. Verses 
are written in two columns. One printed marginal note partly cut away 
[fol. 81a]. Catchwords. Text B begins on fol. 83a, which is the printer’s 
page with frames and hand-coloured centre medallion with text. Actual 
text begins on fol. 83b. Hand-coloured Onv n on fol. 83b with floral 
patterns and a face. Text B written in Nasta l q script. Verses are written in 
two columns. Text area is framed by double lines and verse columns 
separated by two vertical double lines. On fols 83b-85a, frames are hand-
coloured yellow. Printed marginal notes, many partly cut away. 
Catchwords. Text B ends on fol. 131a. Fols 131b-132a are blank. Fol. 
132b is the printer’s page with frames and centre medallion with text. Fols 
133a-134b are blank. Text B has hand coloured illustrations on fols 85a, 
86b, 87b, 88b, 89a, 90a, 91a, 97a, 100b, 103b, 121b, 122b, 127a, 128a, 
129a, 130b, 131a and 132a. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Note on fol. 1a. Pencilled word  and a faded oval stamp on fol. 2a. 
Stamp on fol. 3b:   . Two stamps on fol. 83b, one partly cut away. 
Notes on fol. 131b. 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. AC55 083b–084a (colour plate on p. 579)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 56 

TITLE     
Mat  al-v res n f  al-a k m al-d n [fol. 4b] 

SUBJECT Feqh  

AUTHOR   [   ]  
ayx Ma m d [ebn Mo ammad B qer] al-Na m b d  (d. 1361 H 

[1942/3 CE]) [fol. 4b] 
SCRIBE      

Lithographed text: Re  ebn Abd All h al-Na m b d  [fol. 116b] 
COPYING DATE Rab  al-s n  1323 H [1905 CE] [fol. 116b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 128 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14-15 

SIZE 17 x 11.4 x 1.8 cm; text area 12 x 6.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers black leather. Binding is 
somewhat smaller than the folios. Inner linings white paper. Fol. 10 is not 
cut to same size as other folios. Lithographic print. Machine-made paper, 
no mark. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. On fol. 1b, 
an Onv n consisting of text in Solos script forming a circle. On fol. 4a 
another round Onv n consisting of text in Solos script forming a circle. 
Text on fols 1b-116b written in Nasx  script in two columns. Chapter 
headings in Solos script repeated in top margin on each page. Catchwords 
and printed marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 116b. Fol. 117a is blank. 
Detached texts on fols 117b-128a in Ta l q script, verses in two columns. 
Some headings in large Ta l q script. Printed pagination starts with number 
2 [fol. 117b] and ends with 23 [fol. 128a], written . Catchwords and 
printed marginal notes.  

NOTES The main text Mat  al-v res n f  al-a k m al-d n presents the inheritance 
law in verse form. Ma m d al-Na m b d ’s year of death is given in 
Moallef n-e kotob, 6:99, where his complete name is given as    

    .  
 
On fols 1b-4a there is a preface in verse form written by     

 [ ar atmad r q  ayx Abd al- osayn] who was the author’s son 
(al- ar ah 19:61, entry 323). Further, al- ar ah mentions that Mat  al-
v res n with the preface was printed in ehr n 1323 H [1905/6 CE].  
 
On fols 117b-128a, anonymous detached texts listed below. 
 
Fols 117b-119a poem titled  
      
Fols 119b-121b poem titled 
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Fols 121b-124a poem titled 

           

Fols 125a-126b prose preface in Persian followed by a poem in Arabic on 
events in Karbal  and a Persian translation in verse.  
 
Fols 127a-127b, untitled poem in Persian. 
 
Fol. 127b, poem titled     
 
Fol. 127b, poem titled     
 
Fol. 128a, poem titled     
 
Fol. 128a, poem titled     
 
On fol. 4b printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and sun. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On the lining of the front cover, a pencilled note with the name   . 
On fol. 128b, two pencilled notes, one of them crossed over. On the lining 
of the back cover a pencilled note with the name    and the year 
1327 H [1909/10 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
    \       

Fol. 4a, line 1 
     \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 116b, line 7 
      \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 57 

 Text A

TITLE   [ ]  
Bost n al-sa dah [fol. 1b]  
[or] D v n-e Rav an [fol. 1b and 5b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR        
Mo ammad deq Rav an ebn Mo ammad her Ardest n  E fah n  (d. 
1305 H [1887 CE]) [fol. 2b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 475 pages (fols 1-243a) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 16 

NOTES On fols 1b-4b an editorial preface. 
The poems begin on fol. 5b. 
The title of the collection is given on fol. 1b as 

     
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 

             
Fol. 5b, line 1 

       \      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 243a, lines 15-16 

     \    
  

Text B 
TITLE      

D v n-e mo ta em va mar s -ye mar m-e Rav an [fol. 243b] 
SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR        
Mo ammad deq Rav an ebn Mo ammad her Ardest n  E fah n  (d. 
1305 H [1887 CE]) [fol. 2b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 50 pages (fols 243b-268) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 16 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 243b, line 1 
         \          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 268a, lines 9-10 
      \        

  
Text A and B 

SCRIBE       
Lithographed text: Abd al-Ra m n ebn Mo ammad K em N n  [fol. 
268b] 
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COPYING DATE Mo arram 1317 H [1899 CE] [fol. 268b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

SIZE 21.5 x 14.5 x 3.1 cm; text area 16.5 x 9.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners reddish brown leather. Covers 
brown marbled paper. Inner linings white paper. Machine-made Russian 
paper with different impressed stamps, most of them in Cyrillic letters 
[e.g. fols 3b, 31b and 101b]. Front and end leaves, paper turned brown. 
Lithographic print. Fol. 1a contains dedication written in three round 
medallions. Printed pagination in three sets: 1-7 for the preface, 2-275 for 
text A and 1-50 for text B. Preface begins on fol. 1b. Floral Onv n on fol. 
1b with the title of the D v n in a central medallion. Preface ends on fol 4b 
and fol. 5a is blank. Poems of text A begin on fol. 5b. Circular Onv n 
with the title of the D v n on fol. 5b. Text A ends on fol. 243a. Poems of 
text B begin on fol. 243b. Onv n consisting of two circles containing title 
of the D v n and author’s name on fol. 243b. Text B ends on fol. 268a. 
Fol. 268b contains colophon information written in three round 
medallions. All texts are written in Nasta l q script, one hand. Text area 
framed by double lines. Poems written in two columns separated by two 
vertical lines. Catchwords. No marginal notes. 

NOTES About the author, see Mo allef n-e kotob, 3:490-491. 
 
On fol. 1a, dedication to Mo affar al-D n h Q r (ruled 1896-1907 
CE). 
 
On fol. 268b, the editor’s name     . 
 
On fol. 5b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and sun. 
The stamp contains the text   .  

OWNERS’ MARKS Pencilled jottings and drawings of birds on the inner lining of the front 
cover. Note in black ink and pencilled drawings on the end flyleaf. 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 58 

TITLE  
Qer n-e Sa dayn [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   
Am r Xosrav Dehlav  (651-725 H [1253-1325 CE]) [fol. 126a] 

SCRIBE    
Lithographed text: M rz  q  Komra  [fol. 126a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 126 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 21.2 x 14 x 1.8 cm; text area 13.9 x 7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Corners and spine brown leather. Inner lining dark 
blue paper. Covers dark brown linen. Inner linings dark blue paper. Label 
on spine:    . Machine-made paper, no mark, turned yellow. 
Lithographic print. Printed pagination starts with number 2 [fol. 2a] and 
ends with number 253 [fol. 126a]. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Floral Onv n on fol. 1b with the title in the centre 
medallion. Text written in Nasta l q script in two columns. Text area on 
opening pages framed by triple lines and a floral pattern. On the rest of 
folios the text area framed by triple lines. Verse columns are separated by 
two vertical double lines. Headings and some verses placed in panels 
flanked by geometric or floral patterns. Catchwords. Some catchwords 
partly cut off. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 126a. Fol. 126b is 
blank. 

NOTES The text is an epic poem written in 688 H [1289 CE] about the meeting of 
Sol n Mo izz al-D n Kay-Qob d with his father Bo r  X n. About the 
author and the text, see Rypka (1968) 257-259.  
 
The book is dedicated to Na er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-96 CE) [fol. 
126a]. 
 
No printing year is given in the present text, but al- ar ah 17:66, entry 
355, mentions a print in ehr n 1297 H [1879/80 CE]. 
 
The price of a copy is given as 4,000 dinars [fol. 126a]. 
 
On fol. 1b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and sun. 
The stamp contains the text   . 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
   /          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 126a, lines 1-2 
       \        

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 59 

TITLE  
D v n-e Sarx  [fol. 13a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR    
Ya y  X n Tafre  Sarx  (1277-1338 H [1860/1-1919/20 CE]) [fol. 13a]  

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: Morta  Na m b d  [fol. 108a] 

COPYING DATE  al-qa deh 1316 H [1899 CE] [fol. 108a] 

PRINTING DATE  al-qa deh 1316 H [1899 CE] [fol. 108b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 108 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

SIZE 21.3 x 14.7 x 1.5 cm; text area 15.1 x 8.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners black leather. Covers black 
shirting. Inner lining marbled paper: brown and green. Lithographic print. 
Machine-made paper, no mark. Paper is white but turning yellow in edges. 
Printed pagination starts with number 3 [fol. 2a] and ends with number 
191 [fol. 108a]. Page numbers flanked with floral ornaments. Fol. 1a is 
editorial page with text in floral carpet frame. On fol. 1b Onvan with 
floral and geometric designs. On fols 1b-12b prefaces in prose with 
inserted verses. Text written in Nasta l q script. Headings in panels 
flanked by floral ornaments. Text area framed with double lines. Title page 
of the D v n on fol. 13a with text in floral carpet frame. The poems begin 
on fol. 13b. On fol. 13b Onvan with floral and geometric designs. Text 
written in Nasta l q script in two columns. Text area framed by double 
lines. Verse columns separated by two vertical double lines. Catchwords 
flanked by floral ornaments. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 108a. 
On fol. 108b is editorial page with text in floral carpet frame. 

NOTES About the author, see Mo allef n-e kotob, 6:834-835. 
 
Fols 1b-11a, a preface by 
           
containing a dedication to to Mo affar al-D n h Q r (ruled 1896-1907 
CE) [fols 1b-2a], a chapter titled    [...]   [fol. 3a] and 
a chapter titled   [fol. 5a]. 
 
Fols 11b-12b a further preface written by  
      . 
 
The editorial page, fol. 1a, informs that the book was printed in ehr n, 
D r al-xel feh and the print was edited by       . The 
printing date is given on fol. 108b as  al-qa deh 1316 H [1899 CE].  
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On the title page of the D v n [fol. 13a] the printing year is given both 
according to the Islamic calendar, 1316 H, and in theTurco-Mongol 
calendar,     [Year of the Dog].  
 
The present print of the D v n is mentioned in al- ar ah 9,2:439, entry 
2541. 
 
On fol. 13b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and 
sun. The stamp contains the text   . 
 
On fol. 108b, two printed stamps. One with the name  
     . The other with the text    . 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 13b, line 1 
        \          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 108a, line 9 
        \      

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 60 

TITLE  
Riy  al-mo ebb n [fol. 2b] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR   [ ]    [ ]  ]
Re  Qol [x n] ebn Mo ammad Qol  [Hed yat] N r  (1215-1288 H [1800-
1871 CE]) [fol. 4b] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: Mo ammad Re  Kalhor [fol. 126a] 

COPYING DATE  e eh 1270 H [1854 CE] [fol. 126a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 126 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 22.8 x 15.2 x 1.4 cm; text area 15.5 x 8.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and a star on covers. No inner linings. A worn label on 
spine with the title partly visible: [ ..] [ ]  . Lithographic print. 
Machine-made paper, no mark. Some stains. No title page. Fol. 1a blank 
except for a handwritten note. On fol. 1b, Fehrest of the book. Fol. 2a is 
blank. Text begins on fol. 2b. On fol. 2b, floral Onv n with book title. 
Text written in Nasta l q script. Arabic quotations in Solos script. Text 
area framed by double lines. Chapter headings given in upper margins of 
each page. Catchwords and printed marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 126a. 
Fol. 126b is blank. Illustrations on fols 17a, 19a, 19b, 21a, 23b, 26a, 30b, 
32a, 36a, 39a, 47b, 50a, 52a, 55a, 58b, 60b, 63a, 74a, 104b, 115b and 
117b. 

NOTES The text is a collection of moral tales.  
 
Fehrest 18:335-336, entry 7200, is the same text and there the author’s 
name is given as Re  Qol x n ebn Mo ammad Qol  Hed yat N r . About 
the author, see Rypka (1968) 339-340. 
 
The book was written at the request of N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 
1848-1896 CE) [fol. 4a]. 
 
The text consists of a Moqaddemeh and two Maq leh. The table of 
contents is given on fol. 1b, titled: 

   
 
The present book was printed by     [fol. 126a].  
 
Twelve of the illustrations have been published in Marzolph (2001) 100.  
The digitized version can be seen at: 
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http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/103/ 
OWNERS’ MARKS Across fol.1a written in black ink in German: “Wie geht’s lieber Freund. 

Ja [was] von ihm ich höre?” 
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 

                
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 126a, lines 4-5  

                   

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 61 

TITLE  
D v n-e R dak  [fol. 6b] 

SUBJECT Poetry  

AUTHOR      
Ab  Abd All h a far R dak  Box r  (d. 329 H [940/1 CE]) [fols 2a-
2b] 

SCRIBE       
Lithographed text: Ebr h m Mo ammad ebn Al  mol  adr al-Kutt b 
[fol. 63a] 

COPYING DATE Ra ab 1315 H [1897 CE] [fol. 63a] 

PRINTING DATE Ra ab 1315 H [1897 CE] [fol. 63b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 63 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 11 

SIZE 21.9 x 14.8 x 0.9 cm; text area 16 x 9.3 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine blue linen. Covers marbled paper in blue, 
red and green. Inner linings white paper. Front and end leaves, paper 
turning yellow. Machine-made paper, no mark. Lithographic print. Printed 
pagination starts with number 2 [fol. 7a] and ends with number 114 [fol. 
63a]. No printed pagination on fols 1-6. On fol. 1a, a square frame with 
floral corner pieces and three central medallions containing a dedication. 
Prose text with inserted verses on fols 1b-6a, Nasta l q script. Floral 
Onv n with title in central medallion on fol. 1b. The word  in 

medallion above text area on fols 2a-6a. Text area framed by triple lines. 
The D v n begins on fol. 6b. Floral Onv n on fol. 6b with the title  

  in central medallion. Verses written in two columns in Nasta l q 
script. Text area framed by triple lines. Verse columns separated by two 
vertical double lines. Few printed marginal notes. Catchwords. Text ends 
on fol. 63a. On fol. 63b a square frame with floral corner pieces and three 
central medallions containing the title and date of print. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 144-145. 
The dedication on fol. 1a is to Mo affar al-D n h Q r (ruled 1896-
1907 CE). 
 
The prose text on fols 1b-6a is an editorial preface ( ) titled   

 . The preface gives two alternatives to R dak ’s name: a far ebn 
Mo ammad and Mo ammad. It also gives two alternatives for his konyeh: 
Ab  Abd All h and Ab  al- asan. The first name and konyeh given 
above in the Author field follows Rypka (1968) 144.  
 
Further, the preface informs that the book was printed at the request of 

  [fol. 5b]. 
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According to the colophon on fol. 63a, the lithographed text was prepared 
in D r al-Xel feh, ehr n. 
 
The printing date on fol. 63b is given as Ra ab 1315 H [1897 CE]. 
 
On fol. 6b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and sun. 
The stamp contains the text   . 
 
The printing date of 1315 H is mentioned in al- ar ah 9.2:389-390, entry 
2278 and, according to this entry, some of the poems included in the 
printed D v n are actually not by R dak  but by araf al-Zam n Qa r n 
ebn Man r al-Azd  al-Tabr z  (d. 465 H [1072/3 CE]). Qa r n is 
mentioned in Rypka (1968) 194 as Ab  Man r Qa r n A od .  

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 6b, line 1 
        \         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 62b, line 11 
     \      .

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 62 

TITLE  
ah r maq leh [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Adab 

AUTHOR      [  ] 
A mad [ebn Omar] ebn Al  Ne m -ye Ar  Samarqand  (d. after 550 
H [1155 CE]) [fols 1a and 2b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 25.  al-qa deh 1324 H [1906 CE] [fol. 47b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 47 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 21.9 x 14.3 x 0.9 cm; text area 18 x 10.3 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine red linen. Covers bright green paper. Inner 
linings brown paper. Front and end leaves brown paper. Lithographed 
print. Machine-made paper, no mark, turned yellow. Separate printed 
paginations for preface (pp. 1-16), maq leh 1-2 (pp. 2-46) and maq leh 3-
4 (pp. 1-32). Fol. 1a is title page containing double frame, floral corner 
pieces and oval central medallion with the title and author’s name. Text of 
preface begins on fol 1b. Simple geometric Onv n on fol. 1b. Preface 
ends on fol. 8a with a colophon. Fol. 8b is blank except for double frame. 
Fol. 9a contains only the words           . The 
first maq leh begins on fol. 9b. Text written in Nasta l q script. Headings 
and important words in larger script. Text area framed by double lines. 
Chapter heading is given on each page above text area. Printed marginal 
notes. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 47b.  

NOTES About the author and the work, see ol m osayn Y sof , “ ah r 
maq la”, in Encyclopaedia Iranica, Online Edition.  
 
The book was printed at the request of       in    
(Bombay) [fol. 47b].  
 
The preface ends with a colophon giving the title of the book and the year 
1324 H [1906 CE] [fol. 8a] 

OWNERS’ MARKS Large oval purple stamp on the front flyleaf. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1, and fol. 2a, lines 10-11 
              [...]      

         
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 47b, lines 9-10 
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PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 63 

TITLE  
For  Mazdayasn  [2a] 

SUBJECT Zoroastrianism 

AUTHOR   
Kayxosrov hrox Kerm n  [2a] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: Morta  al- osayn  al-Bara n  [2a] 

COPYING DATE 1327 H [1909 CE] [fol. 2a] 

PRINTING DATE Rab  al-avval 1327 H [1909 CE] [3b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 163 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 21 x 15.8 x 2.2 cm; text area 16.4 x 10.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners black leather. Covers pink 
paper with embossed pattern resembling snakeskin. Inner lining brownish 
paper. Lithographic print. Machine -made paper, no mark. Printed 
pagination starts from number 2 [fol. 2b] and ends with number 311 [fol. 
163a]. Fol. 1 is blank. Fol. 2a is title page. It has a double frame and 
central medallion on floral background. Central medallion contains title 
page text. Text begins on fol. 1b with a D b eh. Book title is given in 
undecorated Onv n on fol. 2b. Table of content on fols 4a-5b. Table of 
errata on fols 6a-8b. Fol. 9 is blank. Fol. 10a, is title page of the 
Moqaddemeh of the book. Main text begins on fol. 10b. Some chapters 
have own title pages: fols 76a, 112a and 117b. On these folios, titles are 
given both in Persian and English. English words are written in cursive 
script. On fol. 117a, a white slip of paper is pasted over the first words of 
English title. On fol. 145a, book title is given in English, cursive script. 
Persian text is written in Nasta l q script, headings in larger Nasta l q 
script. Text area framed with double frame. No catchwords. Printed 
marginal notes. On some fols footnotes in English placed in panels in the 
bottom of text area. Notes are marked with Western numbers and written 
in cursive script. Tables on fols 110a-111a. Fol. 111b is blank. Text ends 
on fol. 158b. Further tables on fols 159a-163a. Fol. 163b is printer’s page. 
Illustration on fol. 71a.  

NOTES The book is an anthology of articles on Zoroastrianism containing Persian 
translations of articles or papers originally written in English. The 
translator’s name is given only in connection of one text [fol. 76a] where 
he is identified as the author of For  Mazdayasn , i.e. Kayxosrov hrox 
Kerm n  [fol. 76a]. 
 
The book was dedicated to Mo ammad Al - h Q r (ruled 1907-1909 
CE) [fol. 2b] 
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It was printed in        in ehr n [fol. 163b]. 
The date of printing is given according to three different calendars: 1278 
Yazdegerd , 1327 Hi r  and 1909 M l di sav  [fol. 3b].  
 
On fol. 2b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and sun. 
The stamp contains the text   . 
 
The contents of the book: 

 ]fol. 2b [

]   fol. 4a [

] fol. 6a [
 

 ]  fol. 10a [

    :      
“The Religious System of the Parsis” by Jivanji Jamshedji Modi [fol. 76a] 

     ]     fol. 110a [
]Table[

          
  :

“The Zoroastrian Code of Gentlehood”, paper read […] by Mr. Nasravanji 
Maneckji Cooper [fol. 112a] 

               
 :   

“The Four Great Religions”, by Annie Besant [fol. 117a] 

          [...]    
]fol. 132b[

 
              

][Lawrence H. Mills
]fol. 136b[

 
   )   (  )       

: (  
(A Modern Zoroastrian) By Samuel Lang [fol. 145a] 
 
The tables on fols 159a-163a: 

      
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/382/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
               

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 158b, lines 6-8 
       )  (  

(               )
  )        (

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 64 

TITLE    
Res leh-ye mas alat b  av  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR [ ]   
Mo ammad asan al- osayn  [ r z ] (d. 1312 H [1894/5 CE]) [fol. 1b].   

SCRIBE [. .] 
Lithographed text: A mad [.?.][fol. 76a, right margin] 

COPYING DATE       
Salx-e afar 133[0?] H [1912 CE] [fol. 76a, right margin]  

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 76 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 21.4 x 17.1 x 0.9 cm; text area 16.5 x 10.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION Manuscript is placed between two covers but is not attached to covers. No 
spine but on covers there are remains of a black paper spine. Covers are 
marbled paper with paisley-pattern in red, blue, yellow and white on black 
background. Inner linings paper with lithographed text: one in Arabic and 
the other in Persian. Quires are held together with string. Traces of glue on 
spine of quires. Lithographic print. Machine-made paper, no mark, turned 
yellow. Printed pagination starts with number 3 [fol. 2a] and ends with 
number 151 [fol. 76a]. No title page. Table of contents on fol. 1a. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Title and author’s name are placed in undecorated 
Onv n on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasx  script with chapter headings and 

important words written in larger Solos script. Text area framed by double 
lines, margin framed by single line. Chapter title is given above double 
frames on each page. Catchwords. Printed marginal notes. Text ends on 
fol. 76a. The scribe’s colophon is written vertically in the right margin on 
fol. 76a. Fol. 76b consists of a table. 

NOTES The text deals with questions of feqh. The table of contents is on fol. 1a. 
The subjects are introduced as questions  .  
 
The text has been edited by     (d. 1338 H. [1920 CE]) 
and     Sayyed [fol. 1a]. 
 
Of the copying year, only the digits 133 are visible [fol. 76a, right margin]. 
It may be 1330 H 
 
In the introduction [fol. 1b], there is a reference to the author’s teacher 

ayx Morta  al-An r  (d. 1281 H [1864/5 CE]). 
 
About the author, see Mo allef n-e kotob, 2: 642-644. 
Among the works of the author, the title of the present print is not 
mentioned, but there is a work titled     . Al- ar ah, 
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20:43-44, entry 1847, gives the title   . According to al- ar ah, 
the text was printed after the death of the author, with marginal notes 
( aw ) by some of his pupils, e.g. Mo ammad Taq  r z  (d. 1338 H 
[1920 CE]) and Mo ammad K im ab ab  al-Yazd  (d. 1337 H [1919 
CE]). Both names appear in the notes in the Onv n on fol. 1b of the 
present text. In addition, some marginal notes are signed with the letters  

 that presumably refer to Mo ammad K im ab ab  al-Yazd  [e.g. 
fol. 2b].  
 
There is a catchword ( ) in the bottom margin of the last text page [fol. 
76a]. It refers to the first word of the marginal note in the top margin of the 
page.  
 
On fol. 76b, there is a table giving instructions on what is correct and 
incorrect in performing nam z. 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/96/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 2 
    ]...[           

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 76a, lines 20-21 
  )  (             

         
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 65 

TITLE        
Qe eh-ye r n eb rat-e N  far n-e Gavhar-e T  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE    
Lithographed text: Y  Ayn Y  Xv ns r  [fol. 40a]  

COPYING DATE 14.  qa deh 1331 H [1913 CE] [fol. 40a] 

PRINTING DATE  qa deh 1331 H [1913 CE] [fol. 40b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 40 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 18 

SIZE 21.2 x 17 x 0.9 cm; text area 19.2 x 13.4 cm  

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine beige linen. Covers white paper. Paper used 
for covers is a printed form with text in English. On front cover, pencilled 
handwritten words in English in mirror image. Ink stain on back cover. 
Only partial paper inner linings, large areas of raw papier maché visible. 
Lithographic print. Thin, machine-made Russian paper with impressed 
mark in Cyrillic letters [fol. 23a]. Paper has turned yellow. Printed page 
numbers on most pages, starting with 3 [fol. 2a] and ending with 78 [fol. 
39a]. Fol. 1a is title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q 
script. Text area framed by double lines. Catchwords on most fol. Some 
catchwords partly cut away. No marginal notes. Illustrations, some of them 
scetchy: fols 2b, 5b, 7b, 10b, 11a, 13a, 13b, 16b, 17b, 19a, 32a and 35a. 
Text ends on fol. 40a. Fol. 40b is printer’s page. 

NOTES The text is an anonymous popular romance. About the folk-print form and 
the romances, see Rypka (1968) 671-673. 
 
The title page [fol. 1a] informs that the book was printed at the request of 
the bookseller   . The date of printing is given as 6. Rab  al-avval 
1330 H [1912 CE]. On fol. 40b, the information on the bookseller is 
repeated and ehr n is identified as the location. The date of printing is 
here given as  qa deh 1331 H [1913 CE].  
 
On the title page [fol. 1a] in the upper corners the text    . 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/383/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 2-4 
    .]        [..      

        ...      
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 40a., lines 14-16 
                    

                
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 66 

TITLE   
D v n-e Hel l  o at  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [ ]   [  ]
[Badr al-D n] Hel l  o at  [Astar b d ] (d. 936 H [1529 CE]) [fols 1a, 
1b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: ak m K mar n  [fol. 60a] 

COPYING DATE 9. avv l 1313 H [1896 CE] [fol. 60a] 

PRINTING DATE Ra ab 1315 H [1897 CE] [fol. 60b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 60 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 20.5 x 13.6 x 1.1 cm; text area 15 x 8.6 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine red leather. Inner lining paper 
with printed Arabic text. Front and end leaves blue paper. Lithographic 
print. Machine-made Russian paper, impressed stamp in Cyrillic letters 
[fol. 35a]. Printed pagination, beginning with number 2 [fol. 1b] and 
ending with 120 [fol. 60b]. No title page. Fol. 1a contains editor’s preface. 
The D v n begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, verses in two 
columns. Text area framed by double lines and verse columns are 
separated by two vertical double lines. Catchwords. A few marginal notes. 
The D v n ends on fol. 59b. Colophon on fols 59b-60a includes detached 
verses. Fol. 60b is printer’s page. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 500-501.  
 
According to the preface the D v n was edited by      
    [fol. 1a].  
 
The printer’s page [fol. 60b] gives the printing date: end of Ra ab 1315 H 
[1897 CE]. Further, it gives titles of other books printed in   
      . The price of each copy is given as three Qer n. 
 
Printed in the top margin on fol. 1a, the name of Sol n Mo affar al-D n 

h Q r (ruled 1896-1907 CE). 
 
On fol. 1b, a printed square stamp that is unclear but should presumably 
display the state emblem with lion and sun and the text   .  

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 60b, two stamps. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
                  /
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 59b, line 14 
       \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 67 

TITLE   
Ta kereh-ye mer t al-xay l [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Biography 

AUTHOR         
r Al  X n ebn Al  Am ad X n L d  (early 12th c. H [late 17th c. CE]) 

[fols 1a, 10b] 
SCRIBE  

Lithographed text: Ebr h m r z  [fol. 173a] 
COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE 1324 H [1906/7 CE] [fol. 173a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 173 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 22 

SIZE 21.8 x 13.6 x 2.3 cm; text area 17.3 x 9.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine green linen. Covers blue-and-red marbled 
paper. Inner linings reddish brown paper. Reddish brown end leaf. 
Machine made paper, no mark, edges turning brown. Lithographic print. 
Printed pagination starts with number 1 [fol. 1a] and ends with number 
344 [fol. 173b]. Fol. 1a is title page, where text is framed with double lines 
with crossing single lines. In margins a single frame rounded in corners. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script. Headings, names 
and important words in Solos script. Text area framed with single crossing 
lines. In margins, single frame rounded in corners. Verses written in two 
columns, separated by two vertical single lines. A horizontal line separates 
verses from prose text. Catchwords. Printed marginal notes. Text ends on 
fol. 172b. Colophon on fol. 173a and editorial note on fol. 173b. 

NOTES The text contains biographies of poets writing in Persian. According to al-
ar ah 4:47-48, entry 187, most of the poets included are from the period 

of the Mo l ruler h ah n (ruled 1627-1658 CE). 
 
On the title page [fol. 1a] the authors name is given as     , 
but on fol. 10a as        . The name given above in the 
section Author, follows al- ar ah 4:47, where the name is given as  

      . 
 
On fol. 172b, the year when the author completed the text is calculated by 
subtracting the numeric value of the letters in the word  from the 
numeric value of the letters in the title   , i.e. 1313–211 = 1103 H 
[1690/1 CE]). 
 
The text was edited by      [fol. 1a] and printed in  

  (Bombay), in   [fol. 173b]. This print is mentioned in al-
ar ah 4:48, entry 187. 
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On fol. 173b, it is mentioned that the printing was commissioned by  

      . 
OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
          \        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 172b, line 12 
     \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 68 

TITLE [ ] 
Res leh[-ye amal yat] [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR      
Mo ammad ebn Mo ammad Mahd  al-A raf  (d. 1315 H [1898 CE]) [fol. 
1b] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: Mo ammad asan M zandar n  [fols 199a, 199b] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE  al- e eh 1297 H [1880 CE] [fol. 199b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 199 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 21.8 x 17 x 3 cm; text area 18.2 x 12.1 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine light brown leather. Covers green and 
brown leather with tooled double frames. On spine two paper labels. On 
one of them the text:    . The second label is partly worn off and text 
is not legible. Inner linings white paper. Front and end leaves white paper. 
Lithographic print. Machine-made Russian paper with impressed stamp in 
Cyrillic letters [fol. 3a]. Some folios tinted blue, others with blue stains in 
margins. Fol. 1a is editorial page, where text is placed within a cartouche 
that is framed with two sets of double lines. Text begins on fol. 1b. Title is 
given in the Onv n, where text forms a round shape. Text is written in 
Nasx  script. Chapter and paragraph headings in Solos script. Some words 
are overlined. Arabic quotations are both vocalized and overlined. Text 
area framed with double lines. Chapter or paragraph heading is given 
above text frame on each page. Catchwords. Both printed and handwritten 
marginal notes, black ink. On fol. 185b, interlinear notes in black ink. The 
text ends on fol. 199a. Fol. 199b is printer’s page. 

NOTES The text is a treatise on feqh discussing both eb d t and mo mal t. The 
titles of the chapters vary in that some main sections are B b and others 
Kit b. Both the sections on  and  are B b 4:  
 

     [fol. 4b]
       [fol. 44b] 

     [fol. 114b] 
     [fol. 142a] 
       [fol. 150b] 

   [fol. 162b] 
    [fol. 175a] 

 
The text is mentioned in al- ar ah 11:218, entry 1223, as  . 
Only a later print of 1316 H is mentioned. About the genre of   
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on feqh, see al- ar ah 11:211-212. 
 
On the editorial page [fol. 1a], the date for editing the text is given as 

om d  al-avval 1297 H [1880 CE]. 
 
According to the printer’s page [fol. 199b], the text was readied for print-
ing by       and      . It 
was printed by   in  al- e eh 1297 H [1880 CE]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Four stamps on fol. 1a. A note in black ink on fol. 1 containing the word 
 and the year 1298 H [1880/1 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
   [...]               

      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 199a, line 21 

                 
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 69 

TITLE  [...] 
D v n-e […] Vaf  [fol. 6a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [ ]   
osayn al x n N r  Vaf  [M zandar n ] (d. 1322 H [1904/5 CE]) [fol. 6a] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Ma m d al- osayn  [fol. 163b] 

COPYING DATE 19  e eh 1323 H [1906 CE] [fol. 163b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 164 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 22.6 x 16 x 2.2 cm; text area 15.2 x 8.9 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine dark brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Inner linings red-and-blue marbled paper. 
Lithographic print. Machine-made paper, no marks. Printed pagination 
starts with number 1 [fol. 1b] and ends with number 9 [fol 5a]. Separate 
printed pagination for the D v n starts with number 3 [fol. 7b] and ends 
with number 315 [fol. 163b]. Page numbers are placed in a half-circle 
above text frame. Fol. 1a is front page: floral carpet pattern framed with 
two single lines, three blank circles in the middle of page. Text begins on 
fol. 1b. On fols 1b-5b, editorial preface. Floral Onv n with the word  
. Multiple frames including a floral frame. A single frame in margins. A 
floral ornament on fol. 5b. Fol 6a is title page of the Divan: floral carpet 
pattern with text in two panels and central medallion. The D v n begins on 
fol. 6b. Floral Onv n and carpet pattern on fol. 6b. Floral carpet pattern 
on fol. 7a. On the rest of the folios text is framed with multiple frames 
including a floral frame. A single frame in margins. Verses are written in 
two columns separated by two double lines. Text written in Nasta l q 
script. Headings in larger script. Catchwords. Occasionally a catchword 
also on the a-side of the folio. No marginal notes. The D v n ends on fol. 
163b. On fol. 164a the printer’s page. Fol. 164b is end page and decorated 
in the same way as the front page, no text [fol. 1a]. 

NOTES The Divan is mentioned in al- ar ah 9,4: 1272-1273, entry 8163. The 
entry mentions the print of 1323 H. 
 
On fols 1b-5b, an editorial preface, dated Rab  al-avval 1323 H [1905 CE] 
[fol. 5b]. 
 
In the colophon on fol. 163b, a dedication to Mo affar al-D n h Q r 
(ruled 1896-1907 CE).  
 
According to the colophon the lithographed text was written in D r al-
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xel feh, ehr n. The text was edited and printed by     
  .  

 
The printer’s note on fol. 164a informs that the D v n was printed at the 
request of         . 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on fol. 1b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
         

Fol. 6b, line 1 
      \         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 163b, lines 3-4 
       \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 70 

TITLE    
Onv n-e ar qeh bar ad qeh [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT fism 

AUTHOR      
Mo ammad Rukn al-D n eb Q der  e r  [fols 1a and 1b] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: Na m al-D n Pan b  [fol. 115b] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE afar 1290 H [1873 CE] [fol. 26a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 115 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15-19 

SIZE 24.9 x 16.4 x 1.4 cm; text area 15.5-18.7 x 8-10.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine green linen. Covers paper with printed 
floral pattern. Inner linings and front and end leaves brown paper. 
Lithographic print. Machine-made paper, no marks. Cut edge sprinkled 
with red ink. Printed pagination in three sets: 3-15 [fols 2a-8a], 1-31 [fols 
9a-25a] and 3-188 [fols 26a-115b]. Fol. 1a is title page, carpet pattern, text 
in panels and central medallion. Text begins on fol. 1b. Fols 1b-8a contain 
author’s preface. Fol. 8b is blank, except for two double frames. Fols 9a-
25a, prose preface and commentary. Fol. 25b is blank. Fol. 26a is title 
page for the poem that begins on fol. 26b with comments in margins. Text 
written in Nasta l q script. Arabic quotations in Solos script. Text area 
framed with double lines and one line in margin on fols 1b-8a and 26a-
115b. Text area framed with a single line on fols 9a-25a. Verses written in 
two columns separated by two vertical double lines. Catchwords on some 
fol. Printed marginal notes. The commented poem ends on fol. 114b. Text 
ends on fol. 115b. 

NOTES The text is a commentary on the didactical poem ad qat al- aq qeh by 
Ma d d ebn dam San  (d. 525/1131). The commentary was arranged 
by         [fols 1a, 26a]. According to the 
colophon, the book contains the commentary of the first Maq ad of the 
poem [fol. 115a].  
 
The book was printed in  (Lahore) and edited for printing by   

    [fol. 1a].  
 
The print is mentioned in al- ar ah 15:353, entry 2266. 
 
About San ’s poem, see J. T. P. De Bruijn, “ ad qat al- aq qa wa ar at 
al- ar qa”. In: Encyclopaedia Iranica, Online Edition.  
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On fols 9a-25a, there are comments on the poem with references to page 
numbers.  
 
On fols 26a-114b, the commentary runs in the margins. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 3-4 
   [...]               

             
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 115a, lines 10-13 

      \     
    –            

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 71 

 Text A

TITLE  
Qa ed-e Anvar  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [   ]  
Av ad al-D n [ Al  ebn Mo ammad] Anvar  (d. 585 H [1189-90 CE]) [fol. 
383a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 208  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
     \         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 208b, lines 18-19 
         \        

  
Text B 

TITLE  
D v n-e Anvar  [fol. 209a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [   ]  
Av ad al-D n [ Al  ebn Mo ammad] Anvar  (d. 585 H [1189-90 CE]) [fol. 
383a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 146 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 209b, line 1 
         \           

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. Fol. 382b, lines 14-15 
     \      

  
Text A and B 

SCRIBE Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Ra ab 1306 H, 1889 [CE] [fol. 384a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 384 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 24.7 x 16.2 x 4.5 cm; text area 19-19.4 x 9-11 cm 
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DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine reddish brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Label on spine:  . Front and end 
leaves. Bifolios 178-179, 182-183 and 194-195 are loose. Lithographic 
print. Paper, no marks. Printed pagination throughout book starts with 
number 2 [fol. 1b] and ends with number 769 [fol. 384a]. Fol. 1a is title 
page of text A, floral carpet pattern. Text begins on fol. 1b, floral Onv n. 
Text A ends on fol. 208b. Fol. 209a is title page of text B, floral carpet 
pattern. Text B begins on fol. 209b, floral Onv n. Poems of text B end on 
fol. 382b. On fols 383a-384a, editorial postscript. Fol. 384b is blank. Both 
A and B written in Nasta l q script. Text area framed with a single line. 
Verses are in two columns separated by two single lines. Chapter titles 
above text frame on each page. Printed marginal notes. Catchwords.  

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 197-199. 
 
The prose text on fols 383a-384 is an editorial post script containing 
information on Anvar  and on the printing. 
 
The text was printed in  (Lucknow) in the printing house    

   . The printing date is given both in Hi r  year 1306 and sav  
year 1889 [fol. 384b]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 72 

TITLE      
D v n-e qa ed va mosamma t-e Man ehr  D m n  [fol. 3b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR       
Ab  al-Na m A mad ebn Ya q b Man ehr  D m n  (d. 432 H [1040/1 
CE]) [fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE [ ..]  
Lithographed text: Mo ammad a far [..?] [fol. 70a] 

COPYING DATE 22 Ra ab 1285 H [1868 CE] [fol. 70a] 

PRINTING DATE a b n 1285 H [1868 CE] [fol. 70b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 70 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 21.8 x 16.7 x 1.1 cm; text area 18 x 8.9-9.3 cm  

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers dark brown shirting with impressed 
pattern and tooled multiple frames. Spine dark brown leather, four bands 
across spine. Gilded line above and below each band. Written in gold:  
  .  Inner lining marbled paper in brown, blue and red. On cut edge, 
written in black ink:  . Lithographic print. Paper, impressed stamp 
with Cyrillic letters [e.g. fols 2a, 29a]. Printed pagination starts from 
number 4 [fol. 2b] and ends with number 139 [fol. 70a]. On some folios, 
page numbers are placed within circle. Fol. 1a, printer’s page with a 
multiple frame and text within central medallions. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Text is a prose preface. Floral Onv n on fol. 1b and geometric and floral 
frames on fols 1b-2a. Text framed by a single line and a further single 
frame in margins. Floral ornament flanking the end of the prose text on fol. 
3a. The D v n begins on fol. 3b. Floral Onv n on fol. 3b and geometric 
and floral frames on fols 3b-4a. Text area framed by single line and a 
further single frame in margins. Text written in Nasta l q script. Verses are 
written in two columns separated by floral vertical panel. Titles and some 
verses written in panels flanked with floral or geometric ornaments. 
Printed and handwritten marginal notes. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 
70a. On fol. 70b, printer’s page with a multiple frame and text within 
central medallions.  

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 176-177. 
 
Fols 1b-3a, an editorial preface about the text and the author. 
 
The text was printed in K rx neh of    in a b n 1285 H 
[1868 CE] [fol. 70b]. 
 
On fol. 70b, a dedication to N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 
CE). 
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OWNERS’ MARKS Verse in black ink on the b-side of the front flyleaf. Stamp on fol. 1a:  
[ ..]   . Stamp with a u r  on fol. 1b. Stamp on fol. 3a:    

 .  
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 

     \     
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 70a, lines 14-15 

     \   [ ]    
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 73 

TITLE     
Ket b al-ma sir va al- s r [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR    
Mo ammad asanx n E tem d al-Sal anah (d. 1313 H [1896 CE]) [fol. 
1a] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 8th of Mo arram, 1307 H [1889 CE] [fol. 146b] 

PRINTING DATE 1306 H [1888/9] [?] [fols 1a, 177b] (see Notes) 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 177 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 27 

SIZE 35 x 22 x 2.8 cm; text area 28.2 x 15.3 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Inner lining of front cover paper washed with 
beige colour. Strips of white mending paper on seams between covers and 
first and last fol. Inner lining of back cover covered with newer paper. 
Lithographic print. Paper, three types of impressed square stamps with 
Cyrillic letters [e.g. fols 15, 36, 102] and an impressed oval stamp [fol. 65 
and 165]. Fols 65-66 are brownish in colour and attached to the quire by a 
strip of white paper. Also fols 171-176 are brownish in colour. Fols 9-10, 
97-99, 111-113 partly glued together. Bifolios 106-109 are loose. Printed 
pagination in two sets. The first set begins with number 3 [fol. 2a] and 
ends with number 294 [fol. 146b]. The second set begins with number 2 
[fol. 147b] and ends with number 61 [fol. 177a]. Fol. 1a is title page. Text 
begins on fol. 1a. Text written in Nasx  script. Chapter and paragraph 
headings in larger script. Text area framed with a double line. On most of 
the folios, text is written in two columns separated by two single lines. 
Printed marginal notes. Catchwords on most folios. On some folios 
catchword on both sides of folio. Portrait of N er al-D n h Q r on 
fol. 5b. Text ends on fol. 177a. Fol. 177b is printer’s page. 

NOTES The text is written for the 40th anniversary of the rule of N er al-D n h 
Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE) and presents events, institutions and persons 
involved in his rule. The text is divided in 16 B bs. Table of contents on 
fols 2a-2b. On fols 147a-177a with separate pagination lists of names of 
Q r rulers, vaz rs, am rs etc. 
 
The text was printed in    [fols 1a and 177b]. The printing 
year is given as 1306 H [1888/9 CE] on fols 1a and 177b, but on fol. 146b, 
the date of copying is the 8th of Mo arram, 1307 H [1889 CE]. 
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On fol. 146b, the date of copying is given in accordance to different 
calendars. 
 
On fol. 147b, the price of a copy is 12,000 dinars. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Unclear words in black ink on the inner lining of the front cover. Erased 
note on fol. 177b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
               

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 146b, lines 8-10 
                

     
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 74 

TITLE ][
[Travelogue] 

SUBJECT Geography and travel 

AUTHOR    
N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Zayn al- bed n ebn Mo ammad ar f al-Qazv n  [fol. 
97a] 

COPYING DATE om d  al-Oxr  1311 H [1893 CE] [fol. 97a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 98 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 33.6 x 20.8 x 1.7 cm; text area 25.2 x 13.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners red leather. Covers marbled 
paper: red, green and blue. Two labels on spine. On one, text is worn off. 
On the other:     . Inner lining purple paper. Front and end leaves. 
Lithographic print. Paper, impressed stamp with Cyrillic letters. Fol. 98 is 
thicker paper than the rest. Printed pagination starts with number 3 [fol. 
2a] and ends with number 193 [fol. 97a]. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta liq script. Catchwords on 
each page. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 97a. Fol. 97b blank except 
for a note in blue ink. On fol. 98a a map. Fol. 98b is blank. 

NOTES The text is a travelogue written by N er al-D n h Q r and describing 
his journey to Ir q-e a am and the central areas of Iran. The first entry in 
the diary is dated the 14th of avv l 1309 H [1892 CE] [fol. 2a] and the 
last entry on the 21st of Mo arram 1310 H [1892 CE] [fol. 96a]. 
 
On fol. 1b, there is a short editorial preface. It states that the travelogue 
was seen through print by Mo ammad asan E tem d al-Sal anah (d. 
1313 H [1896 CE]) [fol. 1b]. 
 
The map on fol. 98a is titled:  

          
 
The note in blue ink on fol. 97b, repeats the beginning of the title on the 
map. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2a, lines 3-4  
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 97a, lines 3-6 
                   

                
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 75 

TITLE  
Masnav -ye ma nav  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ]      [
Mavl n  al l al-D n Mo ammad al-Balx  al-R m  [Mavlav ] (d. 672 H 
[1273 CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE       
Lithographed text: Al  Naq  ebn Y sof r z  [fol. 338b] 

COPYING DATE 1315 H [1897/8 CE] [fol. 338b] 

PRINTING DATE 9th of Mo arram, 1318 H [1900 CE] [fol. 240b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 420 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 29 

SIZE 28,1 x 20,8 cm; text area 21,6 x 13,2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners dark red cloth. Covers red 
glossy paper with an impressed wavy pattern. Inner lining purple paper. 
Two front leaves and one end leaf. Lithographed print. Paper, no marks. 
Printed pagination in three sets: 2-11 [fols 1b-6a], 1-674 [fols 6b-340a] 
and 1-146 [fols 341a-420a]. Fol. 1a is title page with carpet pattern and 
text in central medallion and two panels. Text begins on fol. 1b with prose 
prefaces. Text of Masnav  begins on fol. 6b. Floral Onv n on fol. 6b. Text 
is written in Nasta l q script, small hand. Prefaces for each Mo allad are 
written in a large hand. Chapter headings in larger hand placed in panels 
flanked with floral ornaments. Text area framed with triple lines and a 
single line in margin. Verses are written in four columns separated by two 
double lines. Printed line numbers. Number of the Mo allad is written 
above text frame on each page. Printed marginal notes. Catchwords on 
some fol. Text of Masnav  ends on fol. 338b. On fols 339a-340a, detached 
poems. Fol. 340b is printer’s page. On fols 341a-419b, an index. On fols 
419b-420a, editorial note with portrait of a man. Fol. 420b, printer’s page 
with carpet pattern and text in three medallions.  

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 240-242. 
 
On fols 1b-5a, a prose preface titled    .  
On fols 5b-6a, the author’s preface. 
 
The Masnav  on fol. 6b-338b contains six Mo allads with prefaces and a 
X temeh:  
Mo allad 1: fol. 6b 
Mo allad 2: fol. 57a 
Mo allad 3: fol. 99b 
Mo allad 4: fol. 163b 
Mo allad 5: fol. 216b 
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Mo allad 6: fol. 278a 
X timeh: fol. 338a 
 
On fol. 339a, a poem by        .  
 
On fols 339b-340a, a poem by      . 
 
On fols 341a-420a, index with page references to Masnav .   
 
According to the editor’s note on fol. 419b, the index is based on and 
collated with Ka f al-aby t by Mo ammad her ebn A mad Ba r al-
Molk K n  [ ayb n ]. According to al- ar ah 18:7, entry 412, Ka f al-
aby t was an index volume prepared by her K n  at the time when he 
was publishing Masnav  in 1299 H [1881/2 CE]. According to Mo allef n-
e kotob 3:581, Ka f al-aby t is included in Masnav , printed by   
in Tehran 1299 H. 
 

her K n ’s portrait is on fol. 420a.  
 
The present text was printed in   . The date of printing is given 
as the 9th of Mo arram, 1318 H [1900 CE]. 
 
It was published by      [fol. 240b]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 6b, line 1 
      \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 338b, lines 18-19 
      \       

       \     
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 76 

TITLE     [...]  
Kolley t-e […] Moll  Abb s tar  al-motaxallo  ab b [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR    
Abb s tar  ab b (d. 1324 H [1906/7 CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 3.  al-qa deh 1312 H, 1895 [CE] [fol. 156a] 

PRINTING DATE 1312 H [1895 CE] [fols 1a, 156b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 156 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 27 

SIZE 34.1 x 24.8 x 2.5 cm; text area 26.2 x 16.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners brown leather. Three tooled 
bands across spine. Tooled bands on edges of corner pieces and spine. 
Covers green shirting with glossy surface and a line pattern. Inner linings 
paper, turned yellow. Two front and two end leaves. Lithographic print. 
Paper, turning yellow and brittle. Printed pagination starts from number 1 
[fol. 1a] and ends with number 308 [fol. 156b]. Fol. 1a is title page, carpet 
pattern with text in central medallion and two side panels. Text begins on 
fol. 1b with prose preface. Onv n with floral designs and a crown flanked 
by two lions with sun and sword on fol. 1b. Text area on fols 1b-3a framed 
by a carpet pattern. The Kolliy t begins on fol. 3b. Floral and geometric 
Onv n with two angels holding a crown on fol. 3b. Text area on fols 3b-

4a framed by a carpet pattern. Text written in Nasta l q script. On fols 4b-
153b, text area framed with triple lines. Verses are written in four columns 
separated by two double lines. Headings placed in panels and on some fol. 
flanked with floral or geometric designs. Page numbers are placed in 
double circles above text area. On fol. 154a, geometric and floral Onv n. 
Verses on fols 154a-155b written in three columns, central column 
containing two bayts separated by a geometric design. Between verse 
lines, panels with geometric designs. Printed marginal notes. Catchwords. 
Poems end on fol. 155b. On fol. 155b, list of errata in four columns with 
geometric and floral designs. On fol. 156a, editorial note with floral 
designs. Fol. 156b is printer’s page, carpet pattern with text inside and 
below central medallion.  

NOTES The book contains a collection of poems by Abb s tar  who was 
known as ab b. 
 
According to the editorial note on fol. 156a, the text was edited by   

   and printed at the request of     . 
The last name is given in Latin letters, as well: Haji Mohomed Hsun 
Shoostry.  
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The copying date on fol. 156a is given both in He r  years and in sav  
years. 
 
On fol. 156a, a dedication to N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 
CE). 
 
The name of the printing house and the place are given in Latin letters on 
fol. 1a: Duttprasad Press, Bombay.  
 
The print is mentioned in al- ar ah 9:2, 505, entry 2847. Here, the title is 
given as    .  

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on fol. 155b and the same stamp on fol. 156a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
     \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 155b, line 5 
       \       \        \ 

     
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 77 

TITLE  
T r x-e neg rest n [fol. 2b] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR [  ]   
A mad ebn Mo ammad [ aff r  Qazv n ] (d. 975 H [1568 CE]) [fol. 
186b] 

SCRIBE     
Lithographed text: Mo ammad Re -ye al-Xamr v  al-M sav  al- r z  
[fol. 186b] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE 12. om d  al-s n  1245 H, 10. D sember 1829 [CE] [fol. 186b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 187 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

SIZE 32.4 x 20.7 x 3.5 cm; text area 24 x 14.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine dark brown leather. Covers 
worn. Tooled medallion and multiple frames on covers. Inner lining red 
paper. Lithographic print. Fols 1 and 187 burnished paper. Fols 2-186 
watermarked paper with chain lines, dull surface. Fols 2-7 mended and 
mending paper covers some words on fols 2b-4b. Printed pagination starts 
with number 2 [fol. 3a] and ends with number 375 [fol. 186b]. No title 
page. Fol. 1 is blank. Fol. 2a is blank except for two handwritten notes. 
Text begins on fol. 2b. Text written in Nasta l q script. Headings in larger 
script. Book title given in upper margin of each page. Marginal notes, 
mostly consisting of numbers. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 186a. On fols 
186a-186b editorial note. Fol. 187a blank. Detached handwritten notes on 
fol. 187b. 

NOTES The text is a collection of anecdotes arranged chronologically starting with 
the Prophet. About the text and the author, see al- ar ah 24:307, entry 
1609. According to al- ar ah, aff r  completed the text in 959 H [1552 
CE]. 
 
The text was printed in    (Bombay) and the printing was supervised 
by    [Captain George Jarvis] [fol. 186b]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Two notes on fol. 2a. Stamp and handwritten name    on 
fol. 186b. Two notes on fol. 187b, one of them giving the year 1307 H 
[1889/90 CE].  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
   \    \       \    
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 186a, line 7 
     \       \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 78 

TITLE 
hn meh [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR    
Ab  al-Q sem Ferdavs  s  (d. 411 H [1020/1 CE] or 416 H [1025/6 
CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Mo ammad Al  ebn Mo ammad av d Tabr z  [fols 
9b, 247a] 

COPYING DATE 15. Ra ab 1316 H [1898 CE] [fol. 247a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 336  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 33 

SIZE 35 x 22 x 3.9 cm; text area 27.5 x 16.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style leather binding. Covers and spine light brown leather. A 
worn label on spine, only few letters visible. Front and end leaves. End 
leaf and inner lining of back cover ruled paper. Lithographic print. Paper, 
no marks. Error in pencilled foliation: fol. 16 appears twice. Printed 
pagination in three sets: numbers 5-624 [fols 3b-313b], numbers 23-58 
[fols 314a-321b] and numbers 2-9 [fols 332b-336a]. Lacuna in text: 
between fols 313b and 314a, where p. 624 is followed by p. 23. P. 450 
printed twice: fols 224b and 283b. P. 463 printed twice: fols 231a and 
286a. Pages in wrong order: p. 569 [fol. 284a] comes before p. 568 [fol. 
285b]. A detached prose text printed on fols 284b-285a. Fol. 1a is title 
page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script. On fols 1b-2a 
a list of kings. Text is written in two columns separated with two double 
lines. Text area framed with large pattern containing flowers, birds and 
lions. A d b eh on fols 2b-9b. Floral Onv n on fol. 2b. Text of 

hn meh begins on fol. 10b. Floral Onv n on fol. 10b. Text is written in 
six columns separated by two double lines. Text area is framed with triple 
lines. The eld number is printed above text frame on each page. On fol. 
101, title page of eld 2 and Onv n with two angels and a floral pattern 
on fol. 101b. On fol. 167a, title page of eld 3 and floral Onv n on fol. 
167b. On fol. 247b, an Onv n with three human figures. Catchwords on 
each page. Printed marginal notes. Damage in text area on fols 8b-9a. 
Inner or outer margins mended on fols 1, 8 and 10-13. A tear partly 
mended on fol. 33. 
Illustrations on fols 10a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19b, 22a (upside down), 23b, 33a, 
34b, 37b, 42a, 43b, 47b, 55a, 60b, 63a, 67b, 72b, 79a (upside down), 82a, 
89a, 93a, 98b, 101b, 109a, 110b, 115a, 120a, 127a, 133b, 139b, 143b, 
148a, 153b, 156a, 160a, 164b, 166b, 168a, 176a, 180a, 183b, 190a, 193a, 
199b, 214b, 218b, 225b, 236b, 241b, 247a, 247b, 251a, 272b, 277b, 285b, 
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296a, 305b, 311a, 313a, 321a. 
The text of hn meh ends abruptly on fol. 313b. On fols 314a-331b 
Mol aq t with the beginning missing. On fols 322a-336a a list of rare 
words with explanations. Fol. 336b is printer’s page. 

NOTES About the work and the author, see Rypka (1968) 154-162. 
 
On the title page [fol. 1a] a dedication to N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 
1848-1896 CE). 
 
The text is divided in four eld.  

eld 1, fols 10b-100b 
eld 2, fols 101a-166b  
eld 3, fols 167b-247a  
eld 4, fols 247b-313b. 

 
The fourth eld is incomplete ending in the early part of Yazdgerds story 
[fol. 313b].  
 
The text was published by   and printed in  (Tabr z) [fol. 9b]. The 
printing date is not given. 
 
The print 1316 H [1898 CE] is mentioned in Ulrich Marzoplh (2001) 262 
stating that the book was illustrated by two artists: Abd al- osayn al-
Xv ns r  and Kerbel  asan Naqq . About the work and style of Abd 
al- osayn al-Xv ns r , in op. cit. 41-42. 
 
Some of the illustrations in the present text are signed by Abd al- osayn 
al-Xv ns r , e.g. fol. 15a (p. 29) in Latin letters, Abdulhhussiene, and on 
fol. 17a (p. 35) in Arabic letters,    . 
 
The detached text printed on fols 284b-285a consists of two pages from an 
Arabic book on fiqh, fol. 284b dealing with funerals and fol. 285a with 
ah rah. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 10b, line 1 
     \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 313b, line 33 
      \        \      

\     \       \        
 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 79 

TITLE  
ab b al-seyar [fol. 3a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR     [ ]    
Xv ndam r ay s al-D n [Mo ammad] ebn Hom m al-D n (d. 941-942 H 
[1534-1536 CE]) [fol. 3a] 

SCRIBE    
Lithographed text: Na r All h al-Tafre  [fols 100b, 431b] 

COPYING DATE 1270 H [1853/4 CE] [fol. 100b] 
15. Rab  al-mavl d, 1271 H [1854 CE] [fol. 431b] 

PRINTING DATE 1271 H [1854/5 CE] [fol. 432a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 432 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 41 

SIZE 37 x 23.5 x 5 cm ; text area 27.5 x 16.1 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers brown leather. Tooled multiple 
frames and medallions on covers. Inner linings paper with printed Arabic 
text. Loose front leaf. Lithographic print. Burnished paper. Printed 
pagination in three sets: 4-197 [fols 4b-100b]; 3-238 [fols 102b-217b]; 3-
424 [fols 219a-431b]. Fols 1-2 blank. Fol. 3a is title page with text in 
medallions. Text begins on fol. 3b. Floral Onv n on fol. 3b. A carpet 
frame on fols 3b-4a. Text in small Nasta l q script, headings and important 
words in larger script. Text framed by double lines. Chapter title and 
Mo allad number printed above text frame. On fol. 101a, title page for 
Mo allad 2, text in medallions. On fol. 101b, floral Onv n. On fol. 218a, 
title page for Mo allad 3, text in medallions. On fol. 218b floral Onv n. 
Catchwords. Both handwritten and printed marginal notes. Some printed 
marginal notes form a drop shape with triangular foot, e.g. fol. 148a, some 
others are in oval or diamond shape. Text ends on fol. 431b that has a 
colophon flanked by floral patterns. Fol. 432a is printer’s page, text in 
central panel surrounded by floral patterns. Fol. 432b is blank except for 
handwritten verses. Between fols 432 and 433 remains of a blank folio that 
has been cut off. Fol. 433 is blank. 

NOTES The text is a universal history beginning with the Creation and ending with 
the reign of the first afav  ruler h Ism l (ruled 1502-1524CE). Table 
of content on fol. 5a. 
 
About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 441 and al- ar ah 
6:244-247, item 1344. 
 
According to the printer’s page fol. 432a, the text was prepared for 
printing in D r Xel feh, ehr n, at the request of     . It was 
printed in the printing house of    in 1271 H [1854/5 CE].  
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OWNERS’ MARKS Two faded stamps on fol. 3a. One faded stamp on fol. 3b. Two different 
stamps on fol. 33b, but both with the name   . One of the stamps 
shows the year 1262 H [1846 CE]. The latter stamp is also on fol. 380b. 
On fol. 100b, a stamp with the same name but with the year 1261 H [1845 
CE]. Same stamp also on fols 101b, 279a, 279b, 380b and 431b. 
Handwritten verses on fol. 432b. On the inner lining of the back cover a 
pencilled note: “Tilhører Carlsbergfondet” [belongs to Carlsberg 
Foundation]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 431b, lines 28-29 
                     

           
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 80 

TITLE [  ]  
Rav at al- af  [-ye N er ] [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR [    ]  
M rxv nd [Mo ammad ebn X vand h (d. 903 H [1498 CE]) [fol. 1a] 
 
continued by 

     ]  [
Xv ndam r [ ay s al-D n Mo ammad ebn Hom m al-D n] (d. 941-942 H 
[1534-1536 CE]) [fol. 78a] 
 
and 

  
Re  Qol  Hed yet (1215-1288 H [1800-1871 CE]) [fol. 114a] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Abd al-Ra m ebn Mo ammad a far r z  [fol. 
404b] 

COPYING DATE 1271 H [1854/5 CE][fol. 404b] 

PRINTING DATE Rab  al-avval, 1274 H [1857 CE] [fol. 547a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 547 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 33 

SIZE 36.4 x 23 x 6.7 cm; text area 28 x 15.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine brown leather. Tooled frame 
and tooled square central piece with floral patterns on covers. Inner linings 
blue paper. Lithographic print. Paper of varying quality, no marks. Some 
folios have turned yellow. Margins of fols 253-258 mended with paper 
that has turned brown and brittle. Fols 1-2 mended. Fol. 1a is title page 
with floral frame and text in centre medallion. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Floral Onv n displaying in the centre a lion, sword and sun. Crown above 
the lion is covered by mending paper. Fols 1b-2a has a multiple floral and 
geometric frame. Text is written in Nasta l q script, headings in larger 
script. Chapter heading, eld number and book title are printed in top 
margin on every page. On fol. 78a, title page for eld 7 with text in central 
medallions on an otherwise blank fol. On fol. 78b, Onv n with floral 
patterns and various animal figures. In centre, a lion, sword, sun and 
crown. Fols 78b-79a have broad floral frames. Fol. 113b is blank. On fol. 
114a, title page for eld 8, a floral frame and text in central medallions. 
On fol. 114b, Onv n with floral patterns and animal figure. In centre, a 
lion, sword, sun and crown. Fols 114b-115a have multiple floral and 
geometric frames. Fol. 235b has a floral frame and central medallion, no 
text. On fol. 236a, title page for eld 9 with floral frame and text in central 
medallion. On fol. 236b, Onv n with floral patterns, dragons and other 
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animal figures. In centre, a lion, sword, sun and crown. Fols 236b-237a 
have multiple floral and geometric frames. On fol. 405a, the title page for 

eld 10, text is placed in central medallions on an otherwise blank fol. On 
fol. 405b, floral Onv n. In centre, a lion, sword, sun and crown. Fols 
405b-406a have floral and geometric multiple frames. Catchwords on most 
fol. Printed marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 547a. Fol. 547b is blank.  

NOTES The text contains eld 6-10 of the universal history Rav at al- af . The 
original Rav at al- af  by M rxv nd consisted of eld 1-6. The seventh 

eld was written by M rxv nd’s grandson Xv ndam r. In the 19th century, 
eld 8-10 were added by Re  Qol  Hed yet bringing the text up to date 

with the reign of N er al-D n h Q r. According to al- ar ah 11:297, 
entry 1782, the version with eld 1-10 is known as Rav at al- af -ye 
N er . 
 
Cod. Pers. A. C. 90 contains eld 1-5 of Rav at al- af . Cod. Pers. Add. 
26 contains eld 5. 
 
About M rxv nd and Xv ndam r, see Rypka (1968) 441. About Re  Qol  
Hed yet, see Rypka (1968) 339-340. 
 
On fol. 1a, dedication to N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE).  
 
The opening pages of each eld have been decorated by  ,    

    . His signature appears in the frame on fols 1b, 236b 
and 405b. On fol. 1b, the year 1270 H [1853/4 CE] is given together with 
the signature. The Onv ns on the opening pages all display a lion, a sword 
and a crown but they are not identical. 
 
According to the colophon on fol. 547a, the text was printed in Rab  al-
avval, 1274 H [1857 CE] by      . Four of the title pages 
[fols 1a, 78a, 114a, 236a] give ehr n 1270 H [1853/4 CE]. The fifth title 
page on fol. 405a, gives the year 1272 H [1855/6 CE]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 12 
              [...]  

      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 547a, lines 6-7 

                 
       [ ]     [...]    

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 81 

TITLE   
Xamseh-ye Nez m -ye Gan av  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   [   ]
[Ely s ebn Y sof] Nez m -ye Gan av  (535-600 H [1141-1203 CE]) [fol. 
1b] 

SCRIBE          
Lithographed text: Mo ammad Re  af  xalaf mar m  M rz  

ab b All h X q n  [fols 29a, 150b, 305a] 
COPYING DATE 1299 H [1881/2 CE] [fols 29a, 101b] 

14.  e eh 1300 H [1883 CE] [fol 201b] 
1300 H [1882/3 CE] [fol. 269b] 

PRINTING DATE Ra ab 1301 H [1884 CE] [fol. 305b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 305 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 27 

SIZE 26.3 x 17.4 x 4 cm ; text area 20.6 x 12.6 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine dark red cloth and covers dark red paper 
with an impressed wave pattern. Inner lining purple paper. Lithographic 
print. Paper with an impressed mark in Cyrillic letters (e.g. fol. 10a). 
Printed pagination starts with number 4 [fol. 7b] and ends with number 
601 [fol. 305a]. No title page. Fol. 1a dedication page with floral carpet 
pattern and a panel displaying putti. Book title appears in top margin on 
fol. 1b. On fols 1b-5b, table of contents. Editorial note on fol. 5b. Fol. 6a is 
title page of the first poem. Title is placed in central medallion surrounded 
by floral ornaments and held by two crowned angels. Text begins on fol. 
6b. On fols 6b-7a, floral and geometric carpet patterns and identical 
Onv ns with floral pattern and animal figures on both pages. Text written 

in Nasta l q script. On fols 6b-7a, verses are written in two columns 
separated by two double lines. On the other folios, verses are written in 
four columns. Headings in vertical panels. Text area framed with a double 
line. A frame with a single line in margins ending in medallion in the 
corners. Page numbers are place in medallions in upper corners. Name of 
the poem in large script above text area on each page. Fol. 29a contains 
colophon of the first poem and title of the second poem. Title is placed in 
oval medallion surrounded by floral ornaments. Fols 29b-30a form the 
opening similar to fols 6b-7a. Fol. 102a is title page of the third poem, 
floral carpet pattern with text in the centre. Fols 102b-103a form the 
opening with floral carpet patterns on both pages and mirrored Onv ns 
displaying a lion, sword, sun and crown. The lion is supported by two 
winged putti. Fol 151a is title page of the fourth poem, title is in central 
medallion surrounded by floral patterns. Fols 151b-152a form the opening 
with a floral carpet pattern and identical Onv ns displaying three winged 
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putti carrying a globe. Fol. 202a is title page of the first part of the fifth 
poem, floral pattern with text in the middle, and fols 202b-203a form the 
opening with a carpet pattern on both pages and identical Onv ns 
displaying three angels carrying a cornucopia. Fol. 270a is title page of the 
second part of the fifth poem, floral carpet pattern with the text in the 
middle, and fols 270b-271a form the opening with carpet patterns on both 
pages and identical Onv ns displaying three men - one Egyptian and two 
Indians - carrying a globe. Catchwords and printed marginal notes. Text 
ends on fol. 305a. On fol. 305b, printer’s page, floral carpet pattern with 
text in the centre. Illustrations on fols 20a, 37b, 40a, 43a, 49a, 50a, 58a, 
61b, 68b, 71a, 77a, 78b-79a, 85b, 90a, 96b, 113b, 116b, 120a, 121a, 122a, 
127a, 131a, 135b, 139b, 144a, 148a, 159a, 160b, 163b, 165b, 167a, 171a, 
177a, 179a, 180b, 183b, 188a, 192a, 196a, 201b, 216b, 227a, 253a, 257b, 
262b, 267a, 276b and 298b. 

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 210-213. 
 
Table of contents with page references on fols 1b-5b. 
 
The collection contains five epic poems, the fifth poem consisting of two 
parts: 

]   fol. 6b [
]    fol. 29a [

]    fol. 102a  [
    ]fol. 151a [

  ]  fol. 202a  [
  ]  fol. 270a  [

 
According to the printer’s note on fol. 305b, the text was edited by  

     and printed in Ra ab 1301 H [1884 CE].  
 
Many of the illustrations are signed by  [e.g. fol. 43a] and one by 

   [fol. 37b]. The drawings are dated 1299-1301 H [1881-1884 
CE]. About the artists and their style, see Ulrich Marzoplh (2001) 40-41 
and 42.  
 
On fol. 1a, a dedication to N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE). 
 
On fol. 6b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and sun. 
The stamp contains the text   . 

OWNERS’ MARKS Two stamps on fol. 305a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 6b, line 1 
    \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 305a, line 24 
      \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 82 

TITLE    
D v n-e ah r F ry b  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR       
ah r al-D n her ebn Mo ammad F ry b  (d. 598 H [1201/2 CE]) [fols 

1a, 2a] 
SCRIBE   

Lithographed text: Fat  All h all b  [fol. 184a] 
COPYING DATE avv l 1324 H [1906 CE] [fol. 184a] 

PRINTING DATE 1324 H [1907 CE] [fol. 185a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 186 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 26.1 x 17.6 x 2.2 cm; text area 19-20.3 x 8-9.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine red cloth. Covers dark red paper with 
impressed leaf pattern. Inner linings pages from a printed calendar for the 
year 1293 He r  ams  [1914 CE]. Lithographic print. Paper with 
impressed mark in Cyrillic letters [e.g. fol. 8a]. Printed pagination starts 
from number 1 [fol. 1a] and ends with page 372 [fol. 186b]. Fol. 1a is title 
page with printer’s information in margin. Text begins on fol. 1b with 
editorial preface. On fol. 1b, Onv n with book title in oval medallion. 
Above medallion lion with sword, sun and crown. The D v n begins on 
fol. 4b. On fol. 4b, Onv n with floral wreath and crown. Text written in 
Nasta l q script. Text area framed by triple lines. Page numbers are placed 
in half-circle above text frame. Double frame in margins. Verses are in 
two columns, separated by two double lines. Headings in panels. 
Catchwords. Printed marginal notes. The D v n ends on fol. 184a. 
Colophon on fol. 184a. On fols 184b-186b, editorial postscript. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 209. 
 
On fol. 185b, dedication to Mo ammad Al  h Q r (ruled 1907-1909 
CE). 
 
The D v n was edited by     [fol. 186a-186b]. It was 
printed in ehr n in 1324 H [1907 CE] at the request of   [fols 
1a, 185a] and the printing was supervised by   [fol. 184a].  
 
In the margins of fol. 185b, a list of other books sold by the bookseller  

 . 
 
On fol. 1b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying lion and sun. 
The stamp contains the text   . 
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OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a a stamp: [ ..]  and the year 1327 H [1909/10 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 4b, line 1 
.       \         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 184a, line 6 
      \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 83 

TITLE       
mi  al- ek y t f  ekr al-fara  ba da al- eddeh [fols 1a, 10b] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR      
[Mu sin ibn Ab  al-Q sim Al  al-Tan ] (d. 384 H [994 CE])  
 
Translated into Persian by 

      
osayn ebn Sa d ebn al- osayn al-Dehest n  al-Mo ayyad  (7th c. H [13th 

c. CE]) [fol. 13b] 
SCRIBE   

Lithographed text: M rz  q -ye r z  [fol. 241b] 
COPYING DATE 1329 H [1911 CE] [fol. 241b] 

PRINTING DATE  qa deh 1329 H [1911 CE] [fol. 10b] 
afar 1329 H [1911 CE] [fol. 11a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 241 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 25 

SIZE 27 x 18.4 x 2.2 cm; text area 19.8 x 13 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine red cloth. Covers decorated with 
a white-and-grey frame, lines connecting to central square panel with 
small flower in the middle. Inner linings and front and end leaves orange 
coloured paper. Lithographic print. Paper, no marks. Printed pagination in 
two sets: 2-20 [fols 1b-10b] and 3-462 [fols 12a-241b]. On fols 1-10, table 
of contents with page references. Fol. 11a is title page, decorated with 
large floral patterns, sailboats and a human face. Text begins on fol. 11b, 
where text in written on a scroll flanked by wheat ears and pierced by a 
fruit tree. One putti on each side of the tree crown. Tree trunk ends in an 
open book. Text in Nasx  script, headings and important words in larger 
script. Printed marginal notes, some partly cut off. Catchwords on each 
page. Chapter number and title printed in upper margin of each opening. 
Illustrations on fols 19a, 20b, 22a, 25a, 28a, 33a, 41b, 42a, 47a, 48b, 50a, 
51b, 53a, 56a, 59b, 61a, 62b, 74a, 74b, 77a, 78a, 79a, 79b, 80a, 81a, 82a, 
88a, 92a, 93b and 99a. Text ends on fol. 241b.  

NOTES The text is a Persian translation of al-Tan ’s collection of stories, 
originally written in Arabic. 
About the translator Dehest n  and the translation, see al- ar ah, 5:50, 
entry 196, and 16:154-155. Mo allef n-e kotob 2:699 has an entry on 
Dehest n , but does not give the years he lived. Instead, it informs that 
Dehest n  made the translation in 651-662 H [1253/4-1263/4 CE]. The 
same years are given in al- ar ah 16:155. 
 
The text was printed by    [fols 10b, 241b]. It was printed in  
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  (Bombay) in afar 1329 H [1911 CE] [fol. 11a]. On fol. 10b, the 
printing date is given as  qa deh 1329 H [1911 CE]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 11b, line 1 
            

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 241b, lines 18-19 
                       

  [...]          
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 84 

TITLE  
ame -e Abb s  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR  [  ]   
Bah  al-D n Mo ammad [ebn al- osayn] mel  (d. 1030 H [1621 CE]) 
[fol. 2b] 
 
Completed by 

 ] [    
Ne m [al-D n Mo ammad] ebn osayn al-Qora  al-S va  (d. after 1038 
H [1629 CE]) [fol. 95a] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: am l al-D n ebn Ab  leb al-E fah n  [fol. 1a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE a b n 1331 H [1913 CE] [fols 1a, 94a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 265 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

SIZE 26 x 17.3 x 3.5 cm; text area 18.7 x 10.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Back cover 
mended with similar leather. Inner linings paper with printed Persian text. 
Lithographic print. Finnish paper, impressed stamp with winged lion and 
text in Cyrillic letters:  (Kymmene) [e.g. fol. 10b]. Printed 
pagination starts with number 2 [fol. 1b] and ends with number 535 [fol. 
265a]. Fol. 1a is title page with text in central oval medallion. Fols 1b-2a, 
table of contents with some page references. Text begins on fol. 2b. 
Simple floral Onvan on fol. 2b. On fol. 94a, title page for the section with 
chapters 6-20. Text on fol. 94a is in central medallions framed with triple 
lines. Section begins with short preface on fols 94b-95a. Text in Nasx  
script. Headings and important words in larger script. Text area framed by 
triple line. A further frame in margins, one line. Chapter headings printed 
in panels above text frame. Page numbers placed in medallions beside text 
frame. Catchwords on every page, on some folios they are placed in half 
circles below text frame. Printed marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 535b.  

NOTES The text is a feqh manual commissioned by the afav  ruler h Abb s 
(ruled 1587-1629). It consists of 20 chapters. The author Bah  al-D n 

mel  died after writing the first five chapters – ah rat, Nam z, Zak t, 
R zeh and a . The work was completed by Bah  al-D n mel 's pupil 
Ne m al-D n al-S va . About the work, see Rizvi, “J me -e Abb s ”, 
Encyclopaedia Iranica, Online Edition. About Ne m al-D n al-S va , 
see al- ar ah 3:340. 
 
The text has marginal commentaries by    and   
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 [fol. 2b]. Presumably, the former is Esm l ebn adr al- D n 
Mo ammad E fah n  (d. 1338 H [1920 CE]) and the latter Mo ammad 
K im ab ab  Yazd  (d. 1337 H. [1919 CE]). 
 
The text was printed at the request of    . It was edited for the 
printing by      and printed in ehr n in the printing house 
of   [fol. 1a]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1 and 3-4 
   [...]              

      
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 265b, lines 10-11 

                 
    

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 85 

TITLE  
Ma b b al-qol b [fol. 2a] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR    [  ] 
Barxvurd r [ebn Ma m d] Torkom n  Momt z Fer h  (11th c. H [17th c. 
CE]) [fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE     
Lithographed text: Az z All h walad Ma had  r z  [fol. 265b] 

COPYING DATE 7. Ra ab 1298 H [1881 CE] [fol. 265b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 267 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 25 

SIZE 28.3 x 20.2 x 3.3 cm; text area 21.2 x 13.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers red-and-brown leather. Four 
bands across spine. Gilded frames and a gilded sun between bands. Gilded 
frames and lines connecting to central square panel with gilded sun in the 
middle. Inner lining and front and end leaves marbled paper in red, blue 
and yellow. Lithographic print. Paper, turned brown and brittle. Printed 
pagination starts with number 4 [fol. 3b] and ends with page number 522 
[fol. 265b]. Fol. 1 is blank. Fol. 2a is title page with multiple frames and 
text in central medallions. Text begins on fol. 2b. Fols 2b and 3a have 
identical decoration consisting of floral Onv n and floral carpet pattern. 
Text in Nasta l q script. Verses written in two or three columns separated 
by one or two double lines. Text area is framed with triple lines. Chapter 
number and heading printed above text frame on each opening. 
Catchwords. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 265b. Fol. 266 is blank. 
Fol. 267 is the flyleaf with marbling on b-side. 

NOTES The text is a collection of moral stories. It is divided into d b eh, five b b 
and x timeh. The work is also known as    [fol. 2a]. About the 
author and the work, see al- ar ah 14:225, entry 2303. 
 
According to the colophon on fol. 265b, the text was printed in    
(Bombay). It was printed at the request of     and    

 . Their stamps are printed on both sides of the colophon. 
OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
     \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 265b, lines 12-13 
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PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 86 

 Text A

TITLE [   ]  
ad yeq al-se r [fi daq yeq al- e r] [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Rhetoric 

AUTHOR      
Ra d al-D n Mo ammad ebn Mo ammad Va v  (d. 573 H [1177/8 CE]) 
[fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Mo ammad asan ebn Mo ammad osayn [Z-n-k-t-h] 
[fol. 12a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 12 (1-12) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 30 

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 200 and al- ar ah 
6:286-287, entry 1550. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2a, lines 1-2 
 [...]                

            
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 12a, line 19 

                    
  

  
Text B

TITLE  
Ket b-e par n [fol. 12b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR     
[ ab b All h F res ] Q n  (1223-1270 H [1808-1854 CE]) [fol. 13a] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Mo ammad asan ebn Mo ammad osayn [Z-n-k-t-h] 
[fol. 32a] 

COPYING DATE 25. Mo arram 1323 H [1905 CE] [fol. 32a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 21 (12-32) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 30 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 329-331. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 12b, line 1 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 32a, line 26 
        \         

  
Text C

TITLE   
D v n-e ak m-e Q n  [fol. 37a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR     
ab b All h F res  Q n  (1223-1270 H [1808-1854 CE]) [fol. 35b] 

SCRIBE Lithographed text: 
  

I  All h Kordest n  [fol. 169a] 
      

Al  al- leq n  ebn Sayyed al l al-D n al-Kelyard  [fol. 180b] 
COPYING DATE Mo arram 1322 H [1905 CE] [fol. 180b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 149 (32-180) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 30 

NOTES Due to an error in the printing, pp. 14-21 of text B appear again on fols 
107a-110b. According to the page numbers there seems to be a gap in the 
Divan after page 139 [fol. 106a]. The next page number of the Divan is 
340 [fol. 113a]. The eight wrong pages account only for a small part of the 
gap. The gap is also evident in the poems. On fol. 106a, the poems belong 
to   , whereas on fol. 113a the poems belong to   . 
 
On fols 32b-34b, table of contents 
On fols 35b-36b, a prose text titled:     . 
On fol. 169b, a portrait of a man. 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 329-331. 
 
Cod. Pers. A.C. 35 contains Q n ’s D v n titled Mol aq t. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 37b, line 1 
       \        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 180b, line 24 
        \        

  
Text D 

TITLE   
D v n-e ak m-e For  [fol. 181a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   [   ] 
Abb s [ebn q  M s ] Best m  For  (1213-1274 H [1798/9-1857 CE]) 

[fol. 181a] 
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SCRIBE Lithographed text: 
       

Al  al- osayn  al- leq n  ebn Sayyed al l al-D n al-Kelyard  [fol. 
181a] 

     
Mo ammad asan [Z-n-k-t-h] [fol. 218b] 

COPYING DATE  qa deh 1332 H [1905 CE] [fol. 181a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 38 (181-218) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 30 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 332. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 182b, line 1 
        \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 218a, line 9 
       \          

  
Text A, B, C and D 

PRINTING DATE 1322 H [1905 CE] [fol. 218a] 

SIZE 34.6 x 21.5 x 3.1 cm; text area 29 x 16.3 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine red leather. Remains of paper 
label on spine. Back cover mended with similar leather. Inner lining paper 
with printed Persian text. Lithographic print. Paper, impressed stamp with 
Cyrillic letters [e.g. fol. 32b]. Printed pagination in four sets: text A 4-23 
[2b-12a], text B 2-40 [13a-32a], text C 2-373 [38a-180b] and text D 2-74 
[181b-217b]. Pp. 14-21 of text B have been printed twice, first on fols 19a-
22b and second time on fols 107a-110b. Gap in text C between fols 106b 
and 113a. Fol. 1a is printer’s page. Text begins on fol. 1b with editorial 
preface. Text A begins on fol. 2a. On fols 1b and 2a similar floral 
Onv ns. Text B begins on fol. 12b. Floral Onv n on fol. 12b. Text C 

begins on fol. 32b. On fols 32b-34b table of contents with page references. 
Fol. 35a is printer’s page. On fols 35b-36b, a prose preface. Fol. 37a is title 
page for text C. Poems begin on fol. 37b. Floral Onv n on fol. 37b. 
Verses are written in four columns separated by two double lines. On fol. 
169b, portrait of a man. 
Fol. 181a is the title page for text D. On fols 181b-182a, a prose preface. 
Floral Onv n on fol. 181b and floral tail on fol. 182a. Poems begin on fol. 
182b. Floral Onv n on fol. 182b. Verses are in four columns separated by 
two double lines. Throughout the whole book, text written in Nasta l q 
script. Text area framed with triple lines and a further single line frame in 
margins. Page numbers and chapter headings in medallions above the text 
frame. Catchwords in half circles below text frame on every page. Printed 
marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 218a. Fol. 218b is printer’s page. 
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NOTES The book was printed in ehr n, in 1322 H [1905 CE] [fol. 218a]. It was 
printed at the request of       in the K rx ne of    

 [fols 218a, 218b]. 
 
On fol. 1b, dedication to N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE). 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 87 

TITLE     
Safar-e ha t d r zeh davr-e dony  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Jules Verne (1828-1905 CE) [fol. 2b] 
 
Translator: 

    
Mo ammad osaynx n ok  al-Molk For  [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Ra ab 1316 H [1898 CE] [?] [fol. 1a] (see Notes) 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 108 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

SIZE 26.4 x 17.5 x 1.6 cm; text area 21 x 12.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers pink cloth. Two paper labels on 
spine. One has the text  [ ] . The other label is mostly worn off and 
text is not readable. Lithographic print. Paper, impressed stamp with 
Cyrillic letters, e.g. fol. 4b. Printed pagination starts with number 2 [fol. 
1b] and ends with number 215 [fol. 108a]. Fol. 1a is title page. Fol. 1b is 
dedication page. Text begins with preface on fol. 2a. Translated text 
begins on fol. 3b. Floral Onv n on fol. 2a. Text in Nasta l q script. 
Headings in larger script. Catchwords on every page. No marginal notes. 
Text ends on fol. 108a. Fol. 108b is printer’s page. 

NOTES The text is a Persian translation of Jules Verne’s Le tour du monde en 
quatre-vingts jours, originally published in 1873. 
 
On fol. 1b, dedication to Mo affar al-D n h [Q r] (ruled 1896-1907 
CE) 
 
The printing year is given on the title page [fol. 1a] and on the dedication 
page [fol. 1b] as Ra ab 1316 H [1898 CE], but in the colophon on fol. 
108a the translator gives the date of completing his task as Rab  al-avval 
1317 H [1899 CE]. The year 1317 H is also given on fol. 108b. 
 
On fols 1a and 1b, the date is also given according to the Turkish calendar  

    . On fol. 108b, the Turkish date is    . 
OWNERS’ MARKS An unclear mark in black ink on the inner lining of the front cover. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2a, line 1 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 108a, lines 8-9 
                   

      
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 88 

TITLE [ ]
[Travelogue] 

SUBJECT Geography and travel 

AUTHOR    
N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE) [fol. 2b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Al  A ar [fol. 253a] 

COPYING DATE om d  al-s n  1286 H [1869 CE] [fol. 253a] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 253 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 26.5 x 17.5 x 3.8 cm; text area 18.3 x 10 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine brown leather. Covers pink paper with an 
impressed pattern. They are worn, cracked and stained, corners broken off. 
Inner lining pale purple paper. Inner lining of the back cover patched with 
white paper labels in two layers. Jottings in black ink on the labels. 
Lithographic print. Paper, impressed stamp with Cyrillic letters, e.g. fol. 
5a. Printed pagination starts with number 2 [fol. 1b] and ends with 485 
[fol. 253a]. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in 
Nasta l q script. Headings in larger script. Text area framed with double 
line, margins framed with single line. Printed marginal notes and pencilled 
jottings in margins. Catchwords. Brown stain on fols 26-29. Upper corners 
of fols 252 and 253 torn off. Lower corners of fols 252-253 partly or 
completely worn off. Coloured transfer pictures of flowers, birds and 
rabbits on fols 114b-115a. Illustrations on fols 28a, 46b, 68a, 94a, 96b, 
99a, 124a, 152b, 173a, 180a and 225b. Some of the illustrations are 
broader than  the folios and are folded. The back of each illustration is 
blank. Text ends on fol. 253a. Fol. 253b is blank except for some jottings 
in black ink.  

NOTES The text is a travelogue written by N er al-D n h Q r and recording 
his tour to Xoras n starting on the 15th of  e eh in 1283 H [1867 CE]. 
 
On some captions of the illustrations, it is mentioned that the originals are 
photos taken by the court photographer ( ) [fols 28a, 46b, 96b, 99a, 
124a, 152b, 225b]. The name of the illustrator,      M rz  
Bozorg aff r , appears in the captions on fols 25a, 46b, 96b, 99a, 124a, 
152b. M rz  Bozorg aff r  was attendant (  ) at the royal 
household and a painter. About the aff r  family of artists, see Willem 
Floor (1999) 141-145. 
 
The text was printed in the K rx ne of     [fol. 253a]. 
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The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/590/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on fol. 1b. Jottings in black ink on the otherwise blank fols 68b, 94b 
and 253b. Pencilled text on the otherwise blank fol. 96a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1  
       

Fol. 2b, line 2 
               

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 252b, lines 13-14 
              

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
                

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 185b, lines 20-21 
       \       \        \  

   \         \  [...]    
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 90 

TITLE  
Rav at al- af  [fol. 6a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  ][  ][  
[M rxv nd] Mo ammad [ebn] X vand h (d. 903 H [1498 CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE   
Lithographed text: Al  A ar Tafre  [fol. 139a] 

COPYING DATE Rab  al- l  1271 H [1854 CE] [fol. 622b] 

PRINTING DATE 1270 H [1853/4 CE] [fols 1a, 6a, 140a, 394a, 524a and 622b] 
1271 H [1854/5 CE] [fol. 287a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 625 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 33 

SIZE 36.9 x 24 x 6.8 cm; text area 27.7 x 15.9 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine light brown leather. Gilded 
double frames and medallions on covers. Back cover mended with similar 
leather. Inner linings marbled paper in white, blue, red and pink. 
Lithographic print. Paper, no marks. The margins of fols 1-6 are mended 
with paper that is turning brown and brittle. Margins of fols 621-622 are 
mended with white paper. A tear across fol. 621 is mended. Blue tint on 
fol. 622b and 624b. Fol. 1a is dedication page. Floral frame and text in 
central medallion. Text begins on fol. 1b. Onv n with floral patterns and 
various animal figures. In the centre, lion, sword, sun and crown. Fols 1b-
2a has a multiple floral and geometric frame. Text in Nasta l q script. 
Headings and important words in larger script. Mending paper covers 
some of the text on fols 2-3. On fols 3a-4b a table with names of rulers. 
Fol. 5b has multiple frame and blank central medallion. Fol. 6a is title 
page for eld 1, floral frame with text in central medallion. On fol. 6b, 
floral Onv n. In the centre, lion, sword, sun and crown. On fols 6b-7a, a 
multiple floral and geometric frame. Chapter heading, eld number and 
book title are printed in top margin on every page. Fol. 139b is blank. Fol. 
140a is title page for eld 2, floral frame with text in central medallion. 
On fol. 140b, Onv n with floral patterns and dragons. In the centre, lion, 
sword, sun and crown. On fols 140b-141a, a multiple floral and geometric 
frame. Fol. 286b has multiple frame and blank central medallion. Fol. 287a 
is title page for eld 3, floral frame with text in central medallion. On fol. 
287b, floral Onv n. In the centre, lion, sword, sun and crown. On fols 
287b-288a, a multiple floral and geometric frame. Fol. 394a is title page 
for eld 4, floral frame with text in central medallion. On fol. 394b, 
Onv n with floral patterns, dragons and other animal figures. In centre, 

lion, sword, sun and crown. On fols 394b-395a, a multiple floral and 
geometric frame. Fol. 523b has a multiple frame and blank central 
medallion. Fol. 524a is title page for eld 5, floral frame with text in 
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central medallion. On fol. 524b, Onv n with lion, sword, sun and crown 
in a medallion. On fols 524b-525a, a multiple floral and geometric frame. 
Catchwords and printed marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 622a. Fol. 622b 
is printer’s page. Fols 623-625 are blank.  

NOTES The text contains eld 1-5 of the universal history Rav at al- af . About 
the author, see Rypka (1968) 441. Cod. Pers. A. C. 80 contains eld 6-10 
of Rav at al- af . 
 
On fol. 1a, dedication to N er al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE). 
 
The opening pages of each eld have been decorated by  ,    

    . His signature appears in the frame on fol. 1b. The 
Onv ns on the opening pages all display a lion, a sword and a crown but 

they are not identical. 
 
The text was printed in ehr n [fol. 1a] by    [fol. 622b]. On 
fols 1a, 6a, 140a, 394a, 524a and 622b, the year of printing is given as 
1270 H [1853/4 CE]. On fol. 287a on the title page of eld 3, it is given as 
1271 H [1854/5 CE]. The colophon on fol. 622a gives the date when the 
copying was completed as Rab  al- l  1271 H [1854 CE]. 
 
Dried flowers and leaves between the folios. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Pencilled notes on fols 2a, 393b. Smudged purple stamps on fol. 622b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
                 

     
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 622a, lines 23-25 

               
                  

[...]    
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 91 

 Text A

TITLE 
Safarn meh [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Geography and travel 

AUTHOR       
Ab  Mo n al-D n N er-e Xosrov al-Qob diy n  al-Marvaz  (d. between 
467-470 H [1072-1077 CE]) [fols 2a, 2b] 

SCRIBE [  ]    
Lithographed text: Zayn al- bed n al- ar f al- afav  [Faxr al-E r f] [fol. 
42a] 

COPYING DATE om d  al- l  1312 H [1894 CE] [fol. 42a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 42 (1-42) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

NOTES The text is N er-e Xosrov’s description of his pilgrimage to Mecca over 
Egypt (437-444 H [1045-1094 CE]). 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1986) 185-189. 
 
On the title page [fol. 1a], the author’s name is given as     
. The word  has been partly erased and replaced by  . 
 
On fol. 42b, the title is given in as   . 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1, 7-8 
               [...]    

        
Fol. 2b, lines 1-4 

                
              

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 42a, lines 14-19 
                  

       
  

Text B 
TITLE   [ ] 

D v n-e [N er-e] Xosrov Alav  [fol. 43a] 
SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [       ]
[Ab  Mo n al-D n N er-e Xosrov al-Qob diy n  al-Marvaz ] (d. between 
467-470 H [1072-1077 CE])  
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SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Zayn al- bed n al- ar f al- afav  Faxr al-I r f [fol. 
203b] 

COPYING DATE 1314 H [1896/7 CE] [fol. 203b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 161 (43-203) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

NOTES On the title page [fol. 43a], the author’s name is given as 
     .  
The word  has been partly erased and replaced by  . 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1986) 185-189. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 43b, line 1 
        \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 203b, lines 7-8 
         \       

  
Text A and B 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

SIZE 25.5 x 17 x 2.5 cm; text area 18.2 x 9.1 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine purple cloth. Inner lining paper 
with images and print in English. Lithographed print. Paper, impressed 
stamp with Cyrillic letters [e.g. fol. 28b]. Separate printed pagination for 
each text. Text A: pp. 1-82 [fols 1b-42a]. Text B: pp. 2-321 [fols 44a-
203b]. Fol. 1a is title page for text A. Text in round medallions on floral 
background. Text A begins on fol. 1b with editorial preface. On fol. 1b, 
Onv n with five winged putti and a lion with sword, sun and crown; floral 

ornament in margin. Text written in Nasx  script, headings in larger script. 
Text area framed with double lines. A further frame in margins, single 
line. The actual text begins on fol. 2b. On fol. 2b, Onv n with three 
winged putti supporting a lion with sword, sun and crown; floral ornament 
in margin. Text A ends on fol. 42a. On fol. 42 another variant of the title; 
text in medallions on floral background. Fol. 43a is title page of text B; 
text in medallion on geometric carpet pattern. Text B begins on fol. 43b. 
On fol. 43b, Onv n with two winged putti flanking a lion with sword, sun 
and crown on pedestal; below pedestal the head of a winged putti. Title is 
written in a semicircle in white on dark background, white floral 
ornaments. Verses are written in two columns separated by two double 
lines. Text area is framed by triple lines and margins, with a double and a 
single line. Text B ends on fol. 203b. Catchwords on every page. Printed 
marginal notes. 

NOTES According to the colophons on fols 42a and 203b,  
      both edited the texts, copied them and 

had them printed.  
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The inner lining of the front cover is an opening from Whitaker’s 
Almanack, 1907. The lining of the back cover is presumably from the 
same Almanack. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 92 

TITLE  
Kolley t-e az n [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Anthology: miscellaneous prose writing and poetry 

AUTHOR       
Mo ammad Al  ebn Ab  leb G l n  az n (1103-1180 H [1692-1766 
CE]) [fols 1a, 4a-4b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Rab  al- l  1293 H, Abr l 1876 [CE] [fol. 516a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 518 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 25 x 16.5 x 5.5 cm; text area 19.3-19.9 x 9.5-10.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION Brown European-style binding. Spine and covers reddish brown leather 
with tooled multiple frames on covers. Label on spine:  [ ] . Inner 
linings and flyleaves purple paper. Lithographic print. Paper, no marks. 
Printed pagination starts with number 2 [fol. 3b] and ends with 1032 [fol. 
517b]. Fol. 1 and 518 are original paper covers: greyish brown paper with 
page numbers 2 [fol. 1b] and 3-4 [fols 518a and 518b]. Fols 1a, 2a and 3a 
are identical title pages: floral carpet pattern with text in centre and in 
panels. Fol. 1b contains a list of printer’s book titles. Fol. 2b contains table 
of contents of the present text. Text begins on fol. 3b. Text written in 
Nasta l q script. Headings in larger script. Text area framed by single line. 
Verses written in two columns separated by two horizontal lines. Book 
title and chapter headings are written in upper margin of each page. 
Catchwords. Printed marginal notes. Floral Onv ns at the beginning of 
each chapter [fols 3b, 74a, 130a, 347a, 376a, 397a, 433a, 446a, 453a, 
467a]. Floral ornaments in the end of most chapters [fols 73b, 129a, 375b, 
396a, 432a, 445a, 452b, 466a]. Fol. 129b, 346b, 396b, 432b, 445b and 
466b are blank. Text ends on fol. 515b. On fols 516a-517b, an editorial 
postscript. Fols 518a-518b contain further book titles by the printer. 

NOTES The text is an anthology of prose texts and poems by Mo ammad Al  
az n. About the author, see Rypka (1968) 451.  

 
On fols 3b-73b, there is the author’s autobiography   written in 
1154 H [1742 CE], here with the chapter title: 

           
 
The book was printed in  (Awadh) in the printing house    
  [fol. 516a].  
 
The print is mentioned in Edwards (1922) 450, where the printing place is 
given as Lucknow. 
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OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
        \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 515b, lines 18-19 
                

[...]
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 93 

TITLE  
Vaq ye -e z man [fol. 46a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE   
i Q sem [fol. 46a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 46 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 25 

SIZE 29 x 18.3 x 1.5 cm; text area 23 x 10.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers greenish brown leather, 
unevenly stained white. Tooled multiple frames and gilded medallions on 
covers. Binding is loose. Burnished paper, no watermarks. Fols 1-5 have 
been pasted on newer, watermarked and burnished paper. Margins mended 
on fols 6-10. Damp stains on fols 1-10. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Title on fol. 1b is partly smudged off. Text is written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and important words in red. Verse 
markers and overlinings in red. Marginal notes. On most folios catchwords 
have been cut off, but on some folios they are partly visible. Text ends on 
fol. 46a. Fol. 46b is blank. 

NOTES The text is part of an anonymous larger historical work and deals with the 
history of the Omayyads. According to the colophon on fol. 46a, the 
present text is the second  of the second .  
 
The title appears in the text before the final poem on fol. 46a (see Ending 
of the text below).  
 
The beginning of the first chapter heading on fol. 1b is erased: 
        [ ..] 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1, 8 
              

          [...]  
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 46a, lines 12-13 and 19-21  

 [ ]              \   
    [...]               

   
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 94 

 Text A

TITLE 
Safarn meh [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Travelogue 

AUTHOR       
Ab  Mo n al-D n N er-e Xosrov al-Qob diy n  al-Marvaz  (d. between 
467-470 H [1072-1077 CE]) [fols 1a, 2b] 

SCRIBE [  ]    
Lithographed text: Zayn al- bed n al- ar f al- afav  [Faxr al-E r f] [fol. 
42a] 

COPYING DATE om d  al- l  1312 H [1894 CE] [fol. 42a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 42 (1-42) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

NOTES The text is N er-e Xosrov’s description of his pilgrimage to Mecca over 
Egypt (437-444 H [1045-1094 CE]). About the author, see Rypka (1986) 
185-189. 
 
On fol. 42b, the title is given in as   . 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1, 7-8 
               [...]    

        
Fol. 2b, lines 1-3 

                
         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 42a, lines 14-19 
                  

       
  

Text B 
TITLE     

D v n-e ak m-e N er-e Xosrov Alav  [fol. 43a] 
SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [  ]   [   ]
[Ab  Mo n al-D n] N er-e Xosrov [al-Qob diy n  al-Marvaz ] (d. 
between 467-470 H [1072-1077 CE])  

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text: Zayn al- bed n al- ar f al- afav  Faxr al-I r f [fol. 
203b] 

COPYING DATE 1314 H [1896/7 CE] [fol. 203b] 
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NUMBER OF FOLIOS 161 (43-203) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 43b, line 1 
        \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 203b, lines 7-8 
         \       

  
Text A and B 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

SIZE 26 x 17.5 x 2.7 cm; text area 18.2 x 9.1 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine red leather. Back cover has been 
mended with similar leather. Label on spine, text worn off. Lithographed 
print. Paper, impressed stamp with Cyrillic letters [e.g. fol. 32a]. The print 
is identical with Cod. Arab. 91.  

NOTES Cod. Pers. A.C. 91 is another copy of the same print. 
The only difference is that on the title page in the present print the word 

 in the author’s name has not been emended to , as it is in Cod. 
Pers. A.C. 91. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 95 

TITLE [ ]
[Genealogical tables] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 12 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE - 

SIZE 28.8 x 18.1 x 0.6; text area varies 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine dark brown leather. Covers marbled paper 
in white, grey, red and black. Inner lining marbled paper beige, black, red 
and yellow. On back cover an oval label with number 5 in fading ink. On 
spine, French text in gold: “Gnostiques Persans”. Two front and two end 
leaves. On the b-side of second front leaf, pencilled text: “Genealogues 
persans / Genealogues des premiers khalifs / Manuscrit moderne”. Front 
and end leaves white paper with dull surface. Manuscript folios burnished 
paper that has turned brown. No title page. Fols 1-3a are blank. Text 
begins on fol. 3b. Text written in Nasx  and Solos scripts. Black, gold and 
red ink. Circles and lines drawn in red ink. On fols 3b-4b, listed names 
form a circle. On fols 5a-9b, most names are placed inside red circles or 
black clouds. Some circles are connected with red lines. Clouds are 
connected with black lines. In areas around circles, prose text, further 
names or verses. On fols 10a-11b, red connecting lines between names. On 
fol. 12a, a table with names. Text ends on fol. 12a. Fol. 12b is blank except 
for a pencilled mark “89 (c)”. 

NOTES On fol. 3b, the 99 names of All h.  
On fol. 4a, the descendants of dam. 
On fol. 5a, the first four Caliphs. 
On fols 5b-11b, names of scholars, f s, ah Em ms. 
On fol. 12a, a table with names of the followers of      Ovays 
al-Qaran  al-Yaman  (d. 37 H [657CE]). 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT - 

ENDING OF THE TEXT - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 96 

TITLE   
D v n-e fe  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   ] [  
ams al-D n [Mo ammad] fe  r z  (d. 791 H [1388/89 CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 157 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 22 

SIZE 26.7 x 18.2 x 1.9 cm; text area 19.7 x 10 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine red cloth. Covers marbled paper in red and 
black. Inner linings and front and end leaves thin brown paper. 
Lithographic print. Brownish paper, no marks. Printed pagination starts 
with number 2 [fol. 1b] and ends with 324 [fol. 157b]. Fol. 1a is title page. 
Floral carpet decoration with text in central medallion and panels. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Text in Ta l q script. Text area framed with a single line. 
Verses are written in two columns separated by two vertical lines. Copious 
printed marginal notes. No catchwords. Text ends on fol. 157b.  

NOTES The text is a collection of fe ’ poetry. About the author, see Rypka 
(1969) 263-271. 
According to the information on the title page [fol. 1a] and on fol. 157b, 
the text was printed in    (Lahore) in   . It was edited for 
printing by [ ]    . The printing was requested by   
    . No printing year is given. 
 
On fol. 157b, below the last verses a panel with the printer’s note followed 
by an editorial postscript on the life of fe :     . 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
        \        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 157b, line 3 
         \             

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 98 

TITLE   
Ket b ann t al-xol d [fols1a, 2a] 

SUBJECT Almanac 

AUTHOR        ][
[Mo ammad Re  ebn Mo ammad Mo men Em m  X t n b d ] (d. 
after 1128 H [1716 CE])  

SCRIBE 
ol m-Re  [fol. 35b] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 36 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE Varies 

SIZE 31.2 x 21.3 x 1.1 cm; text area 25 x 17.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames and medallions on covers. Inner linings yellow paper. 
Burnished paper with watermark in Cyrillic letters. Title is given in upper 
left corner of fol. 1a, black ink. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in 
Nasx  and Nasta l q scripts, black, red and green ink. Text area framed by 
multiple lines in black and gold. Text in panels, framed by black and gold 
frames and written either horizontally or diagonally. Marginal notes. No 
catchwords. Text ends on fol. 36a. On fol. 36b, detached note written in 
black ink.  

NOTES The text is a kind of almanac divided into 32 advals. The first adval 
presents   and the next ones the prophets and the ah em ms. 
Further advals inform on festivals, months, weeks and days. 
 
The author’s name is not given in the text, but Fehrest 23:275, entry 9145, 
is the same text and here the author is identified as Mo ammad Re  
X t n b d . The text is also mentioned in al- ar ah 5:150-151, entry 
646. Both sources mention that the author completed the text in early 1128 
H [1716 CE]. 
 
The text is dedicated to h Sul n osayn al- afav  (ruled 1694-1722 
CE) [fol. 2a]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Notes in black and red ink on inner lining of front cover. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 11-12 
      [...]          

    
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 36a, lines 9-10 

               
     [...] 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 99 

TITLE  
Anv r-e Sohayl  [fol. 5a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR    ][
[ osayn V e -e K ef  Sabzav r ] (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 100 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21-23 

SIZE 32.5 x 21.7 x 2.4 cm; text area 23.5-25.5 x 11.8-13.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine light brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames, medallions and corner pieces on covers. Two labels on 
spine, one blank, the other with the text    ] [  . Burnished paper of 
varying quality. Some folios watermarked paper. No title page. Fol. 1a is 
blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Different hands. Headings, important words, verse markers and 
overlinings in red on some folios. On most folios spaces reserved for 
headings and important words remain blank. Marginal notes. Catchwords. 
The catchword on fol. 18b does not correspond to the beginning of the 
next fol. On some folios the catchwords are partly cut off. Text ends on 
fol. 100b. 

NOTES About the text and the author, see Rypka (1968) 313-314. 
 
Table of contents on fols 5a-5b. 
 
The present text is incomplete, ending abruptly on fol. 100b. In the bottom 
margin there are catchwords referring to the next page. 
 
Cod. Pers. A.C. 21 is a complete copy of the same text and Cod. Pers. A.C. 
106 is an almost complete copy of the text. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1b, a note in ekasteh script containing the title of the text and the 
year 1318 H [1900/1 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
                  

       
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 100b, line 21 

                
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 100 

TITLE  
Pand-n meh [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   
Far d al-D n A r (d. 617 H [1220 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 24 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 21.5 x 13.8 x 0.3 cm; text area 16.8 x 8.1 cm 

DESCRIPTION Paper booklet. Quires held together by string. No spine. Blank cover 
leaves. Lithographic print. Paper, no marks. Printed pagination starts with 
number 2 [fol. 1b] and ends with 48 [fol. 24b]. Fol. 1a is printer’s page: 
triple frame with flowers in corners, text in central medallion. Text begins 
on fol. 1b. Title and author’s name given in floral Onv n on fol. 1b. Text 
in Nasx  script. Text area framed with triple lines. Verses are written in 
two columns separated by two single lines. Printed marginal notes. 
Catchwords. The text ends on fol. 24b. Detached verses on fol. 24b. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 237-240. 
 
On fol. 24b, Pand-n meh is followed by a detached x timeh that continues 
in the right margin. 
 
The printer’s page [fol. 1] informs that the text was seen through print by 

     who was the successor of      .  
 
The text was printed in   ( Bombay) in   [fol. 24b]. No 
printing year is given. 
 
Printed stamp    on fol. 24b. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
      \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 24b, line 19 
      \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 101 

TITLE  
ehel  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE [ ..]    
Lithographed text: Mo ammad Al  ma h r be-[..?] [fol. 24a] 

COPYING DATE afar 1330 H [1912 CE] [fol. 24a] 

PRINTING DATE 1330 H [1912 CE] [fol. 24b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 24 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 22 

SIZE 21.5 x 16.9 x 0.2 cm; text area 17.8 x 13.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION Paper booklet. Covers thin paper, blank. Lithographic print. Printed 
pagination starts with number 3 [fol. 2a] and ends with number 46 [fol. 
23b]. Paper, impressed stamp with Cyrillic letters [e.g. fol. 3a]. Fol. 1a is 
title page: double frame, text in central floral medallion. Russian paper 
with impressed mark. Fol. 1a title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text 
written in Nasta l q script. Text area framed by double lines. No marginal 
notes. Catchwords. Illustrations on fols 2b, 5b, 7a, 8b, 9b, 11b, 12b, 13b, 
15a, 17a, 18a and fol. 19a. Text ends on fol. 24a. Fol. 24b is printer’s page. 

NOTES The text is an adaptation of -n meh, a collection of fables. About -
n meh, see Marzolph & al. (2004) 2:729-730. 
 
The text was printed in K rx ne of       in 1330 H 
[1912 CE] [fol. 24b]. The print was requested by       

 [fol. 1a].  
 
On fol. 9b, the illustration is signed by     who is listed as an 
illustrator in Marzolph (2001) 47. 
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/books/ortsam/2011/mar/ostryk/da/object60024/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
             

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 24a, line 14 
      \      

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 102 

 Text A

TITLE   
Bahr m va Goland m [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 15 (fols 1a-15a) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

NOTES The text is an anonymous popular romance portraying the Sasanian 
emperor Bahr m-G r. 
About the genre of popular romances, see Rypka (1968) 631-634. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
                 

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 15a, line 21 
               

           
  

Text B 
TITLE   

m va Qaley n 
SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Lithographed text: anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 2 (fols 15b-16a) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 15b, line 1 
     \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 16a, line 20 
     \       
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Text A and B 
PRINTING DATE 1330 H [1911/12 CE] [fol. 1a] 

SIZE 21.9 x 17.8 x 0.2 cm; text area, text A: 17.5 x 13.5 cm, text B: 16.5 x 11 
cm 

DESCRIPTION Paper booklet. Covers thin purple paper, blank. Lithographic print. Paper, 
unclear impressed stamp [e.g. fol. 1b]. Fol. 1a is the title page of text A, 
geometric frames, text in medallions. Printed pagination starts with 
number 1 [fol. 1a] and ends with 16 [fol. 8b]. Text A begins on fol. 1b. 
Text written in Nasta l q script. Text area framed by double lines. 
Catchwords. No marginal notes. Illustrations on fols 2a, 3a, 3b, 6b, 8b, 
12a, 12b, 13a, 13b, 14b and 15a. Text A ends on fol. 15a. Text B begins on 
fol. 15b with title as heading. Text written in Nasta l q script in two 
columns separated by two vertical lines. Text area framed by double lines. 
Text B ends on fol 16a. Fol. 16b has similar geometric frames and 
medallions as title page, but there is no text.  

NOTES The book was seen through printing by    in ehr n 1330 H 
[1911/12 CE] [fol. 1a]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 103 

TITLE  
Dozd q  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE     
Lithographed text: Mo ammad Al  ebn Mo ammad al- osayn  [fol. 8a] 

COPYING DATE Not given  

PRINTING DATE 1329 H [1910/11 CE] [fol. 8b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 8 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 20 

SIZE 21.8 x 17.5 x 0.1 cm; text area 19 x 12.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION Paper booklet. Covers thin purple paper, blank. Lithographic print. Paper, 
impressed stamp [e.g. fol. 4a]. Printed pagination begins with number 3 
[fol. 2a] and ends with 15 [fol. 8a]. Fol. 1a is title page framed with double 
lines. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script. Text area 
framed with double lines. Catchwords. Illustrations on fols 2a, 2b, 4a, 6a 
and 6b. Text ends on fol. 8a. Fol. 8b is printer’s page.  

NOTES About short stories in folk-prints, see Rypka (1968) 673-674. 
The text was seen through print by      [fol. 1a]. It was 
printed in K rx ne of     in 1329 H [1910/11 CE] [fol. 8b]. 
 
The title is mentioned in al- ar ah 8:148, entry 585. Marzolph (2001) 238 
mentions the text giving the title     . 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
                 

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 8a, lines 19-20 
          

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 104 

TITLE [   ]
[Y sof va Zolayx ] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [     ]
[N r al-D n Abd al-Ra m n m ] (817-898 H [1414-1492 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 167 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

SIZE 20.7 x 13.5 x 4.2 cm; text area 13.5 x 7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. Slightly 
burnished watermarked paper, visible chain-lines. Fols 18-23 different 
paper, no watermark, dull surface. Margins mended on fols 1-17, 93-165. 
Margins discoloured by damp on fols 127-165. No title page. Fol. 1a 
contains detached notes. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q 
script in two columns, black ink. Fols 18-23 different hand. Chapter 
headings in red ink. Copious marginal and interlineal notes. Catchwords. 
Text ends on fol. 165b. Fol. 166 blank. Fol. 167a, detached notes and 
pencilled jottings. Fol. 167b blank.  

NOTES The title and author’s name are not given but the text consists of m ’s 
poem Y sof va Zolayx . About the author, see Rypka (1968) 286-288.  

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamps on fols 63b, 77a, 102b, 129a, 146a and 162b. Pencilled drawing 
and note in black ink on the inner lining of the front cover. Detached 
verses in black ink on the inner lining of the back cover. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
    \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 165b, line 9 
     \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 105 

TITLE ][
[Letters] 

SUBJECT Epistolography 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 174 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE Varies 

SIZE 21.4 x 11.4 x 3 cm; text area varies 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine red leather. Three double bands 
across spine. Tooled floral ornaments on spine. Tooled carpet pattern on 
covers with floral frames and coloured centre square in brown, yellow and 
red. Label attached on inner lining of front cover, handwritten text in 
English, black ink (see Notes). Burnished paper, no watermarks. Fols 1-12, 
80-81, 146 and 171-174 white paper. Fols 13-79, 82-145 and 147-170 
brownish paper. Fols 13-79 mended with white paper. No title page. Fol. 
1a blank except for pencilled notes. Fols 1b-4b blank. Text begins on fol. 
5a. Text in Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. Occasional red 
overlinings and words in red. Text is written in horizontal and diagonal 
lines. Foliation in Arabic numbers, black ink, on some folios. Catchwords 
on some fol. Fols 80-81, 146 and 171-174a are blank. A pencilled number 
on the otherwise blank fol. 174b. 

NOTES According to the handwritten label on the inside of the front cover, the 
manuscript contains correspondence and letters: “16 (18) Collection of 
letters & Correspondence by various authors. Persian ms. written in two 
hands readable Nastalik character. binding no dates. early 18th century”. 
 
The first text begins with the words    [fol. 5a]. On fol. 82b 
begins a text about bal eh (  ). There are copies of petitions 
( ) on fols 85b-94b, of ferm ns on fols 125b-129a and of notes ( ) 
on fols 147a-153a.  

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on fol. 82b. On fol. 1a and 174b, pencilled note “No (18)”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT - 

ENDING OF THE TEXT - 

PROVENANCE The pencilled number 18 on fols 1a and 174b may be an auction number. 
The same number appears in the label attached to the inner lining of the 
front cover. On fol. 1a, further pencilled notes “15/-“ and “£ 150” that may 
refer to the price. Arthur Christensen may have acquired the manuscript in 
an auction in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 106 

TITLE  
Anv r-e Sohayl  [fol. 12b] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR ]   [
osayn V e -e K ef  [Sabzav r ] (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) [fol. 10a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 539 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 8-15 

SIZE 19.8 x 14.2 x 7.5 cm; text area 15.5 x 8 cm 

DESCRIPTION Oriental binding with flap. Spine, covers and flap dark brown leather. 
Tooled multiple frames and medallions on covers. Tooled multiple frames 
on fore-edge and flap. Inner linings dark brown leather. Burnished paper, 
no watermarks. Fols 1 and 538-539 different paper. Margins and holes in 
text area mended on several folios. Unmended holes in text area on fols 
220, 245, 282-283, 462 and 535-536. No title page. Fol. 1a blank except 
for pencilled notes. Fol. 1b blank. Fols 2a-3a detached verses in black ink. 
Text begins on fol. 3b. Text in Nasta l q script, black ink. Different hands. 
Headings, overlinings, important words and verse markers in red. On fols 
470b-536b spaces reserved for red text remain blank. Marginal notes. 
Catchwords. Text ends abruptly on fol. 536b. Detached text Arabic on fol. 
537a. Detached verses on fol. 537b. Fol. 538a blank except for a pencilled 
number. Fols 538b-539b are blank.  

NOTES The text is osayn V e -e K ef ’s (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) version of 
Kal leh va Demneh. Table of contents is on fols 12b-13a. Chapter 14, the 
final chapter, begins on fol. 518a. The space reserved for the chapter 
heading is blank. Couple of pages from the end of the text are missing. On 
the last page [fol. 536b] in the bottom margin, a catchword referring to the 
next page is given.  
 
The detached Arabic text on fol. 537a is a prayer. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a pencilled text in English: “Anv r-i-Soheil  Persian” and two 
Western numbers “20/-” and “10/-”, the first one crossed over. On fol. 
538a, pencilled Western number “34”.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, lines 1-2 
                 

 
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 536b, line 15 

( )              
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PROVENANCE Arthur Christensen may have acquired the manuscript in Iran 1914, but the 
pencilled Western numbers indicate European provenance and the 
numbers on fol. 1a may refer to the price. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 107 

TITLE   ][
[ am  va Parv neh] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [   ]
[ qil X n R z ] (d. 1108 H [1696 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 75 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 18.9 x 12.6 x 1.7 cm; text area 12 x 6 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners black leather. Covers black 
paper. Five gilded bands across spine. 13 gilded double lines across spine. 
Gilded text in Latin letters on spine: “Masnawi-i Padmawat”. Oval paper 
label on the spine: “[Nr] 32”. Gilded ornament along the edges of corner 
pieces and spine, leather on covers. Inner lining marbled paper in red, blue 
and yellow. Paper label attached on front leaf, pencilled text in English 
(see Notes). Brownish paper, dull surface, visible fibres. Wormholes in 
text area on some folios. Lower half of fol. 1 mended. Margins and corners 
mended on some folios. Fol. 75 mended with two different types of paper. 
Damp has smudged words on some folios. No title page. Detached note in 
black ink on the otherwise blank fol. 1a. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Fol. 1b in different hand. Headings in red ink. 
On some folios space reserved for heading remains blank. Marginal notes 
and catchwords. Text ends on fol. 75b.  

NOTES The text is qil X n R z ’s Persian adaptation of Malik Mo ammad 
ay s ’s (10th c. H [16th c. CE]) epic poem Padmavat written in Awadhi in 

1542 CE. About the original and the adaptations, see Phukan (1996) 41-
54. 
 
The present manuscript does not give the title nor the name of the author, 
but MS 1643-1 in Ethé (1903) is qil X n R z ’s am  va Parv neh and 
it has a beginning identical with the present text.  
 
On the label attached on the flyleaf, there is a pencilled text in English: 
“Razi / The romance of Padmavat & Ratan Sen in Persian verse 80 folios. 
running Nastalik. slightly worm eaten / 18th century / see B. O. XII”. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Handwritten note in black ink and two stamps on fol. 1a. Pencilled notes 
on the flyleaf: “R/of sale”, “No 32”, “15/-”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
    \     
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 75b, lines 13-14 
      \      

PROVENANCE The gilded title in Latin letters on the spine, and the label with the 
pencilled text in English attached on the flyleaf indicate that Arthur 
Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. The digit 32 on the spine 
and flyleaf may be lot numbers in an auction or a book catalogue. The 
mark “15/-” probably indicates the price. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 108 

TITLE [  ]
[Man ab-e em mat] [On the spine] 

SUBJECT Doctrine 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 68 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15-17 

SIZE 23.4 x 15.2 x 1.2 cm; text area 17.5-20 x 9-11 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners dark brown leather. Covers red 
paper. Six bands across spine, gilded double lines below and above each 
band. Gilded text in Latin letters on spine: “Mansab-i Imamat”. Inner 
lining white paper. Flyleaves. Paper label with handwritten text in English, 
black ink, attached on the inside of the front cover (see Notes). Paper, dull 
surface, visible fibres, no watermark. Margins mended on fols 1-8 and 65-
68. Text area mended on fol. 68, text is not restored on mending paper. No 
title page. Text begins on fol. 1a. Detached verse in top margin of fol. 1a. 
Pencilled text in Latin letters above basmalah: “No 101 / Mansab i 
Imamat” on fol. 1a. Text written in ekasteh script, black ink. Overlinings 
in black. Catchwords and marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 68b.  

NOTES The text deals with the a Imamate. The title is not given in the Persian 
text but only in Latin letters on the spine and in the pencilled note on fol. 
1a. The title is not listed in al- ar ah. 
 
The handwritten label attached on the inner lining of the front cover 
contains a text in English: “Mansab i Im mat. A treatise on the Imamate / 
No author’s name / Date [contemporary]”. In addition the label contains 
pencilled marks: “46”, “P”, “69”. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Purple stamp: “J. O’Kinealy” on the inner lining of both covers, on the 
flyleaves, on fol. 1a. On the inner lining of the front cover, pencilled 
marks: “k/s”, “1906”, “61-”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1a, lines 1-2 
                    

        
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 68b, lines 9-11 

                  
   [...]       [ ..]       

[...] 
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PROVENANCE “J. O’Kinealy” in the owner’s stamps may be James O’Kinealy (1837-
1903). The Alumni list of National University of Ireland, Galway, gives 
this information: James O’Kinealy *BA 1858; MA and LLD 1882 
(honorary on dissolution of QUI); Judge; writer, Arabic scholar; Judge of 
the High Court of Judicature, Fort William, Bengal. See: 
http://www.nuigalway.ie/law/documents/alumni.pdf (accessed in 
December 2010). 
 
Arthur Christensen has presumably acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
The pencilled numbers on the label and on the inner lining may refer to a 
book catalogue or an auction catalogue. The digit “61-” may indicate the 
price. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 109 

TITLE ][      
[T r x-e] mo am f  s r-e mol k-e a am [fol. 4a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR   [    ]
Fa l All h [ebn Abd All h al-Yazd ] (7th c. H [13th c. CE]) ([fol. 4a] 

SCRIBE [Johann August Vullers] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 78 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 24-25 

SIZE 20 x 15.2 x 1.2 cm; text area 15.5-16 x 8-8.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European paper binding. Spine and covers marbled paper: brown, white, 
red and blue. Covers are loose. On back cover a label with blue printed 
decorations and handwritten text: “Excerpta ex historia regum Persiae / 

  ”. Paper, dull surface, no watermark. Fol. 4 is thin glassine 
paper. Fols 1-3a are blank. On fol. 3b a cutting from a German printed 
catalogue (see Notes). Fol. 4a is the title page. Fol. 5 is blank. Text begins 
on fol. 6a. Text written in Nasx  script, brown ink. Headings and 
underlinings in red. Western hand. Marginal notes in red and brown ink, in 
Persian. Page references to original manuscript in margins in Latin letters 
and Western numbers, brown ink. No catchwords. Text ends on fol. 73b. 
Fols 74-78 are blank and not cut open on top.  

NOTES The text deals with the history of the Persian kings from Key mars to 
Afr siy b. According to the German catalogue cutting attached on fol. 3b, 
the text has been copied by Vullers, i.e. the German Orientalist Johann 
August Vullers (1803-1881). On the last line of the cutting: “Lpz. 
(Vullers) no. 967”. This indicates that Vullers’ original was Leipzig 967. It 
has not been possible to verify the information. 
 
On fol. 4a, the beginning of the title is given as   , whereas al-

ar ah 3:287, entry 1060, gives it as   . According to al- ar ah, 
the author’s name is       and the work was composed 
around the year 654 H [1256/7 CE]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 6a, line 1 
       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 73b, line 8 
      

PROVENANCE The German catalogue cutting on fol. 3b indicates that Arthur Christensen 
purchased the manuscript in a German bookstore. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 110 

TITLE 
Marsiyeh [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  ]   [  
Ve l [M rz  K ok Mo ammad af ] r z  (1193-1262 H [1779-1846 
CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 12 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 15.1 x 10.7 x 0.5 cm; text area 10.7 x 5.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine grey-green paper with impressed floral 
pattern. Covers grey cardboard. Label attached on inner side of the front 
cover, text in English, black ink (see Notes). Burnished paper, no marks. 
Worm-eaten. Some wormholes and margins mended. Only the outmost 
bifolios of each quire are attached to spine. The other bifolios are loose. 
Pencilled foliation 1-2 and 7-16. Fols 3-6 are missing. No title page. Fol. 
1a is blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Headings in red. Verses are written in two columns. Catchwords. No 
marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 16a. Fol. 16b is blank. 

NOTES The author’s name is given in the heading on fol. 1b. About the author, see 
Rypka 331-332. 
 
The text contains lamentations ( ) on Em m Al  and Em m osayn. 
The lamentations on Al  begin on fol. 1b and presumably continue 
through the missing folios to fol. 7a, where the first lamentation on Em m 

osayn begins. In addition there are two poems of praise ( ) on fols 15a-
16a. 
 
Contents: 

            ]fol. 1b [
]      fol. 7a [

]       fol. 12b  [
     ]  fol. 15a [
]     fol. 15b[

Label on the inside of the front cover, handwritten text in English: “Wasal 
of Cheraz: a long poem on the Tragedy of Husain. Persian MS. fine 
Nastalik, 2 inks, double columns, 14 lines to column. 12 folios, latter part 
19th century.” Pencilled notes on the label: “+1846” and above the word 
“latter” the pencilled word “former?”. 
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OWNERS’ MARKS Pencilled notes on fol. 1a: “10/-” (crossed over), “5/-”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
       \  [ ..]   

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 16a, lines 7-8 
        \       

PROVENANCE The label with the English text indicates that Arthur Christensen acquired 
the manuscript in Europe. The figures “10/-” (crossed over) and “5/-” may 
indicate the price. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 111 

 Text A

TITLE 
Ma bas [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [  ]
[N m  Y ] (1895-1960 CE) 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 2 (fols 1a-3a) 

NOTES The author’s name is not given in the text nor in the pencilled note on the 
front cover, but among N m ’s poems, there is one titled Ma bas (cf. 
http://www.nimayooshij.com/?Cid=208; accessed on December 7, 2010). 
 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 405. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
      \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3a, lines 3-4 
      \      

  
Text B 

TITLE 
Afs neh [fol. 3a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [ ] 
N m  Y  (1895-1960) [front cover] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 7 (fols 3a-9b) 

NOTES The author’s name is given in a pencilled note on the front cover. 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 405. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3a, line 6 
    \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 9b, lines 12-13 
     \       \       

  
Text C 

TITLE  
Afk r-e Per n [fol. 10a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [   ]   
Malek al- o ar  Bah r [M rz  Mo ammad Taq ] (1880-1951 CE) [front 
cover] 
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NUMBER OF FOLIOS 1 (fols 10a-10b) 

NOTES The author’s name is given in a pencilled note on the front cover. 
About the author, see Rypka (1968) 373-374. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 10a, line 1 
      \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 10b, line 9 
     \    

  
Text A, B and C 

SCRIBE    
Pupil of Fat  All h Ente m  (see Notes below) 

COPYING DATE Not given  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12-14 

SIZE 19.5 x 14 x 0.1 cm; text area 17-18.5 x 9-9.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION Booklet with plain paper covers, blank except for pencilled note on front 
cover (see Notes below). Quires are held together by black string. Paper, 
no marks. Red pencilled pagination starts with number 1 [fol. 1a] and ends 
with 20 [fol. 10b]. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1a. Text in Nasta l q 
script, black ink. Headings in larger script. Verses are written in two 
columns. One hand throughout the three texts. No catchwords. No 
marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 10b. 

NOTES A pencilled note by Arthur Christensen on the front cover lists the titles of 
the poems and gives the names of the authors of texts B and C. In addition 
there is a pencilled text in Danish by Arthur Christensen: “afskrevet efter 
et Haandskrift (da disse Ting ikke findes trykt) ved en af Fat u’llah 
Entez mi’s Elever (meddelt i Brev fra Entezami, udateret men mærket paa 
Konvoluten 23. Abanmah 1309).” [Copied from a manuscript (because 
these things do not exist in print) by one of Fat u’llah Entez mi’s pupils 
(the information is given by Entez mi in a letter, undated but marked on 
the envelope Abanmah 23, 1309).] The al l  date b n 23, 1309 
corresponds to 14.11.1930 CE. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

PROVENANCE According to the note on the front cover, received by Arthur Christensen 
from Iran in 1930. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 112 

TITLE 
Bah rest n [front leaf] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  [    ]
[N r al-D n Abd al-Ra m n] m  (817-898 H [1414-1492 CE]) [front 
flyleaf] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Rab  al- xar 1065 H [1655 CE] [fol. 92b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 92 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 19.7 x 13.8 x 2.2 cm; text area 14.5 x 7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION Oriental binding with flap, brown leather. Tooled and gilded multiple 
frames and medallion on covers and flap. Medallions are bordered with 
gold. Spine mended with dark brown leather. Inner linings of covers white 
paper. Inner lining of flap marbled paper. One front leaf and two end 
leaves. Burnished, watermarked paper. Most folios are white but fols 14, 
17, 51, 62, 66, 71, 85 and 92 are tinted yellow, fols 88-89 are pink and fols 
45-46, 74 and 83 green. Margins mended on some folios. Book title and 
author’s name are written on front flyleaf in black ink. No title page. Fol. 
1a is blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black 
ink. Headings, important words and verse markers in red. Copious 
marginal and interlinear notes. Catchwords, some partly cut off. Text ends 
on fol. 92b. 

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 286-288. 
According to the colophon on fol. 92b, the copy was made in    
(Constantinople). 

OWNERS’ MARKS Notes and detached verses in black and red ink on the front flyleaf. Note in 
black ink on the first flyleaf in the back. Pencilled calculation on the inner 
lining of the back cover. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
       \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 92b, lines 7-8 
          \        

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 113 

TITLE  ][ 
[D v n-e Man ehr ] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR      ][  
[Ab  al-Na m A mad ebn Ya q b Man ehr  D m n ] (d. 432 H 
[1040/1 CE])  

SCRIBE       
H em ebn al-  Mo ammad a far al-K n  [fol. 84b] 

COPYING DATE 6. Mo arram 1276 H [1859 CE] [fol. 84b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 84 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 20.9 x 13.5 x 0.9 cm; text area 15.7-16 x 5.2-7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and edges light brown leather, covers 
dark brown leather. Gilded double frame on covers. Inner lining light 
brown leather. Two front and two end leaves, pale blue paper with 
watermark “Made in England for Ahmed Shaik / of Bombay 1891”. 
Cardboard label is attached on first front leaf, text typed in English with 
added pencilled notes (see Notes). Manuscript is burnished pale blue 
watermarked paper. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Floral Onv n in gold, blue red and green on fol. 1b. Text in Nasta l q 
script, black ink. Interlinear notes in red. On fols 1b-2a, text is in cloud 
bands on gold background. Text area is framed in gold, black and blue. A 
gold-and-black frame in margins. Marginal notes on fols 1a-2a are written 
in black and red ink in cloud bands in golden medallions. On fols 2b-84b, 
the text area is framed by gold, black and blue multiple lines and margin 
by gold-and-black tripple lines. Verses are written in two columns 
separated by two tripple lines in gold and black. Marginal notes in red and 
black. Catchwords. The text ends on fol. 84b. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 176-177. 
 
The cardboard note attached on the first flyleaf in the front has a typed text 
in English with pencilled additions (here in brackets): “Minucheri. The 
Divan of his poems. Written in a minuscule [nastalik] hand (black ink) in 
double columns (g.b+b) between (g.b+b) decorated rulings. The ‘unwan is 
richly gilt and there is a fine sarluh in blue [red] and gold. This copy is 
dated 1276 A. H. (1859). The binding is limp morocco inlaind. (15 lines / 
First two p. illum. Marg. g des. tablet).”  

OWNERS’ MARKS Pencilled notes on the front flyleaf: “15/-”; “LRS”; “en poesie persane”; 
“Divan Manoutchehri 1276 Hg”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1  
      \      
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 84b, line 1 
         \        

PROVENANCE The English note attached to the flyleaf indicates that Arthur Christensen 
acquired the manuscript in Europe. The figure “15/-” may refer to price.  
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Cod. Pers. AC113 003b (colour plate on p. 584)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 114 

TITLE [ ]  
Masnav [-ye ma nav ] [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  ]   [   ][
[Mavl n  al l al-D n] Mo ammad al-Balx  [al-R m  Mavlav ] (d. 672 H 
[1273 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE   
Abd al-B q  [fol. 313b] 

COPYING DATE a b n 1037 H [1628 CE] [fol. 313b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 313 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

SIZE 19.6 x 14.9 x 3.8 cm; text area 16.2 x 11.3 cm 

DESCRIPTION Dark purple Oriental-style leather binding with flap. Gilded multiple 
frames and gilded floral corner pieces and central ornament on covers. 
Gilded multiple frames on flap. Gilded double frames and dots on fore-
edge of flap, both inside and outside. Inner lining pink paper. Gilded floral 
patterns on cuts. Pink and white front and end leaves. Burnished 
watermarked paper. No title page. On fol. 1a, detached notes in black ink. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Headings in red ink. Verses are written in four columns separated by two 
single lines. Text area framed with a single red line. Catchwords. Marginal 
notes. Prose prefaces of each Mo allad are written in Nasx  script, black 
ink, red pause marks. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 313b.  

NOTES The manuscript contains the six Mo allads of the Masnav -ye ma nav  
with their prose prefaces: 
 
Mo allad 1 [fol. 1b] 
Mo allad 2 [fol. 50a] 
Mo allad 3 [fol. 94b] 
Mo allad 4 [fol. 153a] 
Mo allad 5 [fol. 199b] 
Mo allad 6 [fol. 255a] 
 
The colophon [fol. 313b] gives some details about the preparation of the 
copy: 

            [...]    
     

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamps on fols 1b, 2b and 313b. A note on fol. 1a, giving the name  
  and the year 1219 H [1804/5 CE]. Also on fol. 1a, a note in 

Turkish. Verses on the inner lining of the front cover.  
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
      \    

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 313b, line 12 
        \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 115 

TITLE  
Qer n-e Sa dayn [fol. 149b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   [ ]
[Am r] Xosrav Dehlav  (651-725 H [1253-1325 CE]) [fol. 149b] 

SCRIBE        
Daybe-d s valad Duny  N th ebn andar S n [fol. 149b] 

COPYING DATE 5. om d  al- l  1081 H [1670 CE] [fol. 149b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 166; actual text 134 (fols 16b-149b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 24.5 x 13.8 x 2.4 cm; text area 18 x 7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners light brown leather. Covers 
marbled paper: brown and green. Paper label attached to inner lining of 
front cover: text in English, black ink (see Notes). Two front and two end 
leaves. Error in pencilled foliation: number 152 is entered twice. That 
gives the total number of folios 166. Burnished paper, no watermark. Fols 
61 and 65 blue paper. Several folios sprinkled with dark, glittering ink. 
Small squares of gold or silver on fols 26a, 29b, 65b, 66b, 90b and 95b. 
Folios are badly worm-eaten, some holes mended. No title page. Detached 
texts written diagonally on fols 1a-9a, 10b-16a. Fols 9b-10a are blank. 
Text of Qer n-e Sa dayn begins on fol. 16b. Text written in Nasta l q 
script, black ink. Headings in red ink. Verses are written in two columns. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Persian foliation, in black ink, starts with 
number 2 [fol. 17b] and ends with 134 [fol. 149a]. Text ends on fol. 149b. 
Fol. 150a is blank. Detached texts written diagonally, vertically and 
horizontally on fols 150b-152Aa, 152Ba-152Bb, 154b-160b, 161b-162a 
and 163a-165b. Fols 152Ab, 153a-154a, 161a and 162b are blank. 

NOTES The text is an epic poem written in 688 H [1289 CE] about the meeting of 
Sol n Mo izz al-D n Kay-Qob d with his father Bo r  X n. About the 
author and the text, see Rypka (1968) 257-259.  
 
The label attached to the inner lining of the front cover has handwritten 
text in English: “(35) Khusro of Delhi. The poem of K ran al Sa dain; a 
Persian metrical romance. Manuscript; 134 folios; 15 lines to the page, red 
& black ink; good Nastalik character. Worm eaten in parts. Dated 1081 A. 
H. [Calligrapher] Daibi-das.”  

OWNERS’ MARKS Red stamp on fol. 16b, Latin letters: “3. Jan. 85 / [..?] Chunder [B]hargo / 
[Pleader] Dholpur”. 
Pencilled notes on the inner lining of the front cover: “Case 145”; “10/-”. 
The pencilled reference to Ethé on the inner lining is presumably written 
by Arthur Christensen. A pencilled note “No (35)” appears on the first 
flyleaf in the front and on the last flyleaf in the back. 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 16b, line 1 
   /          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 149b, line 2 
       \     [. .]  

PROVENANCE The label attached to the inner lining of the front cover indicates that 
Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. The mark “10/-” 
may refer to the price whereas the numbering “No (35)” may refer to a 
catalogue entry. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 116 

TITLE    
Kolley t-e d v n-e fe  r z  [fol. 1a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ]   [  
[ ams al-D n Mo ammad] fe  r z  (d. 791 H [1388/89 CE]) [fol. 1a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 148 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 20 x 13 x 2.8 cm; text area 14 x 7 cm 

DESCRIPTION Oriental-style binding with flap. Spine, covers and flap green cloth. Inner 
linings black paper. Black front and end leaves. A label pasted on front 
leaf. On the label text in Persian and French (see Owner’s marks). Written 
across the lower cut in black ink:   . Burnished paper, no marks. 
Top margin torn on fol. 21. Damp has damaged margins of several folios. 
Fols 1 and 148, newer paper with visible chain lines. Title is written in 
black ink on fol. 1a. Fol. 1b is blank. Detached verses in black and red ink 
on fol. 2a. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black 
ink. Verses are written in two columns. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Some 
marginal notes smudged due to damp. Text ends on fol 146b. Fol. 147a is 
blank. Detached poems in black and red ink on fol. 147b. Fol. 148 blank. 

NOTES The text is a collection of fe ’ poetry. About the author, see Rypka 
(1969) 263-271. 
 
On fol. 2b above the beginning of the text, there is a detached verse 
referring to the practice of taking omens (f l) from fe ’ D v n: 

   \   
   \    

OWNERS’ MARKS Label glued to the endpaper: “221/   / Le Divan de Hafiz / man. 
persan. / en 8o / Dîwân-i Hâfiz / Ferd. Justi, 1868.” In the upper right 
corner of the label there is a pencilled mark “09Ju”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
        \        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 146b, line 4 
     \      

PROVENANCE The label glued to the endpaper contains the name Ferd. Justi indicating 
that the manuscript may have belonged to Ferdinand Justi (1837-1907), the 
German Philologist and Iranist (cf. http://d-nb.info/gnd/118857444, 
accessed in December 2010). Arthur Christensen presumably acquired the 
manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 117 

TITLE [ ..] 
Farhang [..?] [on the cut] 

SUBJECT Lexicography 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 251 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 21.8 x 13.4 x 2.9 cm; text area 17.5 x 8.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Spine and covers reddish brown leather. 
Tooled multiple frames on covers. Burnished watermarked paper, turned 
yellow. Title [ ..]  is written in black ink on the cut. Fols 1 and fol. 
251, white watermarked paper, dull surface. Margins mended on fols 2-3, 
211 and 233-250. Damp has smudged the text on some fol. No title page. 
On fol. 1a, pencilled note in English: “Persian dict- / incomplete”. Fol. 1b 
is blank. Text begins on fol. 2a. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Overlinings in red ink on fols 2a-179a and in black ink on fols 179b-250b. 
Marginal notes. Catchwords. Text ends abruptly on fol. 250b. Fol. 251a is 
blank. On fol. 251b, detached jottings.  

NOTES The manuscript is a fragment of a Persian dictionary. Verses of various 
Persian poets are quoted in the text.  
The first entry word with red overlining is  [fol. 2a] and the last one 
with black overlining is  [fol. 250b]. On the last page [fol. 250b] in the 
bottom of the page, is the catchword  .  

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, partly smudged note with the name [ ..]    and the 
year 1273 H [1856/7 CE]. Stamp with a u r  on fol. 1a. A further note in 
black ink and the words     .  
 
Further on fol. 1a, letter “R” in black ink and pencilled notes: “R / [..?] / 
Persian dict- / incomplete / 10/6”.  
 
On fol. 251b, notes and calculations in black ink.  
 
A blue label of Luzac & Co. Oriental Booksellers and Publishers on the 
inner lining of the front cover.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2a, line 1 
               

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 250b, line 17 
            ( )
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PROVENANCE The label of Luzac & Co. Oriental Booksellers and Publishers on the inner 
lining of the front cover indicates that Arthur Christensen acquired the 
manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 118 

TITLE  ][ ]  [
[T r x-e delgosh -ye] am r [X n ] [spine and front leaf c] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR    
Ab  al-Q sem Ferdavs  s  (d. 411 H [1020/1 CE] or 416 H [1025/6 
CE]) [fol. 2a] 
 
Prose narrative by 
[ ]     
Tavakkol Beg valad T lak Beg [ osayn ] (after 1060 H [1652/3 CE]) [fols 
1b-2a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 193 (186 folios, 5 front leaves and 2 end leaves) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 18 

SIZE 26 x 15.5 x 3.6 cm; text area 18 x 9 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style leather binding. Spine and covers brown leather. Front 
cover is loose. Three gilded single and two double bands across spine. 
Title in gilded Latin letters on dark brown background on spine: 
“Shemsheer khaneh”. Two printed cuts from catalogues with text in 
English pasted on inner linings of front and back covers. Five front leaves 
marked a-e and two end leaves marked f-g. Front leaves a-b and end 
leaves f-g, white watermarked paper, dull surface. Front leaves c-e and 
numbered text folios burnished paper, no marks, turned yellow. 
Wormholes but mainly in margins. Front leaves a-b are blank. On front 
leaf c, the title   written in brownish ink, Western hand. Detached 
notes and verses on front leaves c-e. On fol. 1a, handwritten note in 
English (see Notes) and written vertically below the note:   
  . Text begins on fol. 1b. Floral Onv n in gold, blue, green and red 
on fol. 1b. Ink used in the owner’s note on fol. 1a has seeped through to 
the Onv n. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink with chapter 
headings and overlinings in red ink. Verses written in two columns, 
separated by two vertical lines in red. Text area framed by triple lines in 
red and blue. On fols 1b-2a, text area is framed with multiple lines in gold, 
red and black. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 186a. 
Triangular space reserved for the colophon remains blank. Fol. 186b is 
blank. End leaves f-g are blank except for owners’ marks. 

NOTES The work is a selection of Ferdavs ’s hn meh. The selection was 
compiled and the connecting prose narrative written by Tavakkol Beg 
valad T lak Beg in 1060 H [1652/3 CE] in the 26th year of the rule of h 

ah n (ruled 1627-1658 CE) [fol. 1b]. The compilation was made at the 
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request of am r X n, the governor of azn n [fol. 2a]. 
On front leaf c, the title is given as    . Fehrest 17:315, entry 6768, 
is the same text and here the title is given as      . The 
author is given as the nisbah osayn . In Rieu, Catalogue, II:539-540, the 
title is   , but an alternative title T r kh i Dilkush i 
Shamsh rkh n  is given. Rieu further notes that Shamsh rkh n  was the 
original of J. Atkinson’s The Shahnamah of Firdausi, London 1832. In 
Ivanow (1926) 154, entry 185, the title is given as Ta’rikh-i-dilgush -i 
Shamsh r-Khan . 
 
Cod. Pers. XLIII in Copenhagen is another copy of the same text, cf. 
Mehren (1857) 17. 
 
The handwritten note in English on fol. 1a contains the text: “David 
Woodburn / Shamshierkhané [.?.] / being an abridgment of / the Shah 
Nameh or great / Heroic Persian poem of / Ferdosi, containing a short / 
account og each reign with / a number of Extracts from/ the poetry of 
Ferdosi-/ Surat 1782.”  
 
On the inner lining of the front cover, there is a cut from a printed 
catalogue with text in English describing the manuscript. The manuscript 
is numbered 61 and titled “Muntakhabi Sháhnáma [   ]”. On the 
inner lining of the back cover another cut of a printed catalogue with a 
description in English. Here the manuscript is numbered 210 and titled 
“Shemsheen Khaneh - The Abode of the Scimiter”.  

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, a handwritten note in English containing the name David 
Woodburn and the date Surat 1782 accompanied by a stamp with the same 
name in Arabic letters   and the date 1187 H [1773/4 CE]. Further 
on fol. 1a, the number (21) is written in black ink. On endleaf g, the name 
J. Pincott.  
 
On the inner lining of the front cover, in brown ink: “D.F.114” crossed 
over by pencil. Pencilled mark “£ 3.13.[6].” On front leaf c, four texts in 
Persian, black ink, all of them signed by     . On front 
leaves d-e, short verses in black and brown ink. On the inner lining of the 
back cover, “C.i.1.” and “B.i.[8]” in brown ink and pencilled notes “403”, 
“[nro] 128”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
            

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 186a, line 10 
      \     

PROVENANCE The owner’s note on fol. 1a is dated in Surat 1782 and gives the name 
David Woodburn. The same name appears in the stamp in Arabic letters, 
dated 1187 H [1773/4 CE]. It was presumably the David Woodburn (1745-
1804 CE) who joined the British army in 1770 and participated in the 
second Mysore war (1780-1784 CE). He became Colonel in the Bengal 
Army in 1801 CE (cf. Indian Biographical Archive, ed. Laureen Baillie, 
Microfiche edition, München: Saur, 1998-2000, 507:78).  
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The other owner J. Pincott [end leaf g] remains unidentified.  
 
The printed catalogue entries in English, pasted on the inner linings of 
both the front cover and back cover indicate that Arthur Christensen 
acquired the manuscript in Europe.  
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Cod. Pers. AC118 001b (colour plate on p. 585)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 119 

TITLE   
Res leh-ye ba d amd [fol. 3a] 

SUBJECT Feqh 

AUTHOR 
fe  [fol. 24b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 25. Rama n 1235 H [1820 CE] [fol. 24b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 26 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 7 

SIZE 18.2 x 11.7 x 1 cm; text area 12.5 x 6.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers red lacquer. Title   written on spine 
on black background. Inner linining brown leather. Fols 4-25 are not 
attached to cover. Burnished paper, no marks. Worm-eaten, some 
wormholes mended. The digit 4 written in blue pencil on the otherwise 
blank fol. 1a. A folded blue paper containing handwritten text in English 
attached to fol. 1b (see Notes). Fols 2a and 2b are blank except for owner’s 
marks. Title is written in black ink on top of fol. 3a. The words   are 
also written diagonally in the middle of page. Text begins on fol. 3b. On 
fol. 3b, Onv n pieced together of illumination fragments that are glued on 
the folio. Text written in large Nasta l q script, black ink. Text area is 
framed by multiple lines in gold, black and dark blue. No catchwords. No 
marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 24b. Fols 25a-26b are blank except for a 
pencilled mark on fol. 25b.  

NOTES The text is written in verse and deals with Eb d t containing rules of 
ah reh and Nam z.  

 
The folded blue paper attached on fol. 1b contains a red stamp with text 
“Oriental” and a handwritten note in English: “Risalah i ba d amd. A 
poetical tract on /Sh ah/ religious duties by an author called fiz. Pers. 
1235 AH.” 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 2a, in black ink the text  [ ..]   and two pencilled marks: 
“C/18” and “7/6”. On fol. 2b, jottings in black ink and the figure  . On 
fol. 3a    and 91 in red ink and    in black ink. On fol. 25b, 
unclear pencilled scribble. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, lines 1-3 
       \      \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 24b, lines 1-3 
     \      \     
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PROVENANCE The folded note with English text attached on fol.1b, indicates that Arthur 
Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. The pencilled numbers on 
fol. 2a may represent a catalogue number and a price. 

 

Cod. Pers. AC119 003b–004a (colour plate on p. 586)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 120 

TITLE  ][
[D v n-e Ya m ] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [    ]
[M rz  Ab  al- asan Ya m ] (d. 1276 H [1859 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 61 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 9 

SIZE 17.5 x 10.9 x 0.9 cm; text area 12 x 6.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine, edges and inner linings blue leather. 
Covers woven fabric, red background with teardrop pattern in different 
colours. Binding is slightly smaller than the manuscript. Burnished paper, 
no marks. No title page. Fols 1a-3a are blank. Text begins on fol. 3b. 
Onv n in gold, blue, red and green on fol. 3b. Text written in ekasteh 

script, black ink. Interlinear words and headings in red. Text area framed 
by multiple lines in gold and blue. A further frame in margins in gold and 
black. Verses are written in two columns separated by two vertical frames 
in black and gold. Fols 29b-34a are blank except for frames. On fols 34b 
and 57b, space reserved for Onv n remains blank. Pencilled marginal and 
interlinear notes on fols 3b-4a and 34b-35a. Catchwords. Text ends on fol. 
58b. On fols 59a-61a, similar frames but detached texts in different hands. 
Vertical pencilled line has been drawn over the detached texts on fols 58b-
60a. Fol. 61b is blank.  

NOTES The title and the name of the author are not given in the present text, but it 
contains a D v n of Ya m ’s poetry. About the author, see Rypka (1968) 
333-334. 
 
The D v n contains  [fol. 2b-29a],  [fol. 34b-57a] and a poem 
titled   [fol. 57b-58b]. 
 
The pencilled notes on fols 3b-4a and 34b-35a are written by Arthur 
Christensen. The same applies to the notes on the separate folded paper 
kept together with the manuscript.  
 
The detached texts on fols 58b-60a contain a number of names and dates.  

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 61b, a note in black ink with the date 1262 H [1845/46 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
     .  \   .
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Cod. Pers. AC120 003b–004a (colour plate on p. 587)

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 58b, line 5 
        \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 121 

TITLE      
Na e  al-mol k f  sayr al-sol k [fol. 1b & 2a] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE 
Abb s (Abbasse) [fol. 16b] 

COPYING DATE [13]13 H (?) [1895/6 CE] [fol. 16b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 18 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 7 

SIZE 16.5 x 10.7 x 0.5 cm; text area 13.6-14.2 x 6.6-7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine, edges and inner lining blue leather. Tooled 
frames and a central star on inner linings. Covers of woven fabric with a 
boteh pattern in several colours. Most of the fabric on back cover is worn 
off. Burnished paper, no marks. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins 
on fol. 1b. Simple geometric Onv n consisting of frames in gold, blue and 
red. Partial title appears as a heading in red on fol. 1b:   . Text 
written in large Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and important words 
in red ink. Text area framed with multiple lines in gold, red and blue. 
Catchwords. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 16b. Last lines on fol. 
16b, are in French, black ink: “Le très humble et très obeissant serviteur 
Abbasse.” Fols 17a-18b are blank. 

NOTES The text is an anonymous collection of ethical advice given by Persian 
kings, starting with  [fol. 2b] and ending with  [fol. 14b]. The 
title is mentioned in al- ar ah 24:171, entry 887. Fehrest 8:322, entry 
3099.3, is the same text. 
 
The copying year given on fol. 16b is incomplete:   , possibly 
referring to 1313 H [1895/6 CE]. 
 
The scribe’s name appears only in Latin letters: “Abbasse” [fol. 16b]. 
 
The digitized version of the text can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/656/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 2-4 
]                 [...

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 15b, lines 5-7 
          

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. AC121 015b–016a
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 122 

TITLE  
Golest n [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR [ ] 
Sa d [-ye r z ] (d. 691 H [1292 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 899 H [1493/4 CE] [fol. 136a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 136 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

SIZE 16.8 x 10 x 2 cm; text area 11.8 x 5.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION Oriental-style binding with flap. Spine, covers and flap green paper. Inner 
linings paper with printed grey-scale imitation of marbling. End leaf and 
one unnumbered front leaf with detached texts. Unnumbered front leaf is 
pasted on newer paper. Fols 1-2 mended. Fols 99, 101-102 and 104 
greenish in colour, mended, text restored on mending paper. Unmended 
holes in text area on some folios. Gold stains in margins of fols 32b-33a, 
34b-37a. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank except for an owner’s note. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Square Onv n with green-and-gold frame, title  

 written in white K f  script on blue and white clouds and gilded floral 
ornament in background. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Headings and important words in red. Parts of text vocalized. Text area 
framed in lines of black and gold. On fol. 1b, first four lines are written on 
cloud bands on background consisting of red strokes and an uncoloured 
floral ornament. Verses are written in two columns separated by two gold-
and-black frames. Marginal and interlinear notes. Most catchwords partly 
or completely cut away. Text ends on fol. 136a. Detached texts on fol. 
136b. 

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 250-253. 
The author’s name is given in the Onv n on fol. 1b, as  omitting the 
final  . 

OWNERS’ MARKS On the unnumbered front leaf, verses and notes partly worn off; number 
899 may indicate the year 899 H [1493/4 CE]. On fol. 1a, a note 
containing the name     . Fol. 136b, verses and a faded figure 
1106 that may indicate the year 1106 H [1694/5 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
           

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 136a, lines 4-5 
       \     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. AC122 001b–002a (colour plate on p. 588)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 123 

TITLE   
Golz r-e xay l [fol. 20a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR        
h Abd al-Ra m n n  Q der  ebz deh A mady r X n [fol. 20a] 

SCRIBE     
Mo ammad A m al-D n Q der  al- anaf  [fol. 20a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 21 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 11 

SIZE 21.5 x 15.8 x 0.8 cm; text area 16 x 9 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners brown leather. Covers grey 
cardboard. Label on spine, part of the title visible. Label on front cover 
with the title:      written in black ink. Label with handwritten 
text in English (see Notes) attached on inner lining of front cover, lower 
part torn off. Fols 1 and 21 are blank flyleaves, paper with visible fibres. 
The rest of the folios burnished paper, impressed stamp on fol. 2b with the 
digits 1846 – possibly a year. Both binding and folios are worm-eaten, but 
most wormholes are in margins. No title page. Fol. 2a is blank. Text 
begins on fol. 2b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings in 
red ink. Verses are written in two columns. Marginal notes. No 
catchwords. Text ends on fol. 20a. Fols 20b-21b are blank.  

NOTES The text is a masnav  poem telling a story of a prince and a beggar.  
The title is mentioned in al- ar ah 18:216, entry 76, where the author’s 
name is given as    . According to al- ar ah 9:10, 
entry 59 (  ), the author was Indian writing in Persian. His dates are 
not given.  
 
The label attached inside the front cover with handwritten text in English: 
“(80) Mathnavi Gulzari Khayal containing the story of a prince & a beggar 
by Shah Abdul-Rahman fi, otherwise known as Sahibzadah Ahmadyar 
Khan. Persian MS. pp. 37; 11 lines to the page; two columns; good 
nastalik; Binding & not dated. / 19th century.” The lower part of the label 
is torn off, traces of further text at the tear. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On the inner lining of the front cover, pencilled marks: “RsC”, “18” and 
“10/-”. On the inner lining of the back cover, pencilled mark: “No (80)”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
       \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 20a, lines 4-5 
    [ ]  \       
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PROVENANCE The handwritten label with English text and the pencilled marks indicate 
that Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. The figures 80 
and 18 on the inner linings and the label, may refer to catalogue entries, 
whereas “10/-” could indicate the price. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 124 

TITLE  [ ]
D v n[-e Sa d ] [fol. 148a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  
Sa d -ye r z  (d. 691 H [1292 CE]) [label on the front cover, inner 
lining] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 153 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 + diagonal text in the margins 

SIZE 23.8 x 14 x 3.9 cm; text area 17.5 x 9 x 17-18 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers reddish brown leather. Tooled 
corner pieces and central medallions coloured yellow on covers. Tooled 
multiple frames on covers. Label with traces of title written in black ink 
pasted on spine. Inner linings paper, trimmed in zigzag pattern. Title 
written in black ink on inner lining of front cover. Label with handwritten 
text in English (see Notes) pasted on inner lining of front cover. Fols 1-4 
coarse paper, blank except for detached verses on fols 1b and 2a and notes 
on fol. 1a. Folios are burnished paper, no marks. Worm-eaten. Some 
wormholes mended. Fols 5-12 have been cut out and pasted on newer 
paper. On fols 13-146, ink of outer text frame has etched through paper. 
Damage on most frames mended with paper strips. No title page. Fol. 5a is 
blank except for owner’s marks. Text begins on fol. 5b. Floral Onv n in 
gold, blue, red and green on fol. 5b. Floral ornament in same colours in 
blank spaces on fols 5b-6a. Text is written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Headings in red. Text area is divided into inner and outer areas. Verses in 
inner text area are written horizontally in two columns separated by two 
double lines in black. On fols 147a-148a, the columns are separated by 
two single red lines. Inner text area is framed by two double lines in black. 
Verses in outer text area are written diagonally in panels framed by double 
lines in black. On fols 147a-148a, panels are framed by single red lines. 
Whole text area is framed by red-and-blue triple lines on fols 5b-12b, by a 
multiple frame with traces of gilding on fols 13a-146b and by a red double 
line on fols 147a-148a. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 
148a. Fol. 148b is blank except for owners’ marks. Fols 149-153 are 
coarse paper, blank. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 250-253. 
 
A handwritten note pasted on the inner lining of the front cover with text 
in English: “(73) Diwan Sadi. The poems of Sadi. Persian ms. 3 columns, 
15+22 lines to page within blue + green lines. One [..?] good Nastalik, red 
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– black ink, no date. Stamped Oriental leather binding. [..?] 17th Century / 
Good copy / (Copied from [Shairani’s?] note).” 

OWNERS’ MARKS Pencilled mark “£ 1.50” and “Rs” on the inner lining of the front cover. 
Pencilled “Rs” and “No (73)” and the word  in black ink on fol. 1a. 
Verses on fols 1b-2a. Two smudged stamps on fol. 5a. Two smudged notes 
and a note with the date [6th] Mo arram 1263 H [1846 CE] on fol. 5a. 
Several smudged stamps on fol. 148b. Two notes on fol. 148b, one with 
the date 4th of om d  al-avval 1260 H [1844 CE] and the other giving the 
number of folios as 146:      . Pencilled note “No (73)” on 
the inner lining of the back cover. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 5b, line 1 
     \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 148a, diagonally in the bottom margin 
       \       

PROVENANCE The handwritten label with the English text and the pencilled marks listed 
in the Owner’s marks indicate that Arthur Christensen acquired the 
manuscript in Europe: the number 73 is presumably a catalogue number 
and “£ 1.50” indicates the price.  
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Cod. Pers. AC124 005b (colour plate on p. 589)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 125 

TITLE   
D v n-e Hel l  [fol. 55b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ][  ]  [  
[Badr al-D n] Hel l  [ o at  Astar b d ] (d. 936 H. [1529 CE]) [fol. 
55b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 1184 H [1770/1 CE] [fol. 55b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 55 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 13 

SIZE 22.3 x 15.3 x 1.6 cm; text area 18.5 x 10 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners red paper. Covers marbled 
paper: brown and black. Label with handwritten text in English (see 
Notes) attached on inner lining of front cover. Three front leaves, two 
paper with dull surface and the third burnished paper. Blank except for 
pencilled mark “No (37)” on the first and third leaves. The manuscript 
folios are burnished, rather thick paper. Worm-eaten. Mendings on fols 1-
2. On some folios, ink has seeped through paper. Persian foliation in black 
ink. No title page. Fol. 1a, blank except for owners’ marks. Text begins on 
fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings in red. Verses 
are written in two columns. Catchwords. No marginal notes. Text ends on 
fol. 55b. Detached verse below the colophon. Two end leaves, paper with 
dull surface. Blank except for pencilled mark “No (37)” on second end 
leaf. 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 500-501.  
 
On the inner lining of the front cover, there is a label with handwritten text 
in English: “(37) Diwan Hilali. The poems of Hilali. Persian MS. 55 
folios; 13 lines to the page; Nastalik writing, red & black [..?] / dated 
Bikarmi era 1840 / 18th century.” 
 
On fol. 55b, the last line of the colophon:  

      .  
The figure  is placed above the word  .  
 
The words “Bikarmi era 1840” in the label possibly refer to the date on the 
last line on fol. 55b, reading the year as  instead of  .  

OWNERS’ MARKS Pencilled mark “No (37)” on the first and third front leaf, fol. 55b and the 
second end leaf. Pencilled mark “RsE” on the inner lining of the front 
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cover. On fol. 1a, two stamps, one of them with the year 1218 H [1803/4 
CE]. Further on fol. 1a, notes in Persian, drawings and a note in 
Devanagari script. On fol. 1b, an oval purple stamp with Latin script 
showing the date 31. Dec. 84 and text: “Chitt[..?] / Agra” in the centre and 
“Ram Chunder Bhargo / Pleade[r Dho]lpur” in the rim.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
           /   

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 55a, line 13 
      \       

PROVENANCE The label attached to the inner lining of the front cover indicates that 
Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. The repeated mark 
“No (37)” may refer to a catalogue entry.  
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 126 

 Text A

TITLE  ][
[Baital Pachisi or Vet lapañcavin atik ] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 29 avv l 1181 H [1768 CE] [fol. 92b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 96 (1-96) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

NOTES The text is a collection of stories about  , mentioned in chapter 
headings, starting with   [fol. 16a] and ending with     
[fol. 88a]. The  are presumably identical with baital or vetala that are 
evil spirits in Hindu mythology and they appear in the Indian collection of 
stories known as Baital Pachisi or Vet lapañcavin atik , cf. Burton (1870) 
xiii and Rypka (1968) 665. There are 27 stories in the present text, even 
though the Indian title refers to 25 stories. 
 
A handwritten label on the inner lining of the front cover has a text in 
English. The first part of the text concerns text A: “The Baital Pachisi or 
25 tales of a demon.” 
 
On fol. 92b, an elongated form of the word  is written across the first line 
of the colophon. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 
            

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 92b, line 1 
               

  
Text B 

TITLE ] [    
[Adventures of tim ] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 
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NUMBER OF FOLIOS 67 (97-163) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

NOTES The text is a romance featuring tim al- , the 7th-century Arab poet. 
About tim al-  and the various versions of the romance, see Aren-
donk (1986) 274-275. The text is incomplete ending abruptly on fol. 162b. 
 
The Copenhagen manuscript, Cod. Pers. XCIII is       , 
cf. Mehren (1857) 33. The present text is similar to but not identical with 
Cod. Pers. XCIII. 
 
A handwritten label on the inner lining of the front cover has a text in 
English. The latter part of the text concerns text B: “Followed by The 
adventures of Hattem-el-Taïe. Not complete.” 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 97a, lines 1 and 3-4 
          [...]         

   
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 162b, line 15 

              
  

Text A and B 
SIZE 22 x 15.8 x 2.5 cm; text area, text A: 17.5-19 x 9-10 cm, text B: 17-18 x 9-

9.5 cm  
DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers red leather. Yellow triple frame 

on covers. Inner lining red leather, paper lining has been pasted on leather. 
Labels with handwritten texts in English (see Notes below) attached on 
inner lining of front cover. Text A burnished paper in different shades of 
brown. Text B burnished white paper. No watermarks. Worm-eaten. 
Wormholes also in text area. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Fol. 1b is 
blank, except for pencilled owner’s notes. Fol. 2a is blank except for 
owner’s notes in black ink. Text A begins on fol. 2b. Text written in Ta l q 
script, black ink. Headings in red ink. Overlinings and verse markers in 
red. On some folios spaces reserved for headings remain blank. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text A ends on fol. 92b. Fol. 93a is blank. 
Detached verses on fols 93b-96a. Fol. 96b is blank. Text B begins on fol. 
97a. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Catchwords. Marginal 
notes. Text B ends on fol. 162b with a catchword in bottom margin. Fol. 
163 is blank. 

NOTES Four labels attached to the paper lining of the front cover. Two of the 
labels refer to text A and two to text B. To text A, a round label with blue 
and white rims. Handwritten in black ink: “M5 / 40”. The other label is 
octagonal with multiple blue frames: “The Baital Pachisi or 25 Tales of a 
Demon / M.S”. Pencilled addition: “?”. To text B similar round label: “M8 
/ 63”. Similar octagonal label: “The adventures of Hatim Tai / M.S”. On 
top of these labels attached a white paper label with handwritten text in 
English, black ink: “Persian Mss. / The Baital Pachisi or 25 tales of a 
demon. Followed by The adventures of Hattem-el- Taïe / Not complete.” 
Pencilled addition: “160 folios”.  

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 67 (97-163) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

NOTES The text is a romance featuring tim al- , the 7th-century Arab poet. 
About tim al-  and the various versions of the romance, see Aren-
donk (1986) 274-275. The text is incomplete ending abruptly on fol. 162b. 
 
The Copenhagen manuscript, Cod. Pers. XCIII is       , 
cf. Mehren (1857) 33. The present text is similar to but not identical with 
Cod. Pers. XCIII. 
 
A handwritten label on the inner lining of the front cover has a text in 
English. The latter part of the text concerns text B: “Followed by The 
adventures of Hattem-el-Taïe. Not complete.” 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 97a, lines 1 and 3-4 
          [...]         

   
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 162b, line 15 

              
  

Text A and B 
SIZE 22 x 15.8 x 2.5 cm; text area, text A: 17.5-19 x 9-10 cm, text B: 17-18 x 9-

9.5 cm  
DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers red leather. Yellow triple frame 

on covers. Inner lining red leather, paper lining has been pasted on leather. 
Labels with handwritten texts in English (see Notes below) attached on 
inner lining of front cover. Text A burnished paper in different shades of 
brown. Text B burnished white paper. No watermarks. Worm-eaten. 
Wormholes also in text area. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Fol. 1b is 
blank, except for pencilled owner’s notes. Fol. 2a is blank except for 
owner’s notes in black ink. Text A begins on fol. 2b. Text written in Ta l q 
script, black ink. Headings in red ink. Overlinings and verse markers in 
red. On some folios spaces reserved for headings remain blank. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text A ends on fol. 92b. Fol. 93a is blank. 
Detached verses on fols 93b-96a. Fol. 96b is blank. Text B begins on fol. 
97a. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Catchwords. Marginal 
notes. Text B ends on fol. 162b with a catchword in bottom margin. Fol. 
163 is blank. 

NOTES Four labels attached to the paper lining of the front cover. Two of the 
labels refer to text A and two to text B. To text A, a round label with blue 
and white rims. Handwritten in black ink: “M5 / 40”. The other label is 
octagonal with multiple blue frames: “The Baital Pachisi or 25 Tales of a 
Demon / M.S”. Pencilled addition: “?”. To text B similar round label: “M8 
/ 63”. Similar octagonal label: “The adventures of Hatim Tai / M.S”. On 
top of these labels attached a white paper label with handwritten text in 
English, black ink: “Persian Mss. / The Baital Pachisi or 25 tales of a 
demon. Followed by The adventures of Hattem-el- Taïe / Not complete.” 
Pencilled addition: “160 folios”.  
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OWNERS’ MARKS In addition to the labels detailed in Notes above, pencilled marks on the 
paper lining: “C/R 6 /127” and “7/6”. On fol. 1b, pencilled notes in 
English: “Two Persian books / Stories apparently” and “I The Baital 
Pachisi or 25 Tales of a Demon (Persian) /?/ II Hatim Tay [of anon]”. On 
fol. 2a, a letter combination repeated three times, black ink, Persian letters. 
Detached verses below the colophon on fol. 92b. Detached verses on fols 
93b-96a. Pencilled note on fol. 97a: “Story of Hatim Tay”. 

PROVENANCE The labels with English text and the various pencilled notes in English 
indicate that Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. AC126 097a
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Cod. Pers. AC126 162b
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 6b, lines 1-2 and 3-4 
               

   [...]             
 

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 11b, lines 3-4 
                

[...]     
 Text C 

TITLE [  ]
[Asr r q sem ] 

SUBJECT Magic 

AUTHOR [    ]
[ osayn V e -e K ef  Sabzav r  (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 54 (fols 12b-65b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 25 

NOTES The text deals with occult arts. According to the introduction [fols 13a-
13b], these arts include alchemy (  ), talismans (  ), 
subjection (  ), phantasms (  ) and sleight of hand  
(  ). The title of the text is only given in a secret language, written 
in magic symbols [fol. 14a, line 23]. The text is dedicated to Am r Sayyed 
Q sem [fol. 14a]. 
 
According to al- ar ah 2:54, entry 214, osayn V e -e K ef  Sabzav r  
(d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) wrote a book titled Asr r q sem  and dedicated it 
to Sayyed Q sem, a afav  am r. Fehrest 4: 115, entry 1334, is Asr r 
q sem  and the beginning is similar to the beginning of the present text. 
The ending differs. Further according to Fehrest, Asr r q sem  consists of 
five maq ad, whereas the introduction of the present text only mentions 
two maq ad [fol. 14a]: 
 

      [fol. 14b] 
      [fol. 39a] 

 
There may be a gap in the text as the catchword on fol. 64b does not 
correspond with the beginning of fol. 65a. There is a blank space on fol. 
38a as the intended table ( ) has not been included.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 12b, line 1 
         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 65b, lines 15-19  
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 6b, lines 1-2 and 3-4 
               

   [...]             
 

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 11b, lines 3-4 
                

[...]     
  

Text C 
TITLE ] [

[Asr r q sem ] 
SUBJECT Magic 

AUTHOR ]   [
[ osayn V e -e K ef  Sabzav r  (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 54 (fols 12b-65b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 25 

NOTES The text deals with occult arts. According to the introduction [fols 13a-
13b], these arts include alchemy (  ), talismans (  ), 
subjection (  ), phantasms (  ) and sleight of hand  
(  ). The title of the text is only given in a secret language, written 
in magic symbols [fol. 14a, line 23]. The text is dedicated to Am r Sayyed 
Q sem [fol. 14a]. 
 
According to al- ar ah 2:54, entry 214, osayn V e -e K ef  Sabzav r  
(d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) wrote a book titled Asr r q sem  and dedicated it 
to Sayyed Q sem, a afav  am r. Fehrest 4: 115, entry 1334, is Asr r 
q sem  and the beginning is similar to the beginning of the present text. 
The ending differs. Further according to Fehrest, Asr r q sem  consists of 
five maq ad, whereas the introduction of the present text only mentions 
two maq ad [fol. 14a]: 
 

      [fol. 14b] 
      [fol. 39a] 

 
There may be a gap in the text as the catchword on fol. 64b does not 
correspond with the beginning of fol. 65a. There is a blank space on fol. 
38a as the intended table ( ) has not been included.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 12b, line 1 
         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 65b, lines 15-19  
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 Text D 

TITLE [   ]
[Use of precious stones] 

SUBJECT Magic 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 7 (fols 66a-72b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 25 

NOTES On fols 67a-72b, there is a text fragment discussing the magic properties 
of precious stones. The beginning and the ending of the text are missing. 
The text begins in the middle of   and ends in the middle of   . 
 
On fols 66a-66b, instructions on preparing amulets. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 67a, line 1 
            

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 72b, line 25 
             

  
Text A, B C and D 

SIZE 22.1 x 13 x 1.5 cm; text area 16.5 x 7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine brown leather, stained white. 
Tooled multiple frames and central square with tooled medallions and 
corner pieces on covers. Inner lining purple paper. Two front leaves, blank 
except for owners’ marks. Burnished paper, no marks. Some folios are red 
or blue. Margins mended on most folios. No title page. Fol. 1 is blank. Fol. 
2a is blank except for owners’ marks. Text A begins on fol. 2b and ends on 
fol. 6a. Text B begins on fol. 6b and ends on fol. 11b. Fol. 12a is blank 
except for an owner’s mark. Text C begins on fol. 12b and ends on fol. 
65b. Text D begins on fol. 66a and ends on fol. 72b followed by three 
blank end leaves. Text is throughout written in Nasx  script, black ink. 
Magic symbols, headings and overlinings in red or in light blue. All four 
texts are written by the same hand. Catchwords and marginal notes. 
Several folios have ink stains. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamps on fols 11b, 66a, 66b. Numbers  and  in black ink and 
pencilled numbers  and  on the first front leaf. Pencilled notes (in 
Danish) on the contents on the b-side of the first front leaf. Words   
in black ink on fol. 2a. A handwritten signature in blue ink on fols 2b and 
12a. Purple stamp giving the Western digits 327 on fols 2a, 2b and 12b. 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 128 

TITLE  
Axl q-e mo sen  [fols 1a and 4a] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR  ][  ][
osayn [V e -e] K ef  [Sabzav r ] (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) [fol. 4a] 

SCRIBE   
Moll  Abd All h [fol. 164b] 

COPYING DATE 1060 H [1650 CE] [fol. 164b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 164 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 24.3 x 13.3 x 1.8 cm; text area 16.5 x 7.3 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine red leather. Covers green paper with 
embossed floral ornaments. On spine, paper label mostly worn off, some 
letters of the title visible. Inner linings yellow paper. Burnished paper with 
visible fibres, no marks. Mendings on some folios. Pagination in Arabic 
numbers, black ink. Title written twice on fol. 1a. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Floral Onv n in black and red ink on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q 
script, black ink. Overlinings, verse markers and headings in red ink. Text 
area framed with a single red line. Catchwords. Marginal notes. 
Catchwords on fols 53b and 128b do not correspond with the beginning of 
the next folio. Ink of marginal notes on fol. 6a has seeped through paper. 
On some folios ink of the text has seeped through. Unmended tear on fol. 
66. Text ends on fol. 164b. Blank white end leaf. 

NOTES According to the text written in different ink beside the colophon, the 
present text was copied by    in   [fol. 164b]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On the inner lining of the front cover pencilled marks: “K. al-achlaq al-
muhsin”, “Persisch”, “Or. Hs. XXXVII”, “53”, “0.24/520” and “O6”. On 
fol. 1a, various notes in black ink, one of them smudged. Traces of an 
erased note on fol. 164b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
               

 
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 164b, lines 11-14 

           [  ]  \    
  ][  

PROVENANCE The pencilled notes on the inner lining of the front cover are in German 
and that indicates that Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in 
Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 129 

TITLE  
Bah r-e d ne  [fols 2a and 223a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR   
En yat All h (d. 1088 H [1677/8 CE]) [fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 1131 H [1718/9 CE] [fol. 223a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 226 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 18-21 

SIZE 22.7 x 13.1 x 3.7 cm; text area 16.5-18 x 7-7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Covers and spine dark brown leather. Back cover 
and end leaf are loose. Front cover is attached with a strip of cloth to front 
leaf. Four tooled bands across spine. On spine written in gilded Latin 
letters: “Behari Danish Persian M.S.” Tooled frame and crossing lines, 
tooled medallions and corner pieces with traces of gilding on covers. Inner 
linings white paper. Folded paper label with text in English (see Notes) 
attached on inner lining of front cover. Front and end leaves. Burnished 
paper, no marks. Worm-eaten, damp stains and smudges. Margins mended 
on some folios. Fol. 1 extensively worm-eaten, a hole in text area mended 
without restoring text. Foliation in Arabic numbers, black ink on fols 2-11, 
16-223. Errors in pencilled foliation: unnumbered folios between fols 21 
and 22; fol. 28 is followed by fol. 30; folio number 58 appears twice; fol. 
77 is followed by fol. 79. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank except for owners’ 
marks. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in ekasteh script, black ink. 
Fols 12-14 in Nasta l q script. Overlinings, verse markers and headings in 
red. Text on some folios written diagonally across the page. On some 
folios both diagonal and horizontal text lines. On some folios ink has 
seeped through paper. Fols 179a, 180b sprayed with silvery ink. Gold 
squares across page on fols 206a and 207b. Catchwords. Marginal notes. 
Fols  2 and 3 are bound in wrong order. Arabic pagination in correct order. 
Fols 6-7, 18-23, 33-40, 74-76 are bound in wrong order, but also in these 
cases Arabic foliation indicates the correct order. Text ends on fol. 223a. 
Detached text on fols 223b-226a. Detached note on fol. 226b. 

NOTES The text is a collection of tales with the romance of ah nd r Sol n and 
Bahravar B n  as a frame story. The work was written in 1061 H [1650/1 
CE] [fol. 2a]. 
 
Further about the work, see Rieu, Catalogue II:765. Fehrest 20:75, entry 
7693 is the same text and here the author is given the nesbeh . 
 
The Copenhagen manuscripts Cod. Pers. XCII is the same text, cf. Mehren 
(1857) 32-33. 
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The present text was copied in     (Old Delhi) [fol. 223a].  
 
The folded paper label attached on the inner lining of the front cover 
contains a text in English: “Persian / Bah r i d nish. The romance of 
Jah nd r Sul an and Bahrav r B n . In shikasta hand / copied at Delhi 
1131 A.H. / 1718 A.D.” 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, four smudged stamps, a verse and scribbles. A note on fol. 
236b. Pencilled notes and Western numbers on the a-side of the front leaf. 
Pencilled note in English on the b-side of the end leaf (see Notes): “Bahar 
i Danish. A rare Ms in Shikaste character. Once the property of the Earl of 
Munster who died in 1842. Written at Delhi A. H. 1131 = A. D. 1718.” 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
   [ ]             

       
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 223a, lines 1-2 

     \        
PROVENANCE The pencilled owner’s note on the b-side of the end leaf gives Earl of 

Munster, d. 1842 CE, as a former owner. His name was Georg Augustus 
Frederick FitzClarence (1794-1842 CE) and he was an army officer 
serving in India 1816-1817. He had scholarly interests and was a founding 
member of Royal Asiatic Society (ref. http://www.kcl.ac.uk/depsta/iss/ 
library/speccoll/bomarch/bomaug05.html, accessed in January 2011). He 
may have acquired the manuscript during his stay in India. The label with 
English text and the pencilled numbers on the front leaf indicate that 
Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 130 

TITLE 
B st n [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [ ] 
Sa d [-ye r z ] (d. 691 H [1292 CE]) [fol. 140b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous  

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 140 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 19.4 x 11.8 x 1.9 cm; text area 14 x 7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style, soft leather binding. Spine and covers dark brown leather. 
Covers have embossed pattern and are slightly smaller than manuscript. 
Less than half of inner side is covered with paper lining cut in wave 
pattern. Title is written on lower cut edge in black ink. Burnished 
watermarked paper with chain lines. Damp stains on several folios. No 
title page. Fol. 1a is blank except for owners’ marks. Text begins on fol. 
1b. Title is given as heading on fol. 1b. Text is written in Nasta l q script, 
black ink. Headings in red. Verses are written in two columns. 
Catchwords, some partly or completely cut off. Marginal notes. Text ends 
on fol. 140b. Blank end leaf. 

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 250-253. 
 
The last line of B st n is line 3 on fol. 140b, but it is followed by two 
detached verse pairs that mention the author’s name       
[...] . 
 
On the end leaf, pencilled note by Arthur Christensen: “Sa d s Bust n (17. 
ell. 18. Aarh. e. C.)”. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On the inside of the front cover, text in large hand, black ink, partly 
covered by the paper lining. On the paper linings of the front and back 
covers, verses and calculations. On fol. 1a, two stamps, one of them giving 
the name   . The same name appears in a note above the stamp. 
Another note with the name      . Further on fol. 1a, 
verses and a faded note.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
     \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 140b, line 3 
    \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 131 

TITLE  
me  al-qav n n [fols 3b and 43b] 

SUBJECT Epistolography 

AUTHOR   [ ]
[Xal feh] h Mo ammad (11th c. H [17th c. CE]) [fol. 43b] 

SCRIBE  
Na m al-D n [fol. 43b] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 43 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 21.3 x 12.5 x 0.5 cm; text area 15 x 7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers cloth of varying shades of green. 
Inner lining paper printed with grey scale floral ornaments. Paper label on 
spine with the text in black ink:   . Burnished paper, no marks. Inner 
margins mended on fols 1-6. Edges of the paper worn. Wormholes, some 
mended. Foliation in Arabic numbers, black ink, starting with number 1 
[fol. 2a] and ending with number 42 [fol. 43a]. No title page. Detached 
texts and scribbles on fols 1a-2a. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and verse markers in red. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. The text ends on fol. 43b. Fol. 44 is blank. 
End leaf. 

NOTES The text is a collection of letters and a guide to letter writing. Contents:  
 

     [fol. 4a]  
     [fol. 22a] 

       [fol. 35a] 
       [fol. 36a] 

       [fol. 37b] 
   [fol. 42a] 

 
According to the colophon on fol. 43b, the text is also known as   . 
That title appears on the label attached to the spine. 
 
Copenhagen manuscript Cod. Pers. LXXIII is the same text, cf. Mehren 
(1857) 27. Rieu, Catalogue 1:414, MS Add 19,434, is the same text. Both 
catalogues give the author’s name as    , whereas the colophon 
of the present text omits  giving    . 
 
According to Rieu, op. & loc. cit, the text was composed in 1085 H 
[1674/5 CE] and the collection was used as teaching material in schools.  
On the blank end leaf a pencilled note by Arthur Christensen: “Kit b in -
i-xal fa (Samling Mønsterbrev) af Na m al-D n (19. Aarh. E. C.).” 
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OWNERS’ MARKS On fols 1b and 2a, verses and notes; among the notes two with the same 
owner’s name: 

            
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 

                     
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 43b, lines 12-13 

                 
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 132 

TITLE [  ]
[D v n-e rob y t] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [  ]
[ f n-e M zandar n ] (d. 1190 H [1679/80 CE]) 

SCRIBE    
Mo ammad al- osayn  ams al-kott b [fol. 9a] 

COPYING DATE 1289 H [1872/3 CE] [fol. 9a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 10 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 8-9 

SIZE 20.7 x 14 x 0.4 cm; text area 13.8 x 7.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft leather binding. Covers blue leather with white stains, 
no inner lining. Burnished paper with chain lines, turned yellow. No title 
page. Fols 1a-2a are blank. Text begins on fol. 2b. Floral Onv n in gold, 
blue, green red and purple on fol. 2b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black 
ink. On opening pages [fols 2b-3a] text is written on white cloud bands on 
gold background. Golden floral ornaments in vertical panels separating 
verses and horizontal panels separating quatrains. Text area is framed with 
gold-and-black multiple lines. A further gold-and-black frame in the 
margins. On fols 3b-9a, panels separating verses and quatrains are blank. 
Catchwords. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 9a. Fols 9b-10a are 
blank. A pencilled note on the otherwise blank fol. 10b.  

NOTES The D v n consists of Rob y t. The pencilled note on fol. 10b by Arthur 
Christensen identifies the poems as Rob y t of f n: “Rub y t af 

f n / 1289 = 1872.” The author would thus be f n-e M zandar n  (d. 
1190 H [1679/80 CE]) whose D v n is mentioned in al- ar ah 9,2: 652-
653, entry 4621.  
 
The word  appears twice in the verses: fols 2b and 6b. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
      \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 9a, lines 5-6 
        \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 133 

TITLE   
Tav r x-e eh b al-D n [fol. 26a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   
eh b al-D n Mo ammad [fol. 5b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 37 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 11 

SIZE 20.5 x 13 x 1.2 cm; text area 13 x 5.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers reddish brown leather. Gilded 
multiple frames on covers. Inner linings red leather. Burnished paper, no 
marks. Fols 5-34 worm-eaten, some holes mended. Fols 1-4 and 35-37 
different paper, no wormholes. Unnumbered front leaf and two end leaves. 
No title page. Fols 1-4 are blank. Fol. 5a, is blank except for an owner’s 
mark. Text begins on fol. 5b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Headings, numbers and important words in red. Text is divided into five 
sections, written in same hand. Section 1: fols 5b-9a; section 2: fols 11b-
19b; section 3: fols 20b-25b; section 4: fols 26b-29b; and section 5: fols 
30b-34a. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Fols 9b-10a, 20a and 30a are blank. 
Fol. 10b is blank except for owners’ marks. Fol. 11a is blank except for 
owners’ marks and the words [ .. ]   in margins, partly cut off. On the 
otherwise blank fol. 26a, the words  [ ]  in margin, partly cut 
off. Text ends on fol. 34a. Fols 34b-37b are blank. Together with the 
manuscript, a typed note in German (see Notes). 

NOTES The text consists of five sections with chronograms in verse. The years of 
the five sections are: 1084 H, 1068 H, 1068 H, 1062/1079 H, and 
1084/1088 H. The words used above as the title    appear in 
the margin of the otherwise blank fol. 26a. 
 
According to the heading on fol. 21a, each hemistich of the poem gives the 
accession year of l m h, 1068 H. The ruler in question may be the 
Mo al ruler Avrangz b l mg r I who ascended the throne 1068 H [1658 
CE].  
 
Together with the manuscript, a typed note in German: “Schih b ed-d n 
Muhammed: Tev rikh / Eine Sammlung von Chronogrammen, verfasst 
von Schih b ed-d n Muhammed im XI. Jahrhundert der Hidschra, (17. 
nach-christliches Jahrh.) […] Die Handschrift is in schönem Taliq, 
anscheinend um 1100 der h., Jedenfalls nicht später geschrieben. Jedem 
Chronogramme sind die Buchstabenberechnungen in rother Tinte 
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[bei]gefügt.”  
OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 5a, stamp together with the handwritten date Mo arram 1240 H 

[1824/5 CE]. On fol. 10b, four stamps, one of them giving the year 1125 H 
[1713 CE]. Further on fol. 10b, handwritten notes. On fol. 11a, a stamp 
and two notes. One of the notes contains the date 27 Rab  al-avval, year 
30. The intended year is either 1130 H [1718 CE] or 1230 H [1815 CE]. 
On the second end leaf a pencilled note containing “No 3”, the rest is 
unclear cursive script, Latin letters. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 5b, lines 1-3 
     \      \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 34a, lines 8-9 
         \         

PROVENANCE The German note kept together with the manuscript and the pencilled note 
with “No 3” on the second end leaf indicate that Arthur Christensen 
acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 134 

TITLE [ ]
[Anthology] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR ]  [
[Different authors] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 45 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE Varies 

SIZE 17.9 x 11.3 x 0.6 cm; text area 12.8 x 7.1 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style soft binding. Covers and spine yellow leather. Multiple 
silver frames on covers. Cardboard note with typed text in English (see 
Notes) attached on the inside of front cover. Burnished paper, no marks. 
Fols 1-2 and the two end leaves are different, newer paper. Margins 
mended on fols 3 and 4. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank except for pencilled 
owners’ marks. Fols 1b-2b are blank. Fol. 3a is blank except for owners’ 
marks. Text begins on fol. 3b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
On fol. 3b floral Onv n in gold, blue, red, lilac, yellow and green. On fols 
3b-6b, text is written in diagonal lines. Text area is framed with multiple 
lines in gold, red, blue and black. A further gold frame in margins. On 
opening pp. 3b-4a, floral ornaments in margins in gold, red and blue. Fols 
7a-12a are blank except for text frames. On fol. 12b, floral Onv n in gold, 
blue, green, red, yellow and lilac. Verses are written in three columns 
separated by vertical multiple frames in gold. On fols 12b-19b, text is 
written diagonally in each column. On fols 20a-20b, text is in two columns 
and in two narrow panels. Text in columns is written diagonally, whereas 
in panels it is written vertically. Fols 21a-22b are blank except for text 
frames. On fol. 23b a detached text in different hand. On fol. 23b, floral 
Onv n in gold, blue, red, yellow and lilac. On opening pp. 23b-24a, floral 

ornaments in gold in margins. On fols 23b-33b, text is written in two 
columns, narrow panels on both sides remaining blank. Text is written 
diagonally in each column. On fols 34-39b, 40b-41b and 44a-45a, text is 
written in diagonal panels placed in a basket pattern in middle of page and 
in vertical panels on both sides of the central element. Blank areas in 
central element are filled with floral ornaments in gold. There are blank 
text panels on some folios. Fols 40a and 43a are blank except for the text 
frames. On fols 42a and 42b, text is written in diagonal panels that are 
placed in two columns. Between columns, there are vertical text panels. 
The triangular areas remaining between text panels and text are filled with 
floral ornaments in gold. Text ends on fol. 45a. Fol. 45b is blank except 
for text frames and floral decoration in gold, blue, red and yellow on top of 
the page. Throughout manuscript folios are decorated with sprinkled ink. 
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Most of the folios are white but some show a wash in different nuances of 
red. Catchwords on fols 3b-5b and 12b-19b. No marginal notes. Two 
blank end leaves. 

NOTES The text is a collection of poetry. No titles or authors’ names are given. 
The cardboard note attached to the inside of the front cover has a typed 
text in English: “Persian. Anthology. A [varied] collection of famous 
Persian poems exquisitely written in a minuscule Nastalik hand. There are 
[43] leaves with decorated margins and [three unwans]. The title page is 
[re-]mounted. Not dated but eighteenth century. Yellow morocco [limp] 
binding [each with 2 accompanying decorated pages].” The typed text has 
been corrected in black ink and by pencil.  
The detached text on fol. 23a consists of sentences from the Qor n and an 
amulet ( ) with two rows of magic signs. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, pencilled note in French: “Choix de poesie en persan”. Also on 
fol. 1a, pencilled figures “17/6”. On fol. 3a a stamp and the year 1202 H 
[1787/8 CE] in black ink.  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 45a, vertical line on the left and the horizontal line below the text area 
        \        \  

       \         
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. AC134 003b–004a (colour plate on p. 592)
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Cod. Pers. AC134 042b–043a (colour image on jacket front)
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 135 

TITLE   :  
Masnav -ye ma nav : Mo allad haftam [fol. 3b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  ,       ][
[Ascribed to Mavl n  al l al-D n Mo ammad al-R m , Mavlav ] (d. 672 
H [1273 CE]) 

SCRIBE        
Mo ammad B qer N  ibn Al  ibn Ebr h m Qazv n  [fol. 25b] 

COPYING DATE 3. Ra ab 1275 H [1859 CE] [fol. 25b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 32 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 22 

SIZE 20.7 x 13.2 x 0.4 cm; text area 15.2 x 8.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and edges reddish brown leather with 
tooled frame. Covers green lacquered paper showing a worn decoration in 
reddish brown colour: hunting scene framed by a text panel in Solos script. 
Inner linings red leather with two double frames in gold. Fols 1-2 and 27-
32 blue paper, no marks. Fols 3-26, very thin grey blue burnished paper 
with impressed mark displaying a crown and the word BATH. No title 
page. Fols 1-2 are blank. Fol. 3a is blank except for an owner’s mark. Text 
begins on fol. 3b. Text written with a minute Nasta l q script, black ink, 
with headings and overlinings in red ink. Verses start on fol. 4b and are 
written in four columns. Catchwords. No marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 
25b. Fols 26-32 are blank.  

NOTES On the first line of fol. 3b, the text is identified as the seventh Mo allad of 
Masnav -ye ma nav . Mavlav ’s Masnav -ye ma nav  consists only of six 
Mo allads and the seventh one is considered unauthentic, cf. Rypka 
(1968) 241. Like the six authentic Mo allads, also the seventh Mo allad 
consists of a prose preface [fols 3a-4b] followed by the masnav  verses 
[fols 4b-25b].  
 
According to i al fah, Ka f al- un n, 5:377-378, Ism l ibn A mad 
al-Anqar v  (d. 1042 H [1632 CE]) claimed to have found the seventh 
Mo allad in 1035 H [1625/6 CE] while working on his commentary on the 
fifth Mo allad. The Mavlav  community subsequently rejected the 
authenticity of the text. According to Flügel (1865) 1:518, the seventh 
Mo allad resembles the others in contents but contains fewer verses.  
 
The digitized version can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/59/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 3a, a handwritten note and a stamp with the year 1274 H [1857/8 
CE]. On fol. 25b, one black and two red stamps giving the scribe’s name 

 . 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
                 

  
Fol. 4b, line 1 

     \     [ ]
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 25b, line 18 

     \       
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 136 

TITLE [ ]
[E]skandar-n meh [fol. 232a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   [   ]
[Ely s ebn Yusof] Nez m -ye Gan eh (535-600 H [1141-1203 CE]) [fol. 
232a] 

SCRIBE  
Am r X n [fol. 232a] 

COPYING DATE 6. avv l 1223 H [1808 CE] [fol. 232a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 232 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 21.4 x 15.4 x 3.3 cm; text area 16-16.9 x 9-9.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners brown leather. Remnants of 
paper label on spine, some letters visible, black ink. Covers marbled paper: 
red, green and yellow. Binding is worn and leather spine is loosening 
displaying cardboard below. Manuscript is attached to spine by cord and 
front leaf. Burnished paper, turning yellow, no marks. Damp has stained 
several folios. Worm-eaten, some holes mended and text restored on 
mending paper. Margins mended on several folios. Mending strips on fols 
1a, 4a, 5b, 6b, 7b and 8b contain printed text. No title page. On front leaf 
pencilled text giving the title and author’s name in Persian. Fol. 1a is 
blank, except for an owner’s mark. Text begins on fol. 1b. Simple 
geometric Onv n in black and red on fol. 1b in red and black ink. Onv n 
covers an earlier text frame in two columns, drawn in red ink. Text is 
written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and overlinings in red ink. 
Verses are written in two columns. On fols1b-16b, text area is framed with 
red and black triple lines, a further single frame in margins, black ink. 
Verse columns are separated by two vertical red lines. On fols 17a-37b, 
text area is framed in red double lines and verse columns are separated by 
two vertical red lines. On the rest of the folios, no frames and no lines 
between verse columns. Catchwords and marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 
232a. On fol. 232b, a detached note. 

NOTES The text is the first part of Nez m ’s Eskandar-n meh, known as araf-
n meh. Eskandar-n meh is one of the five works included in Nez m ’s 
Xamseh. About the work, see Rypka (1968) 211-212. 
 
According to the colophon on fol. 232a, the manuscript was copied in 

  , R mp r. 
 
The mending paper on fol. 5b contains printed text where the figure 1882 
appears, possibly indicating a year.  

OWNERS’ MARKS Unclear note on fol. 1a. Two notes on fol. 232b giving the title of the text. 
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The longer note gives the date avv l 9, 1225 H [1810 CE] and the name 
and place:           . 
 
On the inside of the front cover the label of Luzac & Co. On the front leaf 
pencilled marks: “MS/1910” and “[6]/6”. On the inner lining of the back 
cover, pencilled number “15123” followed by an unclear mark. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
    \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 232a, line 9 
        \       

PROVENANCE The label of Luzac & Co and the pencilled marks on the front leaf and the 
inner lining of the back cover indicate that Arthur Christensen acquired the 
manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 137 

TITLE  ][
Dorreh-ye N der[ ] [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR [        ]
[M rz  Mo ammad Mehd  X n ebn Mo ammad Na r Astar b d ] (d. ca 
1175 H [1761 CE]) 

SCRIBE     
Abd All h ebn M rz  Az z [fol. 32a, 153b] 

COPYING DATE 6. om d  al- xar 12[89] H [1872 CE] [fol. 153b] (see Notes)  

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 154 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 26 x 17.5 x 2.2 cm; text area 20 x 11 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine black leather. Covers marbled paper in 
different shades of blue. On front cover written in black ink:    . 
Inner linings paper. Covers are loose. Burnished paper with various 
impressed stamps, some with Cyrillic letters (e.g. fol. 134b). Fols 97-104 
paper with visible chain lines and watermark PRO BONO PUBLICO / 
UNIVERSAL FOOLSCAP. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text begins on 
fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Overlinings, marginal 
and interlinear notes in red. Paragraph headings given on top margins of 
every page and below heading Arabic page numbering in red ink. Each 
main chapter begins on a new page, with chapter heading in black ink 
overlined by red. Paragraph headings given in larger hand, black ink. 
Some chapters end with a colophon. Fol. 32b is blank. Catchwords on each 
page. Copious marginal and interlinear notes. Text ends on fol. 153a. On 
fols 153a-153b editorial postscript. Fol. 154 is blank. 

NOTES The text presents the history of N der h (ruled 1736-1747). In the 
present manuscript, the title is given   Dorreh-ye n dereh. al-

ar ah 8:111 and Fehrest 29:89-90 give the title as   . 
 
On fol. 153b, the year of copying given in the colophon has been partly 
erased and changed to the year 929 H [1523 CE]. However, the ink of the 
folio has made a mirror image of the colophon text on the otherwise blank 
opposite page [fol. 154a]. There it can be ascertained that the original 
copying year consisted of four digits that seem to be , the last two 
digits being somewhat unclear.  
 
The editorial postscript on fols 153a-153b contains a dedication to N er 
al-D n h Q r (ruled 1848-1896 CE) and mentions how printing ( 

) has become available. The text further mentions that the copy was 
made at the request of   in the K rx neh of   . The contents 
of the postscript resemble the editorial postscripts in lithographic prints. 
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Further similarities to lithographic prints are the catchwords placed on 
every page and the headings and page numbers placed in the top margin. A 
lithographic print of the text was published in Bombay 1280 H [1863 CE] 
with the title     , cf. Edwards (1922) 502. 

OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
  .               

       
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 153a, lines 11-12 and 12-13 

                    
   ]... [         

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 138 

TITLE     
Nafa t al-ons min a ar t al-qods [fol. 329a] 

SUBJECT Biography 

AUTHOR [     ]
[N r al-D n Abd al-Ra m n m ] (817-898 H [1414-1492 CE])  

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 3. Rab  al-avval 976 H [1568 CE] [fol. 329b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 331 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 27.3 x 20 x 8.4 cm; text area 18 x 11 cm 

DESCRIPTION Manuscript is placed in newer loose covers, Oriental style with flap. Spine 
and fore-edge of covers black linen. Covers and flap paper with printed 
pattern in white, blue and yellow. Manuscript retains back cover and parts 
of spine of binding. Front cover is missing. Spine and edges are brown 
leather and cover is paper. Burnished paper, no marks. Worm-eaten. Holes 
and margins mended with different types of mending paper. Damp stained 
on several fol. Fols 1-25 are loose. Fols 330-331 different paper. Foliation 
in Arabic numbers starts with number 40 [fol. 6a], numbers only visible on 
some folios, written in black ink, red ink or pencil. Beginning of text is 
missing. Only part of fol. 1 survives: lines 1-3 and parts of lines 4-5 are 
missing. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Names in red ink. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. The text ends on fol. 329b. Fols 330a-331a 
are blank. Fol. 331b is blank except for a pencilled owner’s mark. A 
handwritten paper note describing the manuscript in English is kept 
together with the manuscript (see Notes).  

NOTES About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 286-288. The text is a 
collection of biographies of f s. The present manuscript is not complete 
as a large number of folios are missing from the beginning. According to 
the handwritten foliation in Arabic numbers, 34 folios are missing. When 
compared to the edition available at  
http://www.sufism.ws/books/download/farsi/jami/nafahat-jami.pdf  
(accessed in January 27, 2011)  
it can be noted that the introductory chapters on f  doctrines and the first 
87 biographies are missing. The present text begins with the last lines 
belonging to the biography of Mom d D navar  and the first lines of the 
biography of asan ibn Al  Mos , i.e. the biographies 88 and 89 in the 
web edition. 
 
The handwritten note in English kept together with the manuscript has the 
text: “(69) Nafhat al Uns; by Jami. A biography of the famous sufis & 
saints of Islam by Abdul Rahman Jami. Persian MS. 17 lines to the page; 
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red & black ink. Clear Nastalik character. Some leaves from the beginning 
missing. Water stained in parts. dated 976 A.H. – originally composed in 
833 A.H.” 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, pencilled mark “No. (69)” in the margin. On fol. 329b, 
pencilled mark on mending paper “O/15”. On fol. 331b, pencilled mark 
“No. 69”. Verses on the back cover and on the inner lining of the back 
cover. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1a, last two lines 
]   ]            [    [

           
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 329b, lines 7-9 

 ]   [    [ ]   \      \  
  [ ]    \       [  ] \   

PROVENANCE The English note and the pencilled marks indicate that Arthur Christensen 
acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 139 

TITLE [ ]
[Anthology] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR [ ]  
Moll  o r  [Ma had ] (d. ca 1078 H [1667 CE]) [fol. 21b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 2.  qa deh 1210 H [1796 CE] [fol. 83a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 84 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 23.2 x 14.8 x 2 cm; text area 17 x 8.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners light brown leather. Four bands 
across spine. Two labels on spine. Upper label partly worn off, text faded. 
Lower label shows the digits “66”. Covers marbled paper: gray, white, red 
and blue. Inner linings paper. Blank front leaf. Burnished paper, no marks. 
Damp stains, worm-eaten. Some holes mended. No title page. Fol. 1a 
blank except for owners’ marks. Fol. 1b blank. Text begins on fol. 2a. Text 
written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Verse markers and important words 
in red on fols 2a-51a. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Fol. 83a written in 
different hand. Text ends on fol. 83a. Fols 83b-84b are blank except for 
owners’ marks. End leaf with an owner’s stamp.  

NOTES The text consists of compositions of Moll  o r . About the author, see 
Munibur Rahman “Tughr  Mull ”, in EI2, 10:598-599. Rieu, Catalogue 
2:742-744 gives details of the contents of MS Add. 16,852 containing 
writings of Moll  o r . Some of the texts described by Rieu also appear 
in the present manuscript, e.g.: 
 

]    fol. 2a]  [Rieu XII[
]     fol. 5b]  [Rieu V[

]     fol. 10a]  [Rieu X[
]    fol. 26b]  [Rieu XIII [

]   fol. 35b] [Rieu XVIII [
 
The present anthology consists of 12 texts. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Label on the spine shows the digits “66”. Label of Luzac & Co. on the 
inner lining of the front cover. Pencilled marks “a/s /11906”, “JO – ”, 
“5/6” and with blue pencil “183” on the inner lining of the front cover. On 
fol. 1a, note in black ink and the mark    " "  . On 83b, note 
in black ink and a stamp “J. O’Kinealy”. The same stamp on the second 
end leaf. On the first front leaf, pencilled word in Latin letters “Tugra”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2a, line 1 
  [ ]    
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 83a, lines 5-6 
                

PROVENANCE “J. O’Kinealy” in the owner’s stamps may be James O’Kinealy (1837-
1903). The Alumni list of National University of Ireland, Galway, gives 
this information: James O’Kinealy *BA 1858; MA and LLD 1882 
(honorary on dissolution of QUI); Judge; writer, Arabic scholar; Judge of 
the High Court of Judicature, Fort William, Bengal. 
http://www.nuigalway.ie/law/documents/alumni.pdf (accessed in 
December 2010). 
 
The label of Luzac & Co. indicates that Arthur Christensen acquired the 
manuscript in Europe. The mark “5/6” may indicate the price. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 140 

TITLE    [ ]
[Masnav -ye] Nav b-e Al qol x n [fol. 67a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR      ][
[M r ams al-D n Faq r Abb s  Dehlav ] (d. 1183 H [1769/70 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 20. a b n 1206 H [1792 CE] [fol. 67a]  

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 69 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 15 

SIZE 23 x 14.2 x 2 cm; text area 17-17.4 x 7.7 -8.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and edges light brown leather. Covers 
marbled paper: brown, blue and red. Paper label attached across spine, 
partly worn off. Written on label:    . Written on spine in 
black ink  [. .] . Wormholes on cover. Paper label attached on inner 
lining with handwritten text in English (see Notes). Paper, turning brown, 
rough surface. Damp stains, worm-eaten, some mendings in margins. 
Some wormholes in text area mended without restoring the text. Fols 1-2 
and 68-69 newer, burnished paper, fewer wormholes. Fols 1a-3a blank 
except for owners’ marks. No title page. Text begins on fol. 3b. Text 
written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and colophon in red. Text 
smudged and partly worn off on several folios. Text area framed with 
double red and single blue lines. On some folios blue frame is missing. On 
fols 6b-7a, an additional blue frame in margins. Verses are written in two 
columns separated by red vertical double lines. Headings in horizontal 
panels. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 67a. Fols 67b-69b 
are blank except for owners’ marks. 

NOTES The title is given in the colophon on fol. 67a. The title word  is 
spelled  . The text is a poem containing the love story between 
Al qol x n V leh (d. 1169 H [1756 CE]) and Xad eh Sol n. The 

author’s name is not mentioned in the text. Hertha Kirketerp-Møller who 
was a Research Librarian at The Royal Library in Copenhagen (1967-
1978) and worked with the Persian manuscripts, identified the text as 
V leh va Sol n written by M r ams al-D n Faq r Abb s  Dehlav .  
 
MS 343 in Rieu, Supplement, 214-215 is V leh va Sol n, but the 
beginning differs from the present text. Rieu quotes some further verses of 
the poem but it has not been possible to ascertain these verses in the 
present text.  
 
The handwritten label attached on the inside of the front cover contains 
text in English: “(10) Ali Kuli Khan Walah, Mathnavi of. The love story of 
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Walah & Khudejah Begom. Persian MS. 16 lines to the page within blue 
& red ruling; Nastalik hand; leather binding dated A. H. 1206.” 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fols 1a and 69b pencilled mark “No. (10)”. On fol. 3a in black ink:  
] [  . On the mending paper on fol. 67b, jottings in black ink. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 3b, line 1 
   \   

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 67a, line 1 
     \       

PROVENANCE The label with text in English and the pencilled number 10 that appear on 
the label and on the manuscript indicate that Arthur Christensen acquired 
the manuscript in Europe.  
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 141 

TITLE ] [
[D van-e Ve l] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   ] [   
[Ve l M rz  K ok Mo ammad af  r z ] (1193-1262 H [1779-1846 
CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 62 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 10-15 

SIZE 20.1 x 13.5 x 1.9 cm; text area 13.2 x 7.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine mended with brown leather. Covers leather 
stained grey, multiple frames and floral medallions. Inner linings red 
paper. Covers are loose. Burnished paper, no marks. Damp stains. 
Mendings in margins. Pagination in Arabic numbers, black ink, on fols 1a-
43b. Pagination begins with number 2 on fol. 1a. Beginning of text 
missing. Text starts on fol. 1a. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Quotations, important words and headings in red. Prose text on fols 1a-3b. 
Verses begin on fol. 3b. Verses are written in two columns. Catchwords 
partly cut off on some folios. Marginal notes, partly cut off on some folios. 
Text ends abruptly on fol. 62b. Ending missing. 

NOTES The text is a collection of poetry with a prose preface. The beginning and 
ending are missing. According to the Arabic page numbers, one page is 
missing from the beginning. On fol. 62b, a pencilled note by Arthur 
Christensen identifying the poet as Ve l. About the author, see Rypka 
(1968) 331-332. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 61b an oval stamp, traced with black ink giving the date Rab  al-
san  1307 H [1889 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1a, lines 1-2 
                  

    
Fol. 3b, line 3 

        \          
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 62b, line 11 

      \      
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 143 

TITLE   
ar  ayn al- ilm [fol. 1a & fol. 6b] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 273 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 23 

SIZE 22.6 x 14.7 x 4 cm; text area 16 x 7.8 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners reddish brown leather. Covers 
black paper with impressed pattern. Five bands across spine. Bands are 
flanked with golden double lines. Further golden double lines in top and 
bottom of spine. Four tooled flowers on panels between bands. On one 
panel, in gold on red background:    . On another panel, in gold 
on red background:      . Front and end leaves brown 
paper. Burnished paper, no marks. Worm-eaten. Some holes mended. 
Foliation in Arabic numbers black ink. On some folios number is partly or 
completely cut off. Fol. 219 is smaller in size, different paper with b-side 
blank except for a short note. No title page. On fol. 1a, the title   

][  is written close to top edge of page. Fol. 1a is blank except for traces 
of owners’ marks. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, 
black ink. Commented Arabic text overlined in red. Chapter headings in 
red. Some vowel marks in commented Arabic texts. Catchwords. Marginal 
notes, some partly cut off. Text ends on fol. 273a. Fol. 273b is blank. A 
handwritten note with text in English is kept together with the manuscript 
(see Notes.) 

NOTES The text is an anonymous Persian commentary to the Arabic text   
[fol. 6b]. On the spine, the title is given as    . On fol. 1a, the 
title [ ]   is written close to the top edge of the page. On fol. 6b, it 
is further stated that the original work consists of 20 chapters.  
 

 al fah, Ka f al- un n 4:282-283, gives the title of the original 
Arabic work   and identifies the author as Mohammad ibn U m n 
ibn Umar al-Bal  al- anaf . Brockelmann gives the same information in 
GALS II:258. Ahlwardt (1891), 5:112 describes MS 3064 that has   
as a second title. The beginning and ending of that text are similar to the 
commented Arabic text in the present manuscript. According to Ahlwardt, 
the author is Abd All h ibn Abd al-Ra m n al-Mad in . 
 
The note kept together with the manuscript has a handwritten text in 
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English: “Muhammad ibn Uthm n al Balkh  al-Hanaf . Ain al- Ilm. A 
Persian commentary on the above, which is [..?] comments [attributed] to 
Muh. bin Uth. XVIII cent.” 

OWNERS’ MARKS The name on the spine      may refer to an owner. 
On the inner lining of the front cover, stamp “J. O’Kinealy” and label of 
Luzac & Co. On the front leaf a-side, faded stamp “J. O’Kinealy”. On the 
front leaf b-side, pencilled marks “[e]/s / 1906”, “ar”, “10/-”. On fol. 1b, 
stamp with the name   and the year 1297 H [1879/80 CE]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
            

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 273a, lines 13-14  
                

      
PROVENANCE “J. O’Kinealy” in the owner’s stamps may be James O’Kinealy (1837-

1903). The Alumni list of National University of Ireland, Galway, gives 
this information: James O’Kinealy *BA 1858; MA and LLD 1882 
(honorary on dissolution of QUI); Judge; writer, Arabic scholar; Judge of 
the High Court of Judicature, Fort William, Bengal. 
http://www.nuigalway.ie/law/documents/alumni.pdf (accessed December 
2010). 
 
The label of Luzac & Co indicates that Arthur Christensen acquired the 
manuscript in Europe. The pencilled mark “10/-” may refer to the price. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 144 

TITLE [  ]
[Prayer book] 

SUBJECT Zoroastrianism 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 69 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 7 

SIZE 13.3 x 9.6 x 1.2 cm; text area 8.2 x 5.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers red leather. Gilded multiple 
floral and geometric frames on covers. Seven gilded double bands across 
spine. Star and floral ornaments in panels between the bands. Remains of a 
paper label across lower part of spine: white paper with blue frames. Inner 
lining of front cover and front leaf marbled paper. Similar marbled paper 
as end leaf and attached on fol. 69b. Inner lining of back cover white 
paper. Watermarked paper (Ruse & Turners 1823), rough surface. 
Pagination in Arabic numbers, black ink, starts with number 1 [fol. 10a] 
and ends with 88 [fol. 57b]. No title page. Fols 1a-10a are blank. Text 
begins on fol. 10b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings 
and important words in red. Catchwords. Marginal and interlinear 
pencilled notes on fols 10b-11a. Text ends on fol. 57b. Fols 58-63 are 
blank. Pencilled note in Pahlavi on fol. 64a. Faded calculations and 
unclear notes on fols 65a, 66a-68b. Fols 65b and 69a are blank. Marbled 
paper attached to fol. 69b. 

NOTES According to the pencilled English text on the front leaf, the text is a 
Zoroastrian prayer book written in Pahlavi but with modern Persian 
characters: 
“Prayer book in Zend written in Persian characters – used by Irani 
Parsees.” 

OWNERS’ MARKS Various owner’s marks on the front leaf, b-side:  
- in black ink, Latin letters cursive script, unclear 
- a line in black ink, Indian script 
- a line in modern Persian characters, unclear 
- a line in Pahlavi, crossed over 
- pencilled text in English: see Notes 
- pencilled note “10/-” 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 10b, line 1 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 57b, line 5 
        

PROVENANCE The pencilled English note on the front leaf indicates that Arthur 
Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. The mark “10/-” on the 
front leaf may refer to price. 

 

Cod. Pers. AC144 010b–011a
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 145 

TITLE [  ]
[ Ey r-e d ne ] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR [    ]
[Ab  al-Fa l ebn Mob rak] (d. 1011 H [1602 CE]) 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 1.  al- a  (no year given) [fol. 272a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 273 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

SIZE 22.5 x 13.4 x 3.4 cm; text area 16.3 x 8.4 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners red leather with tooled frames. 
Covers marbled paper: green, red, yellow, black and white. Folios do not 
form quires but have been cut to single leaves and glued to spine. Leaves 
are getting loose. Front leaf and fol. 273 thick paper. Burnished paper, no 
marks, different qualities. Fols 1 and 272 mounted on thick paper. Fols 49-
56 tinted pink. Margins mended on fols 2-3 and 270. On some folios, ink 
has seeped through page. Some wormholes, a few mended. Damp stains. 
Fol. 1a is title page giving title and author’s name as    . Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. Different 
hands. Headings, verse markers and overlinings in red. Text area is framed 
with multiple lines in gold, blue and black. Catchwords. Marginal notes. 
Text ends on fol. 272a. Fols 272b-273b are blank. 

NOTES The text is Ab  al-Fa l’s version of Kal leh va Demneh consisting of a 
preface and 16 chapters. The list of chapters is on fols 7a-7b. 
 
On the title page, the text is erroneously identified as Anv r-e Sohayl , i.e. 
V e -e K ef ’s (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) version of Kal leh va Demneh. 
The same erroneous information is given in the handwritten note on fol. 1a 
in English: “The light of Soleil, or Canopus by Cashefi – being an elegant 
paraphrase of Pilpai’s Tales and Fables.” 
 
The cut from a printed catalogue in French attached to the inside of the 
back cover gives the correct author and title: “Abu Fazl. Yar I Danish”. 
Further, the catalogue entry describes the manuscript and dates it to the 
18th century.  
 
The title   is not given in the present text, but on fol. 272a, the last 
lines contain the word  and  . Further, MS Add. 4945 in Rieu 
(1888), Catalogue 2:756-757 is Ey r-e d ne  and it has a beginning 
similar to that of the present text.  
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About the author and the work, see Rypka (1968) 313 and Rieu, op. & loc. 
cit. 

OWNERS’ MARKS On the inner lining of the front cover, the number “1581” in black ink and 
the label of the bookshop Stassin et Xavier. On the front leaf the number 
“4093.” On fol. 1a, a stamp. On the same folio handwritten note in English 
(see Notes) and the mark “No.9”. On the inside of the back cover a cut 
from a printed catalogue in French (see Notes). 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
                  

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 272a, lines 15-16 
                   

      
PROVENANCE The label of Stassin et Xavier and the cut from a French catalogue indicate 

that Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 146 

 Text A

TITLE  
Lo at-e hed  [fol. 1b] 

SUBJECT Lexicography 

AUTHOR [  ]
[Ebr h m hed ] (875-957 H [1470-1550 CE]) 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 19 (fols 1b-19b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 16-18 

NOTES The text is also known as 
  ,   ,   

cf. Flügel (1865) 1:135. The text is a versified Persian-Turkish vocabulary. 
The author’s name is not mentioned in the present text but Flügel op. & 
loc. cit., identifies the author as Ebr h m hed . On fol. 19b, a 
chronogram gives the year of composition as 921 H [1515/1516 CE]. The 
numeric values of the letters and a calculation of the sum are also given. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
      \       

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 19b, lines 2-3 
       \     

  
Text B 

TITLE  [ ]
Pand[-n meh] [fol. 21b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   
Far d al-d n A r (d. 617 H [1220 CE]) [fol. 21b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 27 (fols 21b-47b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

NOTES About the author, see Rypka (1968) 237-240. 
The last lines of the poem are written in minute script in an additional 
panel on fol. 47b. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 21b, line 1 
       \      

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 47b, line 13 
       \     
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Text C 
TITLE    

Lo at-e mo kel t-e Golest n [fol. 48b] 
SUBJECT Lexicography 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 16 (fols 48b-63a) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 9 

NOTES The text is a Persian-Turkish vocabulary to Golest n of Sa d -ye r z  (d. 
691 H [1292 CE]). The Persian words are arranged alphabetically and 
according to the last vowel. The Turkish translations are written above 
each Persian word. On fols 57a-63a, Arabic expressions appearing in 
Golest n with interlinear Turkish translations. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 48b, line 1 
 \  \  \  

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 63a, line 9 
  \     

  
Text D 

TITLE  
Lo at-e Bah rest n [fol. 63b] 

SUBJECT Lexicography 

AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 11 (fols 63b-73b) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 9 

NOTES The text is a Persian-Turkish vocabulary to Bah rest n of Nur al-D n 
Abd al-Ra m n m  (817-898 H [1414-1492 CE]). The Persian words 

are arranged alphabetically and the Turkish translations are written above 
each Persian word. On fols 71b-73b, Arabic expressions appear in 
Bah rest n with interlinear Turkish translations. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 63b, line 1 
 \  \  \  \ 

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 73b, lines 5-6 
   \   \ 

  
Text E 

TITLE  
Qaw ed al-fars [fol. 74b] 

SUBJECT Grammar 
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AUTHOR  
Anonymous 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 16 (fols 74b-89a) 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 17 

NOTES The text is a grammar of Persian language written in Arabic with text 
examples from Persian poetry. 
According to the table of contents on fol. 74b, the text consists of four 
B b, but the fourth B b seems to be missing as only the headings of the 
first three can be found in the text. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 74b, lines 1 and 4-5 
       [...]         [ ]

        
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 89a, lines 1-2 

                 
      

  
Text A, B, C, D and E 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

SIZE 19.8 x 13.5 x 2.1 cm; text area 14.1-15.3 x 7.5-7.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION Oriental-style binding with flap. Spine, covers and flap dark red leather. 
Tooled multiple frames and central medallion with traces of colouring on 
covers and flap. Inner linings red paper. A strip of paper with printed 
decoration in red, yellow and green connects front and back leaves to 
covers. Front and back leaves thin white burnished watermarked paper. 
Manuscript is thicker burnished paper with watermark (a star and a half-
moon). Damp stains. Margins mended on several fol. No title page. Fol. 1a 
is blank except for owners’ marks. Text A begins on fol. 1a and ends on 
fol. 19b. Fol. 20a contains owners’ marks and text frame in red ink. Fol. 
20b is blank. Fol. 21a is blank except for owners’ marks. Text B begins on 
fol. 21b and ends on fol. 47b. Fol. 48a is blank. Text C begins on fol. 48b 
and ends on fol. 63b. Text D begins on fol. 64a and ends on fol. 73b. Fol. 
74a is blank. Text E begins on fol. 74b and ends on fol. 89a. All texts are 
written by the same hand in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings, 
important words, interlinear notes and verse markers in red. Text area is 
framed with a single red line. Verses of text B and some verses of text A 
are written in two columns separated by two vertical red lines. On fols 
21b-32b (text B), some headings are written in greenish ink that may have 
originally been silver. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Fol. 89b contains 
owners’ marks. Fol. 90a is blank. Fol. 90b is blank except for owners’ 
marks. 

NOTES On the end leaf, pencilled notes by Arthur Christensen in Danish giving 
details of the contents of the manuscript. 
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OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, there are a note, some scribbles and a stamp with the name 
    . The same name appears on two stamps on fol. 20a, one of 
them traced with black ink. Further on fol. 20a, several notes and a stamp 
with the name   . The same stamp appears twice on fol. 21a. On 
fol. 48, a stamp has been cut out, leaving a hole. On fol. 74b, two smudged 
stamps. On fol. 89a, two stamps and two notes. On fol. 89b, Notes and a 
stamp traced in black ink. On fol. 90b, a note. On the end leaf, calculations 
and a text line in black ink. 

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 147 

TITLE     
K ef al-asr r va ma la  al-anv r [fol. 136b] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR   
[ asan ar f  eleb ] (10th c. H [16th c. CE] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 948 H [1541/2 CE] [fol. 136b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 137 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 13 

SIZE 17.5 x 11.7 x 3 cm; text area 12.3 x 6.2 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather. Spine has a 
vertical tear. Tooled multiple frames and central medallion on covers. 
Covers have white stains. Inner lining dark brown leather. Rather thick, 
burnished paper, no watermark. Fol. 1 is mounted on different paper. 
Extensive mendings in margins. Damp stains and smudges. No title page. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text written in Nasta l q script, black ink. 
Commented verses in red. Verse markers in red. Catchwords, some partly 
or completely cut off. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 136b. Detached 
text on fol. 137a. Fol. 137b is blank.  

NOTES The text is a commentary to the Masnav -ye ma nav  of R m  (d. 672 H 
[1273 CE]). The title is mentioned in al- ar ah 17:234, entry 38, and 

asan ar f  eleb  is suggested as the author. According to al- ar ah, 
the text has a preface in Arabic with a dedication to the Ottoman Sol n 
Solaym n (ruled 1520-1566 CE). The preface is missing from the present 
text that starts directly with the commentary of Masnav -ye ma nav ’s first 
verse. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Verses on fol. 1a. Faded stamp on fol. 76a. Verses on fol. 136b, partly 
worn off. Unclear text on fol. 137a. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 
         
           

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 136b, lines 5-10 
                

    
PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 148 

TITLE     
Res leh asad yeh f  ans b al- alav yeh [fols 1a, 1b, 2a & 6a] 

SUBJECT History 

AUTHOR        
Mo ammad Q sem ebn asan al-Moxt r al- osayn  al- Obayd  [fol. 5b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given  

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 37 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 14 

SIZE 23.4 x 14.5 x 1 cm; text area 16 x 8 cm 

DESCRIPTION Manuscript is placed within loose covers that are smaller than manuscript. 
European-style covers are lacquered and have bronze coloured multiple 
frames and glitter. Floral medallions with roses on covers. Inner lining 
lacquered: red background, bronze-coloured multiple frames, and stem of 
daffodils and leaves. In upper left corner of front cover, written in gold: 
“   \  .”. Quires are bound together in thick paper covers. Front 
paper cover has been foliated as fol. 1 whereas the back cover is 
unnumbered. On fol. 1b, paper label with pencilled text in English (see 
Notes). Title appears on fol. 1a, written in black ink, careless hand. Title 
appears on fol. 1b, upside down, black ink, thick strokes. Fol. 2a, contains 
title in red ink. Manuscript is written on paper, no marks, dull surface. 
Damp stains, worm-eaten. Some wormholes mended. Upper edges and 
corners partly worn off. On fols 2-24 part of margins eaten off. On several 
folios ink has seeped through paper. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text is written 
in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and overlinings in red. Text area is 
framed by double red and single blue lines. Some spaces left for headings 
remain blank. Fol. 8a is blank. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on 
fol. 71b.  

NOTES The text is a genealogy of the descendants of Al  ebn Ab  leb. The text 
is dedicated to the afav  ruler, h ahmasp (ruled 1524-1576 CE), 
whose genealogy down to M s  K em is given [fols 4a-4b]. According to 
the preface, the text consists of a Moqaddemeh and five Fa l [fol. 6a]. The 
present text is not complete but contains only the preface, first Fa l and the 
beginning of the second Fa l. On fol. 37b, the text ends with a catchword 
in the bottom margin:   . 
The pencilled note attached on fol. 1b contains a text in English: “Risalah 
Asadieh Iran – on the genealogy of the Alavis by Moh. Kasim bin Hasan. 
Persian MS. Nastaliq chaml . 35 folios. Nd. Margins damaged. XVIII 
Cent. / see B.O. XII.”  

OWNERS’ MARKS On the front paper cover, pencilled marks “R/of sale” “No. 3”, “10/6”. On 
the back paper cover, a round white label with the mark “R/3”. 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, line 1 
          

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 37b, lines 6-7 
    [. .]    \  

PROVENANCE The attached pencilled note in English, the label on the back paper cover 
and the other pencilled marks indicate that Arthur Christensen acquired the 
manuscript in Europe.  
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 149 

TITLE  
me  al- ek y t [spine, fols 3a & 4a] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR     
Sayyed M rz  Yazd  ehr n  [fol. 350b] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Mo arram 1261 H [1845 CE] [fol. 350b]  

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 350 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 13 

SIZE 21.8 x 18 x 4.3 cm; text area 15 x 10 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers light brown leather, stained 
grey. Tooled multiple frames and floral medallions on covers. Covers are 
somewhat smaller than manuscript. Two paper labels on spine, one with 
the text   and the other with the digit  . Attached on inner side 
of front cover a printed drawing of a veiled person sitting on throne. Partly 
covering picture, a blue label with text in black ink [ .]    . 
Burnished paper, no marks. Some quires loose. Fol. 1 partly torn off the 
binding. On fols 1-5 margins worn. Damp stains. Smudges. On some fol. 
the text is very close to the binding. Mendings in blue paper on fols 1-2 
and 257. Fol. 350 glued to end paper. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank except 
for some pencilled marks. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in Nasta l q script, 
black ink. Headings and verse markers in red. Catchwords. Marginal 
notes. Text ends on fol. 350b. End leaf blank except for pencilled notes. 

NOTES The text gives instructions in good manners. In the colophon on fol. 350b, 
the title is corrected to   . The same title appears in the heading 
on fol. 1b where it has originally been written in red ink but now traced in 
black ink. The second word of the title is changed from  to  . 
The title   appears twice in the text: fols 3a and 4a. 
 
List of contents is given on fols 4a-4b: 

 
       [fol. 9a] 

         [fol. 13b] 
        [fol. 25a] 

       [fol. 28a] 
      [fol. 46b] 

      [fol. 194b]
        [fol. 267b]
        [fol. 275a]

         [fol. 284a]
        [fol. 294b]
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       [fol. 316a]
         [fol. 332b]

 
The author’s name is given in the colophon [fol. 350b]: 

        

Pencilled table of contents on fol. 1a and a note to the colophon on fol. 
350b in Danish by Arthur Christensen. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Stamp on fol. 350b. On the end leaf a pencilled note “ i’it. Tradition” 
crossed over. Persian owner’s note on the inner lining of the back cover, 
the name is unclear. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
        

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 350b, lines 11-13 
     \         

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 150 

TITLE  
Ma m eh-ye aq q  [label on the front cover] 

SUBJECT Anthology: miscellaneous prose writing and poetry 

AUTHOR 
Various (see Notes) 

SCRIBE Anonymous 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 135 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 13 

SIZE 21 x 16.8 x 2.2 cm; text area 17.7 x 13 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine green paper. Covers paper with printed 
floral pattern in green, red, black and white. Label on front cover:  

 . On inner lining paper label with handwritten text in English, black 
ink (see Notes). Watermarked paper (GiorMagnani), dull surface. Fols 1-2 
and 134-135 different paper. On fols 6b-75b, foliation in brownish ink. On 
fols 76a-128b, pagination in brownish ink. Some folios are ruled. No title 
page. Fols 1a-6a are blank. Text begins on fol. 6b. Text written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings, important words, vowel marks, 
verse markers and overlinings in red ink. Different hands. Text area is 
framed by double red lines. Verses are written in two columns. On some 
folios, verse columns are separated either by one or two double lines. On 
fols 115a-115b, verses are written diagonally in two columns and 
vertically between columns. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 
115b. Fols 12b-15b, 92a-93b, 116a-128b and 130b-131b are blank except 
for text frames, ruling and foliation/pagination numbers. Fols 129a-130a 
have a table of contents with red ruling. Fols 132a-135b are blank. 

NOTES The text is a collection of prose and poetry in both Persian and Urdu. The 
table of contents on fols 129a-130a lists 117 headings. Some texts deal 
with religious issues such as prayer, ritual purity and issues pertaining 
faith. Many of the poems praise Al  and osayn.  
 
Most of the texts are anonymous, but some names of authors are 
mentioned: 
 

        [fol. 65b]
           [fol. 67b]

         [fol. 72b]
 
It has not been possible to identify these authors. 
 
A label on the inner lining of the front cover contains text in English: 
“Persian Ms. Medjmo aï Hakiki / Prose & Poems.” 
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On fol. 6b, a pencilled note by Arthur Christensen: “Indledningen her maa 
være Hindust ni” (The introduction is most probably Hindust ni). 

OWNERS’ MARKS On fol. 1a, pencilled marks “A/n” “6/-”. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 6b, lines 1-2 
        

           
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 115b, 2nd and 3rd diagonal lines in the left column 

          
           

PROVENANCE The label with English text and the pencilled marks on fol. 1a indicate that 
Arthur Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 151 

 Text A

TITLE  
Golest n [fol. 117a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR  
Sa d -ye r z  (d. 691 H [1292 CE]) [fol. 117a] 

NOTES The text of Golest n is written in the central text area. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
              

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol 117a, lines 7-8 
      \       

      \     
  

Text B 
TITLE 

B st n [fol. 117a] 
SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  
Sa d -ye r z  (d. 691 H [1292 CE]) [fol. 117a] 

NOTES The text of B st n is written in the margins. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 in the margins 
     \     

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 117a, lines 30-31 in the margins 
    \      

  
Text A and B 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 1219 H [1804/5 CE] [fol. 117a] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 119 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 13 

SIZE 23.9 x 15.2 x 1.6 cm; text area 13 x 7.7 cm 

DESCRIPTION European binding. On inside of back cover, bottom edge: “Bound by A. 
Pittendrich. Edinb.”. Spine and corners light brown leather with tooled 
double lines and gilded leaf ornament. Five bands across spine. Gilded 
ornamentation on spine. In bottom end of spine an emblem displaying 
arms drawing a bow. In panel on red background, text in gold “Persian 
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Manuscripts”. In panel on black background, text in gold “Vol. IV”. 
Covers marbled paper in red, blue and white. Same marbled paper used as 
inner lining of covers extending over front and back leaves. Two front 
leaves and end leaves. Manuscript is written on thin, burnished paper, no 
marks. Cut edges marble decorated. No title page. Fol. 1a is blank. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Text in Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and 
important words in red. On fol. 1b, space reserved for Onv n remains 
blank. Text area is framed by two double lines, black ink. A further 
multiple frame in black, red, yellow and blue in margins. Verses are 
written in two columns separated by two double lines. Text in margins is 
written diagonally in two panels. Catchwords. Text ends on fol 117a. Fols 
117b-119b are blank.  

NOTES The manuscript contains Golest n written in the central text area and 
B st n written in the margins. 
 
About the author and the two works, see Rypka (1968) 250-253. 
According to the colophon on fol. 117a, the manuscript was copied in  
(Lucknow). 
 
On the first front leaf, pencilled note in German: “Sa d . Gulist n, und am 
Rande: Bust n. Handschrift von 1219 (1804).” 
On fol. 117a, between the lines of the colophon, pencilled note in English: 
“The B stan is not in MS / [..?].” 
 
The digitized version of the text can be seen at: 
http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/manus/439/ 

OWNERS’ MARKS Pencilled mark on fol. 1a “7 op.”. Pencilled mark “O7 [..?]” on the second 
end leaf. A printed Ex Libris attached on the inner lining of the back cover 
displaying the same emblem as on the spine, i.e. arms drawing a bow, the 
motto “Far and sure”, the name Sir William Wilson Hunter K.C.S.I, and 
the text “Shelf No 71”. Added in pencil: “Sa d . Gulist n & Bust n (1219 
H)”. 

PROVENANCE The Ex Libris shows that the manuscript has belonged to the collection of 
Sir William Wilson Hunter (1840-1900) who did civil service in India in 
1862-1887. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wilson_Hunter, 
accessed February 2011). The German note on the front leaf suggests that 
Arthur Christensen may have acquired the manuscript in Germany.   
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 152 

TITLE  
Axl q-e mo sen  [spine, fols 1a, 200b] 

SUBJECT Ethics 

AUTHOR ][ ]  [  
[ osayn V e -e] K ef  [Sabzav r ] (d. 910 H [1504/5 CE]) [spine] 

SCRIBE  
Anonymous 

COPYING DATE 10. om d  al-avval 1200 H [1786 CE] [fol. 200b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 200 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 13 

SIZE 22.2 x 16.5 x 2.9 cm; text area 16 x 10 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers red leather. Multiple yellow 
frames on covers. Drawings and scribbles in black in on covers. Paper 
label on spine:    . Two front and end leaves. On second 
end leaf, pencilled title page with title in Arabic letters by Western hand, 
transcription of title, author’s name in transcription and the words 
“manuscrit persan”. Burnished paper, no marks. Pencilled foliation in 
Arabic numbers, Western hand. Text begins on fol. 1a. Text written in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings and verse markers in red. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes in Persian, black ink. Pencilled marginal 
notes in English. Text ends on fol. 200b. 

NOTES See Cod. Pers. A.C. 34 for details and references. 
 
A printed catalogue entry has been cut and pasted on the inner lining of the 
front cover. In the entry (113) the text is identified and the manuscript is 
described as being “in perfect state of preservation, written in a very fair 
Taliq character, on good Indian paper. Small 4to., pp. 489, ll. 13”. 
 
On the b-side of the second front leaf, pencilled table of content 

  . 
OWNERS’ MARKS On the inner lining of the front cover a cut from an English catalogue (see 

Notes). Further, a green label of Librairie C. Klincksieck, Paris; a green 
label with number 20 in black ink; written in black ink “D. F 206”; written 
in red ink “Lot 113”; pencilled “18/-”. On the first front leaf, pencilled 
“83.68”, “t/s / 1910”, “10/6”; written in black ink, cursive script 
“Nathaniel Howard”. On the second front leaf, pencilled “83.68”. The 
same number appears further on fol. 200b and second end leaf. On the first 
end leaf pencilled “498”. On the back cover, written in black ink, cursive 
script “D. [Zarbes ?]. 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1a, lines 1-2 
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ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 200b, lines 4-5 
       \           

  
PROVENANCE The name written on the front leaf indicates that the manuscript has 

belonged to Nathaniel Howard (fl. 1804-1830 CE), a British poet and 
scholar. About Howard, see Shattock (1999) 370. Howard’s name, the 
English catalogue text and the French bookshop label indicate that Arthur 
Christensen acquired the manuscript in Europe. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 153 

TITLE   [ ] 
ar -e [D v n-e] fez-e r z  [fol. 2a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR  [  ]
[Mevl n  Mu af ] em  (d. ca 1006 H [1597 CE]) [fol. 2a] 

SCRIBE  
A mad Agr  [fol. 401a] 

COPYING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 401 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 21 

SIZE 21.2 x 12.4 x 4.0 cm; text area 14.8 x 6.5 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and corners black cloth with thin lacquer 
finish. Covers marbled paper in different shades of red. Front leaves paper, 
turning yellow. Burnished watermarked paper. Damp stains on fols 2-9. 
Margins mended on fols 1-7. Fol. 1a detached verses. Fol. 1b blank. Note 
with title and author’s name on fol. 2a. Text begins with fol. 2b. Text in 
Nasta l q script, black ink. Headings, important words and overlinings in 
red. On fols 2b-3a, text area is framed by gold, black and red multiple 
lines. On the rest of the folios text area is framed by a single red line. 
Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text ends on fol. 401a. Fol. 401b is blank. 

NOTES The text is a Turkish commentary on a collection of poetry written by 
fez-e r z  (d. 792 H [1389/90 CE]). About the poet, see Rypka (1968) 

263-271. 
About the author em , see Rieu (1888) 154-155, and about the 
commentary, see Rieu op. cit. 158. The commentary was dedicated to 
A med Fer d n [fol. 3a]. According to Rieu op. cit. 158, A med Beg 
Fer d n served as   under Sel m II (ruled 1566-1574 CE).  
According to the colophon [fol. 401a], the author completed the work in 
the middle of a b n, 994 H [1586 CE]. 

OWNERS’ MARKS Verses on fol. 1a. On fol. 2a, a stamp. Further on fol. 2a, note one of them 
in Arabic containing the name    and the information 

              
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 

               
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 401a, lines 4-5 

                  
    

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 154 

TITLE 
Muf d [fol. 9a] 

SUBJECT Poetry 

AUTHOR [  ]  
Abd al-Ra m n [ Abd  P ] (d. 1103 H [1692 CE] or 1113 H [1701/2 

CE]) [fols 8a and 9a] 
SCRIBE  

Anonymous 
COPYING DATE a b n 1157 H [1744 CE] [fol. 124b] 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 127 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 19 

SIZE 21.4 x 16.2 x 2.3 cm; text area 17.2 x 8.8 cm  

DESCRIPTION Oriental binding with flap. Spine, edges and fore-edge of flap dark brown 
leather. Covers and flap orange paper with embossed floral pattern. Inner 
lining paper. Inner lining of fore-edge striped cloth: red, yellow, black and 
white. On front cover written in black ink    . Burnished 
watermarked paper. Fol. 1 newer paper. Damp stains. Fol. 1 is blank. 
Detached texts on fols 2a-7b. Table of contents and title  ] [  and 
author’s name   on fol. 8a. Text begins on fol. 8b. Text written in 
Nasx  script, black ink. Headings, verse markers in red. Overlinings in red 
and black. Foliation in Arabic numbers, red ink, starts with number 2 [fol. 
9a] and ends with number 117 [fol. 124a]. Text is framed with a single red 
line. Catchwords. Marginal notes. Text on last lines of fol. 67a and on fols 
67b-68a is written in different hand. Text ends on fol. 124b. Detached 
texts on fols 125a-127b.  

NOTES The text is a Turkish commentary on the Persian poem Pand-n meh 
written by Far d al-d n A r (d. 617 H [1220 CE]). On fol. 8a, the title is 
given as ]  [  . About A r, see Rypka (1968) 237-240. 
On fol. 9a, Muf d is given as the title of the commentary. The author’s 
name is given as   on fols 8a and 9a. MS 308 in Sohrweide (1974) 
266, has a beginning similar to the present text. The authorship is 
discussed on p. 267 and the vez r and historian Abd al-Ra m n Abd  
P  is presented as the probable author. H. Ritter, “ A r”, in EI2 I:754, 
gives Abd  P  as the author of Muf d. According to Ritter, Abd  P  
died in 1113 H [1701/2 CE] and according to Sohrweide in March 1692 
CE [1103 H].  
 
Table of contents on fol. 8a with references to folio numbers.  
 
On fols 125a-126a, detached text in Turkish discussing the verses 4:3 and 
2:223 of the Qor n.  

OWNERS’ MARKS On the inner linings of the covers and flap, on fols 2a-7b and 126b-127b, 
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notes, verses, calculations and jottings. Dates and names:  
- 27th of [a b n or avv l] 1165 H [1752 CE],   [fol. 2a]  
- 1163 H [1749/50 CE] [fol. 4b] 
- 15th of a b n 1167 H [1754 CE] [fol. 6a] 
- 7th of [afar] 1167 H [1753 CE],   [fol. 126b], the date 

appears also on the inner lining of the back cover. 
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 8b, lines 1-2 

   \     \           
ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 124b, lines 17-19 

      \              
     

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Pers. A.C. 155 

TITLE  
An s al-odab  [fols 1a, 60a] 

SUBJECT Prose writing 

AUTHOR 
Esop (Aesop) [fols 2a, 18a] 
 
Translated from English into Persian by: 

     
M rz  Abd al- am d ebn Abd al-B q  [fols 2a, 60b] 
and  

    
Al a rat Aq m rz  ayx aydar Al  [fol. 60b] 

SCRIBE      
Lithographed text:  M rz  Mo ammad Re -ye Sol n al-Kott b 
[fol. 60b] 

COPYING DATE 20. a b n 1311 H [1894 CE] [fol. 60b] 

PRINTING DATE Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIOS 62 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 12 

SIZE 16.4 x 10.2 x 1.4 cm; text area 12.3 x 6 cm 

DESCRIPTION European-style binding. Spine and covers reddish brown leather. Tooled 
double frame on covers. Folios not attached to spine. Machine-made 
Russian paper with an embossed stamp  [fol. 39a]. 
Lithographic print. Printed pagination starting with number 1 on fol. 1b 
and ending with number 119 on fol. 60b. Fol. 1a is title page with title 
surrounded by a wreath. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in small Nasta l q 
script. Catchwords on every page, some partly cut off. No marginal notes. 
Illustrations on fols 18b, 20b, 22a, 24b, 26b, 30a, 32a, 35b, 38a, 39a, 42b, 
44a, 45a, 46a, 46b, 49a, 51a, 52b, 53b, 55b, 56b, 57b, 58b and 59b. Text 
ends on fol. 60b. Fols 61-62 are loose with detached, identical printed texts 
on one side. The other side blank. One further loose folio, unnumbered, 
cut in two halves, same detached text as in fols 61-62.  

NOTES The text contains Aesop’s fables translated from English into Persian. 
According to the preface, the book was intended for children [fol. 2b]. 
 
The illustration on fol. 24b is signed in Latin cursive script. The signature 
is a bit unclear but seems to read: Hamide.  
 
The text was printed in ehr n [fol. 60b]. 
 
In the margins of fol. 1b, a printed stamp with the state emblem portraying 
lion and sun. The stamp contains the text   . 
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OWNERS’ MARKS - 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT Fol. 1b, line 1 
         

ENDING OF THE TEXT Fol. 60b, line 8 
      \       

PROVENANCE Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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